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In 1992 the Ohio Sea Grant Education Program produced a set of
Scenarios depicting scientists' best estimates of how the Great
Lakes region will be affected by global change. We defined
global change as environmental modification on a planetary
scale, emphasizing the impacts of atmospheric changes on the
hydrological, biological and lithospheric components of regional
systems. In all the Sr.enarios, human uses of Great Lakes re-
sources were emphasized, because the region i» the home for
30.7 percent of the U.S. population and one in three Canadians
 External Affairs and International Trade Canada, March 1993!.
Dependence on water resources is retlected in our economy,
culture, and history, as well as in our understanding of interac-
tions in the Earth system.

This activity book was developed because of the importance of
understanding both our water resources and the impact of global
change. Scientific, political, and social experts have established
an agenda for research on global change  U.S. Global Change
Research Program, 1993!, and inherent within it is the impor-
tance of developing an informed leadership and public awareness
of issues. Sea Grant research among the region's teachers has
also indicated a need and desire for Great Lakes education
materials that address current environmental topics and are ready
for classroom use.

Global change issues bring to education
l. a reason for integrating the sciences
2. a need for incorporating social concerns in science teaching
3. a demand to develop collaborative working styles that draw on

the diverse skills of all stakeholders in an issue.

The educators and scientists who produced this volume of Great
Lakes Instruct tional Materials fbr the Changing Earth Svstetn
hope it will provide GLIMCES  pronounced "glimpses" ! of
potential changes. Our goal is that the lessons learned will allow
people to make those lifestyle decisions that will contribute to an
environment in which changes are improvements.

The materials in this set

ujere designed to use
current data and

information access skills,

to offer productiue

collaboration experiences,
and to prouide critical

science decision-making
opportunities.



Glimpses of GLIMCES: Activity Abstracts

The Great Lakes in Perspective
With this activity, students will investigate data that make each of the Great Lakes unique. They examine
human population densities, fish populations, shorelines, and water volume. Base groups and expert group»
first predict the numbers for each lake and then examine the actual data. Students learn of the distribution
of resources throughout the Great Lakes region and consider how to measure the value of those resources.
They will make a list of the things they value about the Great Lakes and will consider whether these thing»
have a price.

Global Climate Change
The goal of this set of activities is to help students have a greater appreciation of the potential for climate
change in a modern world. In the first activity, students work in groups and graph a portion of global and
Great Lakes temperature anomaly data sets. They then make predictions for future years based on each data
set. The class combines the data and observes how their predictions compare to the actual observed readings.
A study of climate change continues as students observe historical changes in levels of greenhouse gases. In
the next section a laboratory experiment demonstrates the effect of greenhouse gases on the atmosphere. The
last activity examines the continuous debate over the evidence for global warming. Students decide if the
level of certainty warrants a policy decision.

Great Lakes Climate Factors
These activities examine the climate of the Great Lakes region. In the f'irst activity students investigate lake
levels, comparing monthly, seasonal, and yearly changes to precipitation for the same time period. The next
theme involves seasonal drought. Students examine drought, precipitation, and temperature maps for interre-
lationships and trends. WorldWideWeb sites provide up-to-date as well as historic climate information.

Biodiversity: Bird Populations
In this set of activities, students investigate the effect of climatic changes on wildlife populations. Birds are
one of the most observed types of wildlife in surveys conducted by amateurs and professionals. In this
activity, the data from two surveys are used and interpreted. Students examine how temperature affects the
range of a bird species and how metabolic rates vary depending on bird ranges at different latitudes. Surveys
such as the Christmas bird count provide a method of investigating population trends for different species.
Students are challenged to determine whether this knowledge can be used as evidence for global climate
change.
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Visualizing Changes in the Earth System
Students play a "More or Less" game to identify the impact of changes resulting from global climate change.
In the next activity students imagine a personal experience by one of the Great Lakes and use art to portray
their ideas. Students examine cartoons and comics that deal with Great Lakes scenarios and environmental

topics in order to describe, interpret, and classify these important communication tools. Students then com-
pose their own cartoon. After completing these activities, students will be able to locate and interpret environ-
mental editorial cartoons and will discuss how cartoons communicate environmental information.



Biodiversity: Forest Ecosystems
Using a plot survey format, this outdoor activity has students mark off three different size plots, nested within
each other. In each plot the students identify and inventory trees within a specific height range. This illus-
trates one way in which ecological studies are done to predict future dominant ecosystem species, and to
make predictions on future dominant species it maples migrate from the forests. When students are finished
they will be able to identify a sugar maple and associated species of a maple forest, locate on a map the
general area where sugar maples are found today, and understand the potential effects of global climate
change on sugar maple populations.

Biodiversity: Nonindigenous Species
Students match a set of cards describing eight different Great Lakes invaders with the species' method of
introduction, country or region of origin, and impact of their introduction into the Great Lakes ecosystem.
They then examine potential impacts of global warming on the invaders. Extension activities suggest discus-
sion, research, and activity to further the students' understanding of the impact of exotics.

Life Support for an Aging Lake
Students learn about the effects of global warming on the aging process of the Great Lakes. A lab activity
with Euglena demonstrates the effects of phosphorous on the growth of a lake organism at present lake
temperatures and projected lake temperatures with global warming. Dissolved oxygen levels are explored at
various water temperatures. After completing these activities, students will be able to explain how increased
water temperature affects population growth, compare the effects of phosphorous on an organism at higher
water temperatures, explain the effects of increased water temperature on dissolved oxygen, and hypothesize
a possible impact of global warming on aquatic life in the Great Lakes.

Estuary Values and Changes
This set of activities examines some of the unique characteristics of estuaries. Students will explore the
impact of an estuary on nutrients entering a lake by observing sequential changes in phosphorus and nitrogen
concentrations following a storm event. They will list sources of nutrient inputs to Lake Erie and explain how
wetlands can improve water quality. Through a simulated estuary plankton sample the students can consider
the importance of microorganisms in an aquatic community, observe seasonal changes in populations, and
predict the effects of some human and environmental forces on conditions in an estuary. The third activity
allows students to consider how global warming might affect wetlands along a lake. Students create a vertical
profile of an area of wetlands using bathymetric map data. They determine whether new areas along a shore-
line would be shallow enough to support a potentially migrating wetland and discuss what is needed for
shorelines in general to migrate as a response to global warming.
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Biodiversity: Great Lakes Fish
Students construct a map of the Western Basin of Lake Erie showing the spawning and nursery areas for 11
fish species. They then determine which of those areas would remain intact if global warming causes the
water level to drop. The effects on fish populations and human uses of fish are discussed. Students also
examine the thermal range of the fish species to determine if the fish species are presently at either the
northern or southern limit of their temperature range and where the fish could migrate if the water temperature
increased.



Toxic Chemicals and Global Change
This set of three activities examines the problem of airborne toxins in the Great Lakes region. In activity A,
small teams of students investigate the sources and health effects of several airborne pollutants. By examining
the cause of the emissions, students brainstorm ways in which level» of toxins can be diminished. Students
also investigate the amounts of and distance that toxins travel through the air by examining data and creating
an air current model. Activity B concentrates on the accumulation of toxins in fish fat with a lab demonstra-
tion using iodine and vegetable oil. Students also learn which types of fish to avoid eating and how to prepare
fish to avoid consuming the toxins. In Activity C, students construct a food chain, demonstrating the
bioaccumulation of toxins as they progress through the food chain.

Agriculture and Climate Change
Students work in groups to study the effects of global climate change on agriculture in the Great Lakes region.
From maps of the present and future Corn Belt students make calculations of changes in acreage and crops
grown in light of global warming. Important factors help in the prediction of the future, such as how increased
CO, would alter photosynthetic rates, how change in water supply would affect soils, and how a longer
growing season might affect insects «s well as the plants themselves. From this activity, students will under-
stand what some current Great Lakes crops are and how global climate change could affect their production.
They will also hypothesize about the economic impact on crops grown in the region.

Great Lakes Shipping and Lowered Lake Levels
Students solve several mathematical problems to calculate the effects of global climate change on the Great
Lakes shipping industry. Calculations determine the effects of various changes in lake levels, as well as profits
and changes in prices of consumer products. After finishing this activity, students should be able to calculate
the net worth of a vessel's cargo, determine the loss in revenue for ship owners if lake levels drop, and under-
stand how much of our economy relies on the shipping industry. Students will also consider the ef'fects of
global warming on coastal communities. They will determine how much the shoreline will move in two
harbors in the region, draw new shorelines, and measure the change in land area.

Environmental Response
Students consider what they believe is the most appropriate response to global climate change. In the first
activity, advertising ideas are generated through brainstorming. Students create ads that demonstrate how
people can accept, abate, or adapt to global climate change. They are encouraged to create messages and ads
that could influence environmental choices of others and ultimately impact global change in the Great Lakes
region. In the second activity the class examines one of many energy use choices made every day, that of
driving a car. The car is on trial for producing CO, which causes global warming. Data are presented as well
as opinions from the air, a CO. expert, teenage driver, and the car itself'. The jury decides what is to be done
and explores the likelihood of implementing its solution in society.
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Recreation: Where Will We Play?
A role play activity allows students to portray individuals with different perspectives on how global warming
will affect the Great Lakes region's recreation industry. Roles represent two distinctly different business
interests � those who believe global warming will occur and want to build a summer resort, and those who do
not believe warming will occur and want to build a winter resort. Other students represent community mem-
bers. After completing this activity, students will be able to locate recreation areas on the Great Lakes and
recognize the interdependence of resources, climate, and the recreation industry. They will understand that the
issue can be viewed from two perspectives, discuss the potential economic impacts of global warming, and list
potential changes in recreational opportunities on the Great Lakes. Finally, they will make recommendations
for recreation managers to adapt to the possibility of climate change.



Using Great Lakes Instructional Materials
for the Changing Earth System

Each of the Global Change in the Great Lakes Scenarios is addressed through at least one activity in this set.
An accompanying matrix on page IX which matches activities to Scenarios, the Earth Systems Understand-
ings  ESUs!, and the Earth subsystems directly addressed  hydrosphere, lithosphere, biosphere, atmosphere!
demonstrates the range of instructional opportunities available for the classroom.

The principles that guided development of the activities should also direct their classroom use:
~ potential for collaborative learning and group decision-making
~ use of historical and descriptive as well as experimental data
~ integration of science disciplines in a social context.

It is recommended that the format for the activities be retained when they are used in the classroom. Some
short activities are designed for introduction to topics or for awareness. Longer activities focus attention for
extended work and are designed to build understanding, synthesis, application, and evaluation skills.
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l. Each activity is a question to be explored. Far too many classroom activities are done for the sake of
activity alone. If an important and relevant question is the guide for the learning, there is greater focus and
a readily apparent reason for doing the activity. Be sure to call students' attention to the question driving
the exploration.

2. Activities are accompanied by the Global Change in the Great Lakes Scenarios, which may be duplicated
as needed for student background.

3. Most activities are addressed to the teacher, that is, they are most useful as guides for experiences rather
than recipes for students' direct use. Additional notes and answers are found in narrow columns on each
page so they can be concealed if the page is actually to be given to students.





There is always a danger in producing curriculum materials designed for inf'usion: How can we facilitate
getting new material into the existing flow of classroom subject matter? In this project we have designed
several kinds of connections to assist teachers in finding not only the place where the new materials fit, but
also the justification for fitting them and the ancillary resources that can contribute to their effectiveness.
The connections we see are demonstrated here and in the charts on the following page for:

~ Earth Systems Education
~ National Science Education Standards

~ Benchmarks f' or Science Literacy

Earth Systems Education

Earth Systems Education is a program of
curriculum restructure in which teachers take

responsibility For critical evaluation of their
science curriculum, including content,
classroom processes, learner outcomes, and
assessment, and strive to make changes that
create a curriculum more responsive to human
needs and future quality of life. The process
of change is assisted by scientists and science
educators through development of materials
such as these. Earth systems education is
based on integration of traditional science
disciplines for a more comprehensive under-
standing of the interactions of Earth sub-
systems: the hydrosphere, lithosphere,
atmosphere, and biosphere.

Efforts are guided by a Framework of seven Understandings  next page! developed by science teachers,
science educators, and scientists to represent fundamental desired results of all of science education. Each
activity in this set addresses a number of the understandings and two or more Earth subsystems, and includes
suggestions for extending learning.

As a major topic of' Earth Systems Education, global environmental change has been addressed by a number
of efforts supported by NSF and the Ohio Sea Grant Education Program. The Global Change in the Great
Lakes Scenario», included in this set, synthesize the types of changes the region can expect with a doubling of
CO,. In combination with the Earth Systems Understandings  ESUs!, the Scenario references provide both a
rationale and background information for the activities. A matrix showing which activities relate to the
various Scenario» and FSU» is found following the Framework.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vni versity, 1995
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FRAMEWORK FOR EARTH SYSTEMS FDUCATION

UNDERSTANDING ¹5: Earth is more than 4 billion years
old, and its subsystems are continually evolving.
~ Earth'» cycles and natural processes take place <>vcr time

intervals ranging froin tractions of seconds to billions of ye;irs.
~ Materials making up Earth have been recycled many times.
~ Fossils provid» the evidence that life has evolved intera«tivcly

with I arth through g«ologic time.
~ F volution is;i theory that explains how lile has changed

through time.

UNDERSTANDING ¹I: Earth is unique, a planet of rare
beauty and great value.
~ The beauty and value of Earth i<re expressed hy and f<>r people

of all cultures through literature and the arts.
~ Human appreciation of Earth is enhanced hy a hetter under-

standing of its subsystems.
~ Humans manifest their appreciation ol' Farth through their

responsible behavior and stewardship of its subsysteins.

UNDERSTANDING ¹2: Human activities, collective and
individual, conscious and inadvertent, atTect Farth systems.
~ Farth is vulnerable, and its resources tire limited rind

susceptible to overuse or inisuse.
~ Continued population growth acceleriites the depl«tion ol'

natural resources and destruction of thc environment,
including other species.

~ When considering th» use ol natural resourc«s, humans lirst need
to rethink their lifestyle, then reduce consumption, then reus«
and recycle.

~ Byproducts of industrialization pollute the air, land, and water;
and th» effects may bc global as well as near the source.

~ The hetter we understand Earth, the better wc «<ill Iliai>agc oill'
resources and reduce our impact on the environment worldwide.

 JNDERSTANDIN ' ¹6: Earth is a small subsystem of a Solar
system within the vast and ancient universe.
~ All material in thc universe, including living organisms, appears

t<> hc composed of the same elements and to behave according to
thc s'ime physical principles.

~ All bodies in space, including Earth, are influenced by for««s
acting throughout the s<>lar system and thc universe.

~ Nine planets, including Earth, revolve around the Sun in
nearly circular orbits.

~ Earth is a sinall planet, third 1'rom the Sun in th«only system
ol' planets definitely known to exist.

~ The position and mot>ons of Earth with respect to thc Sun
and Moon determine seasons, climates, and tidal changes.

~ The rotation of Earth on its axis determines day and night.

UNDFRSTANDIN ' ¹3: The development of scientific
thinking and technology increases our ability to understand
and utilize Earth and space.
~ Biologists. cheinists, and physicists. as well as scientists from

thc Earth and space science disciplines, usc a variety of methods
in their study of Earth systems.

~ Direct observation, simple tools, and modern techn<>lo >y are used
to create, test, and modily models ind theories thiit represent,
explain, and predict changes in the f:.arth system.

~ Historical, descriptive, and empirical studies are iinportant
methods of learning about Earth and space.

~ Scientific study may lead to technological advances.
~ Regardless of sophistication, technology cannot hc cxpecte<l to

solve all of our problems.
~ The use of technology may have hen«fits <is well as unintended

side effects.

UNDERSTANDING ¹7: There are many people with careers
and interests that involve study of Farth's origin, processes,
aml evolution.
~ Teachers, scientists, and technicians who study Earth tile eiil-

ployed hy husinesses, industries, government agen«ics, public
and privat« institutions, and as independent contractors.

~ Careers in the sciences that study Earth may include sample aiid
data collection in thc fi«ld and analyses and experiments in th«
lab<>ratory.

~ Scientists froiil Ill<illy cllltures throughout the world cooperate
and collaboriitc using or<<I, written, and electronic means of «om-
munication.
Soi>lc s«ientists and technicians who study Earth use their spe-
cialized understandin< to locate resources or predict chang«s in
E<ii'th sy st«<its.

~ Many people pursue avocations related to planet l arth processes
and materials.UNDERSTANDING ¹4: The Farth system is composed of the

interacting subsystems of water, rock, ice, air, and life.
~ The subsystems are continually changing through natural

processes and cycles.
~ Forces, motions, and energy transl'ormations drive the inter-

actions within and between the subsystems.
~ The Sun i» the major external source of energy that drives l>lost

system and subsystem interactions at or near the Eaith's surtacc.
~ Each component ot thc Earth systein has charact«ristic

properties, structure. and composition, which <nay be changed
hy interactions of subsystems.

~ Plate tectonics is a theory that explains how internal 1'orccs
and energy cause continual changes within Earth <ind on its
surface.

~ Weathering, erosion, and deposition continuously reshape the
surface of the Earth.

~ The presence ol' lile affects the characteristics <>I other
systems.

The <levclopinent ol' this framework started in l 9ltlt with a
conlerence of educators;ind scientists and culminated in the
Program for Leadership in Earth Systems Fducation. It is intcn<lcd
lor use in the developinent of integrated science curricula. Th»
framework represents thc efforts of some 200 teachers and
scientists. Support was received from the National Science
Foundation. The Ohio St;ite University, and the Uiniversity of
Northern  '<>lorado.

For further information on Earth Systems Education contact the
Earth Systems Education Program Office, 202 l Coff'cy Ro ul. The
Ohio State University, Columbus. OH 432 l0.
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Great Lakes Climate Factors � Activity A
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Visualizing Changes � Activity A
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National Science Education Standards

The National Science Education Standards represent the National Academy of Science'» attempt to develop
guidelines for science curriculum restructure and systemic change in K-12 education. The National Standards
include science content standards that express need for integration of disciplines, fewer topics in greater
depth, and articulation across grade level». They do more by providing guidelines for restructuring the teach-
ing ol'»cicnce, the environment for science in school», and assessment of science learning. The Standards
emerged in 1995 as thc most comprehensive and perhaps most esteemed of the restructure guidelines.

The following matrix demonstrates the connections of GLIMCES activitie» to many of the National Science
Education Standards.

CONTFNT STANDARDS, GRADFS 5-8

Science as inquiry
Ahilities related to scientific inquiry
Understanding about scientific inquiry

Physical science
Properties and changes of properties in matter
Motions and forces

Transformations ol' energy

Life science

Populations and ecosystems
Diversity and adaptations of organisms

Earth and space science
Structure ol the Earth system
Earth's history

Science and technology
Understanding about science and technology

Science in personal and social perspectives
Populations, resources, and environments
Natural hazard»

Risks and benefits

Science and technology in society

History and nature ol'science
Science as a h»man enrleavor

Nature of science

! The Ohio State Vni versi ty, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

The activities in Great Lal e» ln»truetional Material» fair the Changing Earth System  GLIMCES! have
connections to other national developments in science education. Numerous el'I'orts have been underway in the
1990» to restructure science education in response to growing concerns that the historic "layer cake"  disci-
pline-ordered! approach to science lack» relevance to students, prepares them poorly in life skills that demand
science literacy, leaves U.S. students lagging on standardized international tests of science knowledge, and
ignores or perhaps even perpetuate» naive conceptions in science. The primary el'forts to change these patterns
have emerged from and been supported by national organizations in science and education.



Unifying concepts and processes
Order and organization
Evidence, models, and explanation
Change, constancy and measurement
Evolution and equilibrium
Form and function

CONTENT STANDARDS GRADES 9-12

Science as inquiry
Abilities related to scientific inquiry
Understanding about scientific inquiry

Physical science
Chemical reactions

Forces and motions

Conservation of energy
Interactions of energy and matter

Life science

Biological evolution
The interdependence of organisms

Earth and space science
Energy in the Earth system
Origin and evolution of the Earth system

Science and technology
Understanding about science and technology

Science in personal and social perspectives
Natural resources

Environmental quality
Natural and human-induced hazards

Science and technology in local, national, and global
challenges

History and nature of science
Science as a human endeavor

Nature of scientific knowledge
Historical perspectives

Unifying concepts and processes
Order and organization
Fvidence, models, and explanation
Change, constancy and measurement
Evolution and equilibrium
Form and function

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995
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Benchmarks for Science Literacy

� Prvje< 3 2061, 1993

COMMON THEMES: SYSTEMS
By the end of the 8th grade, students should know that

~ A system can include processes as well as things.
~ Thinking about things as systems means looking for how every part relates to others. The output from one part of a

system  which can include material, energy, or information! can become the input to other parts. Such feedback can
serve to control what goes on in the system as a whole.

~ Any system i» usually connected to other systems, both internally and externally. Thus a system may he thought of as
containing subsystems and as heing a subsystem of a larger system.

By the end of the 12th grade, students should know that
Understanding how things work and designing solutions to problems of almost any kind can be facilitated by
systems analysis. In defining a system, it is important to specify its boundaries and subsystems, indicate its relation
to other systems, and identify what its input and its output are expected to be.
Even in some very simple systems, it may not always he possible to predict accurately the results of changing some
part or connection.

HABI'I's oF MINn: CRITIOAI.-REsPoNsE SKILLs
By the end of the 8th grade, students should

~ Be aware that there may be more than one good way to interpret a given set of findings.
~ Notice and criticize the reasoning in arguments.

By the end of the 12th grade, students should
Insist that the critical assumptions behind any line of reasoning be made explicit so that the validity of the position.
can bejudged.
Be aware that when people try to prove a point they may select only the data that support it and ignore any that
would contradict it.
Suggest alternative ways of explaining data and criticize «rguments in which data, explanations. or conclusions are
represented as the only ones worth consideration. Suggest alternative trade-offs in decisions and designs.
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"Students should haue

opportunities to reflect
on the ualue of thinking
in terms of systems and

to apply the concept in
diuerse situations."

Project 206 l is supported by the American Association for the
Advancement of Science  AAAS!. Through its book Science furr
All Americans, this project identified science concepts that every
high school graduate in the United States should know. Major
contributions of this effort include the idea that "less is more," or

that a curriculum dealing with fewer concepts in greater detail is
preferred over the traditional vocabulary-laden mini-college
courses common in U.S. secondary schools. Follow-up work
through selected school districts produced several models for
implementing the curriculum changes implied by 2061, and has
resulted in a set ol Benchmarks for designing the course se-
quences and gauging the progress of students in science through
their school careers.

Many of the Benchmarks are addressed through activities in this
volume. They are too numerous to list here in their entirety, but
the following Benchmarks are among those applicable to the
activities.



Additional Connections for Global Change Education

NOAA Global Change Education Program
NOAA, U.S. Department of Commerce
1100 Wayne Ave., Rm. 1210, Silver Spring, MD 20910-5603
Phone: 301/427-2089

HomePage: http: //www.noaa.gov

U.S. Global Change Research Program
Publishes an annual agenda and update for research on global change, for example, the report titled
Our Changing Planet: The FY /995 U.S. Global Change Research Program.

Coordination Office of the U.S. Global Change Research Program
300 D Street, SW, Suite 840, Washington, D.C. 20024
E-Mail:office@usgcrp.gov
HomePage: http: //gcrio.gcrio.org/

Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory  GLERL!
GLERL has been assigned the responsibility of "developing the U.S. component of a binational Great Lakes
global climate change study"  Great Lakes Climate Change Project, 1994!.

Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory
2205 Commonwealth Blvd., Ann Arbor, Ml 48105
Phone: 313/741-2235

E-Mail:all-glerl . glerl.noaa.gov
HomePage: http: //www.glerl.noaa.gov/

Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service
Environment Canada

4905 Dufferin Street, Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3H 5T4

International Joint Commission  IJC!
The IJC published 1993-95 Priorities and Progress under the Great Lnkes Water Quality Agreement. Under
the Priorities Summary, the IJC identifies the importance of understanding global climate change.

International Joint Commission home office International Joint Commission Detroit Office
100 Ouellette Avenue, Windsor, ON N9A 6T3 P.O. Box 32869, Detroit, MI 48232
Phone: 519/256-7821 Phone: 313/226-2170
HomePage: http: //gopher. great-lakes.net:2200/1 m/partners/IJC/dglem/dglem.txt  Great Lakes educational!

"The goal of the Binational Implementation Plan is to undertake research which will improve the understand-
ing of the complex interaction between climate change and variability, the environment, and our social and
economic systems so that informed regional adaptation responses can be developed for the sustainable man-
agement of the region." The IJC identifies areas for continued research on:
"... impact of climate variability and change on groundwater, ecosystem processes, wetlands, biodiversity,

lake circulation and water quality
impact of changing agroclimatic conditions on agricultural practices
impact of climate change on long-range transport and attnuspheric luadings of toxics."

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

Like the educational technologies we use in classrooms, this list will never be complete or current. It does
contain some useful materials as starting places for additional information about global change in general and
the Great Lakes in particular.



The IJC Science Advisory Board recommends that every five years a "symposium on climate change in thc
Great Lakes Basin be sponsored.... as an important scientific forum for discussion and to measure progress
towards climate change assessment and adaptation" �993-95 Priorities, 1995!.

Great Lakes Commission

This is an interstate commission of the eight Great Lakes states.
Great Lakes Commission

The Argus II Building, 400 Fourth St., Ann Arbor, Ml 48103
Phone: 313/665-9135

Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment  GLOBE!
GLOBE

742 Jackson Place, Washington, DC 20503
Phone: 202/39S-7600.

HomePage: http: //www.globe.gov

Wisconsin Sea Grant, Global Change Education Program
Maintains a list of trained global change educators in the region, and an electronic mailing list for updates of
information and opportunities. Provides regional workshops for educators and participant materials. The
funding is generated from the Office of Global Programs, NOAA.

HomePages: http: //h2o.seagrant.wise.edu/home. html
http: //h2o.seagrant.wise.edu/uwsg/directry/related4.html

Cooperative Institute for Limnology and Ecosystems Research  CILER!
Its research focuses on climate and large-lake dynamics, coastal and near shore processes, and large lake
ecosystem structure and function. This and other information can be found on the WorldWideWeb.
http: //www.glerl.noaa.gov/ciler/ciler.html
It comprises University of Michigan, Michigan State University and GLERL

CILER

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center
Excellent continuously up-to-date source of data on greenhouse gases.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box 2008

Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6335
Phone: 615/574-0390

Internet sites of general interest
National Climatic Data Center: http: //www.ncdc. noaa.gov
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Detroit District: http: //sparky.nce.usace.army.mil
Great Lakes Forecasting System: http: //glfs.eng.ohio-state.edu
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change  IPCC!
The IPCC was formed "in 1988 as a technical body for the scientific assessment of climate change and its I'irst
assessment report was completed in 1990." The panel gave "1990 estimates of future warming of about 0.3 /
decade." Its responsibility has been acquired by the U.S. Global Change Research Program. The Working
Group II is co-chaired by the U.S.

HomePage: http: //www.usgp.gov/ipcc/



Publications and other Materials
National Informal Educ «tor» Corifereru e on Global Cltange  Videotape!
Sponsored by NOAA, Office of Global Programs, the Sea Grant College Program, and Project Earthlink.
Hosted by Lynne M. Carter, Director, Marine Fducation Programs, Graduate School of Oceanography,
University of Rhode Island. Thi» video is based on a teleconference for global change education, November
1994, and may be duplicated for educational purposes.

Activities for the Changing Earth System  ACES!
Earth Systems Education Program, c/o Rosanne Fortner
The Ohio State University School of Natural Resources, 2021 Coffey Rd., Columbus, OH 43210
Phone: 614/292-9826

E-Mail: rfortner@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

Global Cli>nates � Past, Present, and Future
EPA. June 1993. Activities for Integrated Science Education. Edited by Sandra Henderson,
Steven R. Holman, and Lynn L. Mortensen.

EPA/600/R-93/126

The Great Lakes Charter, 1985

Council of Great Lakes Governors

35 East Wacker Drive, Suite 1850. Chicago, IL 60601

Great Lakes Climate Change Report
Research Priorities for Assessing the Impacts of Climate Change in the Great Lakes Basin. March 1994.
Proceeding» of the Great Lakes Climate Change Workshop, December 6-8, 1993. Edited by Clare M. Ryan,
Frank H. Quinn, and Michael J. Donahue. Ypsilanti, MI.

Sponsored by NOAA, CILER and Great Lakes Commission

Martin, Thomas D., and Jan J. Hacker. Autumn 1985. "The Great Lakes Charter: Blueprint for Regional
Cooperation." Renewable Resources Journah vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 4, 20-21.

Mayer, V. J. and R. W. Fortner, 1995. Science is a Study of Earth: A resource guide for science r urric ulum
restructure. Columbus, OH: Earth Systems Education Program, The Ohio State University.

Quotes included with organizations are taken from /993-95 Priorities and Progress under the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement. August 1995. Canada: International Joint Commission.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vni versity, 1995

The Great Lakes Forecasting System, Department of Civil Engineering, The Ohio State University, with
support from GLERL, NOAA. This on-line system makes predictions of physical variables of the Great Lakes
and gives maps of existing conditions updated every six hours.

HomePage: http: //glfs.eng.ohio-state.edu/
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Activity A: How well do you know the Great Lakes?

08 JECTIYKS Karth System Understandings

This activity relates to ¹3  science methods
and technology! and ¹4  interactions!.
Refer to the introduction of' thi» hook for a
full description.

In this activity, students will develop a perception of the
differences between the Great Lakes regarding their water
volumes, length of shoreline, human population distribution,
and the amount of fish harvested from each lake.

Each base group  of f'ive students! will need:
~ A set of five labeled strings as described

in step one of Using the Daut
~ l00 squares of blue paper
~ One sheet of paper cut into l'ive strip»

 I strip for each lake!
~ Twenty "ttsh"  they could be washers,

corn kernels, or peanuts...!
~ A pen or pencil

I. In this activity the students will work in groups. Each student
should be assigned to a base group and an expert group.
Expert Groups

There should be a total of five expert group», one assigned
to each lake. Each expert group studies one lake and
members become "experts" on that lake.

Base Groups
The base groups should have five  or more! people in
them; in this group students from the different expert
groups come together to share their knowledge. There
must be at least one member from each expert group  in
other words, a representative from each lake! in each
base group so that every lake ha» a spokesperson.

2. After group assignments have been made, the students
begin by gathering in their base groups. These group» should
each be situated around a cluster of desks or in an open area.
The base groups then make their best guess about the
following characteristics of the Great Lakes:
Shoreline

Give each group one of the prepared sets of five string»
 See Using the Data Step I!. The group» should try to

Each ol the five expert group» will need:
~ Access to a map of the Great 1 akcs
~ A copy of the Great Lakes i!atrt  other

resource books are optional!

Teacher's Note

An easy way to divide the students into ba»e
groups and expert groups may be to divide
them into group» of five students  basc
groups! and have each member of those
group» choose a lake  which hasn't already
been chosen by a member of their group!,
thus creating the expert group».

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

Many people, including a large proportion of those who live close to the Great Lakes, do not have a basic
understanding of the individual characteristics of and the differences between the lakes. Since it i» difficult to
understand many ol' the Great Lakes issues such as global warming, pollution, and water use without a basic
understanding of the lakes, this activity i» designed to help visualize the differences in the volume, length of
shoreline, human population distribution, and fish populations of the Great Lakes. These categories are
visually represented so that students can put the lakes in perspective with each other. This activity could be
used a» an introductory activity to the study of other Great Lakes issues.



Answers

1. Students may find the amount of ltsh
gathered and the amount of people
living on Lake Erie surprising because
of thc lake's relatively small size.

2. Answers will vary.
3. There are several reasons, onc is that

Lake Erie produces more fish for
human consumption than all the other
lakes combined. Also, its climate is
warmer.

4. The depths of the lakes are very
different.

S. Answers will vary.

arrange their labeled strings to I'orm a model of the outline of
the Great Lakes  without referring to an actual map!.

Water volume

Have each group of students distribute their 100 squares of blue
paper among the lakes. The 100 squares together represent all
of the water contained in the lakes. If a group thinks that the
water is divided equally among the lakes, then they would put
20 blue squares into each lake.

Human population
Have each group cut five strips of paper which will be placed
along the shoreline of the lakes  one for each lake!. Tell the
students the total population of people living in the Great Lakes
watershed �1.7 million!. The students should then divide that
number between the Great Lakes. For instance, if they think
that about halt of the people in the Great Lakes watershed live
on Lake Superior then they would write 16 million on a strip of
paper and place it next to the Lake Superior coastline. The goal
is not for the students to get the number correct but for them
start thinking about where people are located around the lakes.
Instead of writing actual numbers on the strips of paper, the
lakes could be ranked from 1-5 for most population to least
population.

Fish

Try to predict the amount of fish taken from each lake for human
food. Give each group 20 "fish." These 20 fish represent all of the
fish taken out ot' the Great Lakes. If the students think, for

instance, that almost all of the total fish come from Lake Superior,
then they should put 18 or 19 fish in that lake.

3. After the base groups have made their guesses, the students move
into their expert groups. These five groups, each assigned to one of
the lakes, look at all the data available on their lake so that when the
students move back to their base groups they will be able to correct
the guesses that their base group made. You may either give them
the correct percentages or have the students figure them out.

4. Students return to hase groups to correct their models and discuss
the review questions.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What was the most surprising thing about this activity? Discuss why.
2. Which guesses were not close to the correct answers?

What reasoning led the group to its wrong decisions'?
3. Why do the majority of the people live around Lake Erie' ?
4. Why don't the length of coastline and the amount of water correspond".
5. liow did the groups work out differences of opinion in order

to come to common agreement'?

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program ! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995



EXTENSIONS

1. As a class or individually, pick a question pertaining to the
Great Lakes  for instance: "Which lake on a map of' the Great
Lakes is Lake Huron?" or "Which of the Great Lakes has the
largest human population living in its watershed?"! and have
the students ask the question to a variety of people either
around the school or in their communities. This may lead to
interesting discussions concerning the possibility that the
voting public may make uninformed decisions.

2. Each group of students could try to find an additional set of'
data about the Great Lakes such as average depth, fish popula-
tions, average water retention time, level of pollution, etc. to
present to the class or to lead the class through, as with the
other data sets.

USING THE DATA

These notes should help with interpreting the Great Lakes Data chart and with setting up the experiment.

Shoreline

In order to make strings that depict the relative lengths of shoreline of the Great Lakes, use the relative
length data in the shoreline section. Any unit of measurement may be used as long as it is used consis-
tently. The measurement units will depend on the amount of space available for the lesson. For instance,
if the lesson will bc t;iught outdoors, a large unit of measurement may be used such as meters. In this case
the Lake Superior string would be 3.0 meters long. Make sure each string is labeled with a piece of tape.

Water volume

The student groups each have 100 blue squares that represent all of water in the Great Lakes combined. To
find how 100 squares should be distributed, look at the relative volume section in the volume category. It
lists 54 for lake Superior. This means that 54 of the squares should be in the Lake Superior string model
 over half of the water is in Lake Superior!.

Human population

The total population data figures are rounded of'f' in the section Population to the nearest 0.5 million. The
students attempt to guess the numbers in this category. It is interesting to realize that Lake Superior has
only 0.5 million people living near it. This is less than 2 percent of the total population of the Great Lakes
watershed.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

Fish

The row labeled "amount of fish if the total number was 20" of the chart indicates the number of pounds of
fish that would come from each lake if the total number of pounds from all the lakes was 20. Each base
group of students should be given  or make! 20 "fish" so that they can make their best guess as to how the
fish should be distributed in their string bordered "lakes."



Great Lakes Data

Ontario TotalErieMichiganSuperior Huron

V 0
10,063

10.0

726

.7

871

.9

3,827
3.8

Miles 2,980

Relative length 3.0
1,6S9

1.6

5,439

22,684

100

393

1,640
7

116

484

2

850

3,540
15

cu. miles 2,900
km-' 12,100

Relative volume S4C

1,180

4,920
22

0

0 v

31,700,000U.S. &, Canada 500,000

�991!

Population
to nearest

1,000,000

31.7122.7

232,551 57,650,648

1,212,728 49,860,936
1,445,279 107,511,584

44,000,000 4,747,267 5,793,590
6,378,861 40,620,666

44,000,000 11,126,128 46,414,256

U.S.  lbs! 2,877,240
Canada  lbs! 1,648,681
Totals: 4,525,921

0 20Amount of fish

harvested if the total

number was 20

9010045Number of

fish species

" Measured at Low Water Datum
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Thc Life ot the Lakes, Michigan Sea Grant and Michigan State University �991 Data!.



Activity B: How great are the Great Lakes?

When we consider the VALUE of something, we
put a price, literally or figuratively, on its importance
to us. Certain things have a measurable value, like
the price of fish fillets or the cost of a bag of salt
mined from under the lakes. Those people who don' t
like fish or who don't use salt will naturally place
a low value on these items and will avoid their

purchase. On the other hand, they may enjoy sailing
and invest large amounts of money in a boat and
dockage fees. Value is a personal judgment.

Some commodities have an artificially applied value
based on perceived importance. For instance,
lakefront hotel rooms often cost more per night than
identical rooms facing inland. Fast, flashy cars cost
more than economy cars equally capable of transport-
ing people from place to place.

Still other things have no price tags at all but clearly
have value to some people: a quiet place to walk on
the beach, a golden sunset, the sight of an eagle
overhead. A glass of pure drinking water is a thing of
great value in most of the world. In most parts of
North America we take drinking water for granted.

PaocmeURK

1. Have students individually brainstorm as complete a list as possible of valuable aspects of the Great Lakes.
Bring the individual lists to the class and compile a composite list for all to see.

2. Did the students consider personal, industrial, lifestyle, and aesthetic values as well as things that can be
bought because of the lakes? Discuss.

3. For each valuable thing on the list, have the students tell how the value is measured and by whom. Do any
students NOT see value in some of the things on the list? Discuss.

! The Ohio State VniversityResearch Foundation, 1995 Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

4. In small groups and then with the class, have students select the Desirable Dozen; those 12 things they
consider most valuable about the Great Lakes. Discuss differences in the choices, but allow all possibilities
to be accepted.



FOLLO% UP

Share your classes' list of values with other students in the region. Send it to the Great Lakes Information
Network to be shared on the Education Bulletin Board! Mail to GLIN Systems Operator, CICnet, 2901
Hubbard Ave., Ann Arbor, Ml 4810S, or send electronic mail to glin.education e3great-lakes.net, and all the
readers of the bulletin board will share it.
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This activity tends to generate deep thought and personal searching. In a portfolio entry or essay, encourage
individual students to explore their own set of values and how they would make trade � offs to keep those thing»
they consider most valuable.



Go a imate an e

MtlterlaIs

~ Global and the Great Lakes region
temperature data sets provided

~ Graph scale provided
~ Colored pencils
~ Masking tape
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Over the past 20 years, much attention has been focused on the
potential climatic effects of rising levels of atmospheric green-
house gases, such as carbon dioxide, methane, and CFCs. Human
activities as well as natural factors increase the levels of these

gases in the atmosphere. A great deal of research has been done
during the past two decades regarding the potential global
significance of the increased greenhouse gas concentrations. 1n
addition to receiving attention by the scientific community,
global temperature fluctuations and other notable climate varia-
tions are causing a great deal of concern for average citizens
worldwide. Advances in computer and communication technolo-
gies have allowed people to access and share large amounts of
global climate information. The media have been an important
part of this communications revolution, keeping the public
informed on environmental issues. The information that we

receive, however, can be conflicting and confusing.

Against a backdrop of controversy, government policy makers
must decide whether or not to take action to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. Some policy makers argue that scientists do not
agree on the problem, and therefore, they oppose any specific
timetables for combating global warming. Others call for the
establishment of specific targets to cut the production of human
made greenhouse gases, principally carbon dioxide and methane.

A key to understanding the global warming debate is to under-
stand how predictions are made. By recognizing the strengths
and weaknesses of predictions based on one data record, for
instance, in observing temperature trends, the debate over global
warming can become easier to understand.

This activity focuses primarily on ESUs ¹3
 science method» and technology!, ¹4
 interactions!, and ¹5  change through time!.
Refer to the introduction of thi» book for a
full description of the understandings.

Scenario Reference

Introduction: Understanding climate models.



Activity A: Is the globe warming?
Is there evidence in the Great Lakes region?

OBJECTIVES

Teacher's Notes

PROCEDURE
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Graphing Ideas
Students can plot increments of O. 1 degree
on thc Y axis and years on the X axis. The
last point of their actual data should be on
the line that divides the right side of the
graph from the left "projection" side. '1'he
actual graphs are found on subsequent pages
set aside for the teacher's use. Students
typically project steep increases from their
small data sets.

Basis of Data
Global temperature anomaly data are based
on Jones and Wigley's work using both land
and marine data. Researchers have compiled
global average surface air temperature data
from land � stations, a few fixed � position
weather ships, and many moving ships.
Temperature Anomalies are listed relative to
a 1950-1979 reference period for Global and
a 1961-199 ! reference period for Great
Lakes Data. Anomalies are variations from
average values.

Limitations of Data
Students should discuss the limitations of
the data sct. lf measurements were more
heavily weighted on land data. that might
contribute to greater extremes than if they
were collected over water. Also, the data
from ships leave many large data gaps over
the oceans. There may be no way to tell just
by looking at the data what limitations exist.
To become good consumers of scientific
information, students must consider the
limitations of any data set.

After completing this activity, students will be able to:
~ Critically interpret graphic data.
~ Evaluate and discuss the difficulties inherent in interpreting

and forecasting long- and short-term trends.
~ Analyze data, draw conclusions about whether there is evi-

dence of global warming, and defend their conclusions.

In preparation, cut apart the sections of the Global Temperature
and Great Lakes Temperature lists  p. 9 and p.12! so each group
will see only one segment of each. Make a copy of the graph
scale for each team to graph its data.

1. Have students read Ohio Sea Grant's Global Change
Scenario» "Introduction: U nderstanding Climate Models."

2. Divide the class into 1'ive groups that will work separately.
Each group will receive a copy of one global temperature data
set �8 years! and colored pencil». Students should graph
their set of data on the scale provided. As they observe how
readings fluctuate from year to year, students can theorize
whether there is any evidence that the global temperature was
rising, falling, or remaining constant during the period they
are studying. They should be able to back up their conclusions
with data from their sample graphs.

3. The students then project what the graph of global surface air
temperature will be 30 years into the future  from the last year
of their graph!, based on the trends and periodicities they
observe in their individual data set. This should be drawn on

the right side of the graph in a diff'erent color.

4. Repeat the exercise  Step» 2 � 3! using temperature data from
the Great Lakes. Plot thc data on the same graph sheets used
1' or the global data, but thi» time using new colors so that four
different colors appear on the graph. Have the class agree to
use similar colors. How do Great Lakes temperature variations
compare with those of the whole world? Did they always
show parallel trends'? How does the complete regional graph
cotttpare ut lite global gruplt?
 PRoct-Dukt: continues rut page I4.!



C'LOBAL ANNUAL TEMPERATURE ANOMALY DATA  C"!

Temperature AnomalyYeaIYeal Temperature Anomaly Year Temperature Anomaly

To The Teacher: Give one set of

data to each group of students.

Jonc s, P fy., T.M.I .. Wigley and K.R. Briffa. 1994.  Jlobal and hemispheric tetnpcrature anomalies � land and marine instrumental
records. ln, T.A. Bodcn, D.R Kaiser, R.J. Sepanski and RW. Stoss  eds.!, Trends 93: A Crrmpendium of' r!ala on  /lobo/  'hnngc.
ORNL/CDIAC-6S. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center,  Jak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN. pp. 603-608.
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1854
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18S9
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
186S
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
187S
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
195S
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

-0,12
-0.43
-0.28
-0.47
-0.38
-0.18
-0.38
-0.4S
-0.58
-0.23
-0.46
-0.23
-0.20
-0.23
-0.27
-0. 21
-0.31
-0.37
-0.28
-0.30
-0.39
-0.44
-0.40
-O. 12
0.02
-0 3S
-0.32
-0.29

0.08
-0.03
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.00
0. 16
0. 05
-0.06
-0.04
-0.05
-0.08
-0.14
-0.02
0.08
0.13
-O.l I
-0.14
-0.22
0.09
O.I I
0.05
-0.02
O. 12
0. 11
0. 13
-0.18
-0.12

1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
190S
1906
1907
1908
1909

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
198S
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

- !.30
-0 35
-0.44
-0.38
-0.27
-0,40
-0.31
-O. 17
-0,40
-0.34
-0.38
-0.43
-0.3S
-0.3 I
-0.14
-O. 10
-0.31
-0. 18
-0.05
-0.14
-0.25
-0.38
-0.47
-0.31
-0.22
-0.41
-0.44
-0.36

-0.04
-0.0 I
-0.06
0.06
005
-0.08
0.02
0.14
-O. I 0
-0.09
-0.22
O. I I
0.04
0.10
O. 19
0.27
0.09
0.30
0. 12
0.09
O. 17
0. 30
0. 34
0.25
0. 39
0.3S
0. 17
O. 21

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
19IS
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
192 
1922
1923
1924
192S
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
193S
1936
1937

-0.35
-0.40
-0.31
-0 33
-0.16
-O.OS
-0.29
-0.47
-0.3S
-0,25
-0. 23
-O. 20
-O. 28
-0 2S
-0.29
-0.17
0.00
-0,13
-0. 14
-0.32
-O. 14
-0.04
-0. I I
-O. 22
-O. I I
-0. 16
-O. 13
O.O I
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GREAT LAKES ANNUAL MEAN TEMPERATURE ANOMALY DATA  'C!

Mean

Temperature
Anomaly

Mean

Temperature
Anomaly

Mean

Temperature
Anomaly YearYearYear

To The Teacher:
Give one set of data to
each group of students.

Karl, T.R., D.R. Easterling, R.W. Knight and P Y. Hughes. 1994. U.S. national and regional tempemture anomalies. In, T.A. Boden,
D.P. Kaiser, R.J. Sepanski and F.W. Stoss  eds.!, I'reruf» '9.3. A Compendium of' Data rnt Global Clurrrye. ORNLICDIAC-65. Carbon
Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge. TN. pp. 686-736.
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1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
196S
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

0.40
-0.39
0.01

-0.59
-1.85
-0.8S
0.08

-1.08
0.03

-0.29
-0.45
0.S2

-1.23
0.28

-0. 36
0.00

-0.65
-2.19
-0.44

0.21
-0.50
0.23

-0.16
0.25

-0.41
-1.02
0.20

-0.19
-0.43
-0,52
0.19

-0.15
0.06
0.04

-0.73
1. S9
0.07

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
193S
1936
1937

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
198S
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

0.32
-0.50
1.99
0.47

-0.34
-1.41
-0.46
-0.98
0.07
0.02

� 1.06
0. 15
'2. 14

0.28
O.S8
0.09
0.00

-0.64
-0.15

0.60
-1.05
0.16

-0.94
-0.67
-0.22
0.31

-0.27
0.79
0.41

-0.12
0.79
1.7S
0,06

-0.64
1,33
1.30

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
19SO
1951
19S2
1953
19S4
19S5
19S6

1.10
0,54

-0.36
1.08
0,38

-0.62
0.61

-0.32
0.47
0.12

-0.09
0.85

-0.96
-0.47
0. 56
1.00
0.67
0.42
0.04
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Answers to Questions

2. Answers will vary based on class projections.

3. Answers will vary based on readings and
student knowledge, but should include
thing» like vegetation effects, arctic perma-
frost effects, ocean circulation, greenhouse
gases, cloud effects, etc.

A teachable moment for graph scales!

Have students compare the two bar graph» on overhead transparencies. The Y-axi» of the global temperature graph extend» from
0.5 C to -0.5 "C, while the Y-axi» of the Great Lakes temperature graph extends from 2.5 C to -2.5'C. What we are experiencing i»
an error of scale. Plotting the two sets on the same axi», one for global and one for the Great l.ake», shows the true magnitude of
the variation!

Sometime» people who report »cicnce choose their graph scales in such a way that data are di»torted vertically. They can then
claim that th« ttcnd i» 'h>ot a» great a» it was feared," or is "cvcn worse than anyone imagined." Students should be alert to how
data are portrayed in the media, so they can become wise consumers of science information.

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

If tlte graplts of the same years are et»n-
pared o>t different sr ales, it appears tltat
variations in Great Lal'es temperatures w ere
large i>t comparison to global temperatures.
Why are there nu>re extremes in tlte Great
Lakes data set? Global temperatures «re a
combination of value» a< ross the' earth.
Extrentes are averaged r>ut. Large v ariation»
are not as visible as tltev are in a regitrnal
data set like that of the C>reat Lakes.
Regional data n'ill often show a larger range
of highs and lows bet ause these extremes
are>t 't "hidden" as well by averaging.

l. a. The more data, the more certain we can
bc about trend». In this case, centuries of
data are needed.

b. No, data collection methods have varied
over the years.

c. They are the only information wc
have, and something is hetter than
nothing. They do need to be used with
caution, however.

d. Accept many answers � human error,
instrument failure, and effects of cities,
cars, and industries, which can generate
heat and may affect the surrounding
climate.

S. Each group, beginning with the first �854-1881! temperature
chart, should present their data, along with predictions f' or
average global and Great Lakes temperatures 30 years in the
future. Compile the graphs of each group into a single graph
to show the class. The first group hangs its graph on the front
wall. The next group then covers the previous group's predic-
tions with the actual data. Some teachers create a data

timeline along the classroom wall or in a hallway. Students
can compare their estimates with the actual data.

1. Groups should consider their predictions and answer the
following:
a. How much data do we need to plot a trend?
b. Were weather collection methods the same for all data

sets being reviewed" . e.g., how were weather data
collected in 188S?!

c. Even if the data are old, do they have value?
d. Besides measurement techniques, what other factors

may influence the reported data?

2. In 1995 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
established predictions about future global warming. Their
results are based on a scenario of "business as usual," in which
no changes are made in government regulations about green-
house gas emissions. The predictions are that, as a result of
enhanced greenhouse warming, the global mean temperature
will rise 1.0 to 3.5'C by the year 2100 with a best estimate of
2'C. How do predictions made in the class compare with these
predictions?

3. Based on information in the background readings, discuss
what factors are involved in "global climate change" besides
just temperature. What kinds of data should scientists combine
into a model to get a more complete picture of the Earth
System changes involved in global warming?



Answers to Review Qttestions

HistorlcaUDescriptive span,

Fxperirnental
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I. How reliable were the five sets of predictions in Activity A'?
Discuss the inrplications of basing conclusions on limited data
and thc patterns that could be inferred from considering each
of these»ubsets.

2. How much data i» nccdcd to ntake reliable predictions? What
kinds of data might be combined for a more reliable picture of
global climate change?

3. Thinking back to your history cia»ses, can you recall any
events, inventions, or discoveries that may have contributed to

increased temperatures?

4. Were lhe data used in thi» exercise collected by experimenta-
tion'? Sometimes we learn about "the" scientific method and

assume that thc only way to do science is by expcrirnents.
Often in reality, more can be learned about Earth Systems
through historical data that are mainly descriptive. To the
following list arid sonte observable data about the Earth
Systcrns or the Great Lakes in parlicular that might bc classi-
fied as:

~ Phosphorus loading to each lake over the years
~ Amount of toxin in birds in different regions
~ Lake level changes
~ Flood periods

I  may be difficult to find experimental data!
~ Fish � growing experiment» based on Great Lakes fishes

l. In trying io make predicti<>os or concru-
slolls biised <iii liinire<l <lain, it is hard to
see ihe "wh<>le picture." As the Cireat
I.akes graph shows, conditions are more
v;iri;ihle <iver short distances than when
averaged worldwide. Also, trends are
<lifficurr to defernime when data arc only
av ai lahle I'rom a 1iinited tinie period. I or
instance, flooding may have been
prevalent in a specific region over a
penod of 2-3 years. In looking at a graph
of floods for a 10-year period, one might
conclude thai floods occur in an area two
or three years out of every 10, when
actually they occur only two or three out
of every 100 years,

2. In order io make a rcliablc prcdiction,
data should bc obtained from as inany
years as possible using borh human
records and proxy data  data from which
other information can be inferred, such as
tree rings and fossil pollen as indicators
of past climate conditions!. In doing so,
thc researcher can better generalize data
to a longer  irne frame. If just a f'ew years
of data arc used. thc researcher must list
the limitations of data from a short tiinc

3, gcvcral events occurred at'ter thc late
1800s that created grcatcr level» of
pollution, including ihe levels of
grccnhouse gases. I' or cxamplc. thc
industrial revolution occurred in thc. laic
1800». Additionally, thc automobile,
invcnicd in 1885, began io bc m:iss
produced m i<	3. WW I may have hail
c I'lbcrs also � either directly Irom fires
and other factors, or indirectly I'rom

tcchnologicail dc vclop ineni s during t hc
war.



KXTKNS10NS

1. Local temperature variation may be different than either
regional or global variation. Obtain local temperature data
and plot this on a similar graph. How does it compare to the
other data'? What factors could cause differences between the
data sets'?

2. Working in groups, do research on the history of legislation
regarding atmospheric conditions, such as those banning
CFCs. Do you feel that these laws have had an effect'? Explain
your answer.

3. Do library research on the phenotnenon of El Nino and its
effects on global temperature.

RKFKRKNCKS

Aspen Global Change Institute. 1992. "Is it Getting Hot or Not? How When Affects What: Part II."
Ground Truth Studies. Aspen, CO.

Boden, T. A., Kaiser D.P., Sepanski R.J. and Stoss F.W. 1993. Tiends '93: A Coznpendium of Data on
Global Change. Oak Ridge, TN: Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center. 984 pp.

Environment Canada. 1991. "Climate Change and Canadian Impacts: The Scientific Perspective,"
Climate Change Digest ¹CCD 91-01.

NOAA. 1991. Reports to the Natio» Ozz Ouz Chatzging Planz t: "The Cliz»ate System " Silver Spring, MD:
U.S. Department of Commerce.

! The Ohio State Vni ztersity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

4. Review the data provided on greenhouse gas concentrations
 Activity B!, and the changes in their levels over time. What
relationships do you see between changes in global tempera-
ture and the levels of these gases'?

Global and Great Lakes temperature data can be downloaded in the following manner:
ftp cdiac.esd.ornl.gov
Name: anonymous
Password: YOU.your e-mail address
Guest login ok, access restrictions apply.
ftp> cd /pub/trends93
ftp! dir
ftp> cd temp
ftp> get glakes721  or use "ftp> get jones606" for global anomalies!
ftp> quit
ftp> Goodbye
Access lo CDIAC's anonymous FTP area is also available on the Internet: CDP @ORNL.GOY



Activity 8: How are data from varying sources applied in
problem identification?

Wc study concentration» in ga»e» in th» Earth'» almo»phcrc to
observe almospheric changes; carbon dioxide is a by-product ol'
the use of fossil fuels and   result. ol deforestation; methane is

produced by cattle, rice It»Id», landfill», and nalurally occurring
wetlands; chlorofluorocarbon» are made by people for use in
refrigerators, air conditioners, foam, and insulation. When we
observe chang!»» in thc concenlralion» of gases in thc Earth' »
atmosphere and changes in global temperature, we arc not
necessarily atte rtpting to prove a cause-and-effect relationship.
Instead, wc ob»ervc pheno nena to scc if'dif'f'cr»nt sets of data are
following a similar trend, and we try to scc what wc can learn
from this information. Studies of the Earth's history can also
give u» infor nation about climate change. By studying bubbles
of ice age air within glacier~ and ice cap», »cienti»t» propose lhat
there wa» less carbon dioxide and methane during colder limes.
Lower concentrations of thc gases lessened  he greenhouse effect
and helped the Earth to stay cooler. Sometimes we can obscrvc
trends through collecting data over many years. In addition to thc
di»lant pa»l, we have curr»nl measurements, a» shown in the
graph» used in the following activity.

Kartb Systems Understandings

This ac ivi y focuses on FSU» 3  science
me hods and  cchno!o ty! and 0  tnterac-
 ions!. Refer to p. VI II for a ftt!I descrip i<!n
of thc under» a  ding».

Scenario Reference

Intr<xh<cti<!r!:   understanding clim:t c
n!<!de la.

Materials

~ The provided ~~a» concen ra ion da a

OB JRCTIVKS

Thi» activity will allow students to;
~ Ob»ervc how lhc alrnosphcri» levels of four greenhouse gases

have changed over time.
~ Consider the relationship belween thc greenhouse gases and

global temperature,

PROCKDURK

The accompanying graphs rcpre»cnt the»onccntrations of four
greenhouse gases ntethane, nitrous oxide, CFC I I and carbon
dioxide � with thc changes in their levels over time. Discuss a»
a class or in» nail group» the following  Iucstions:
l. Whal is the apparent relation»hip between changes in global

temp»raturc  fro n A»tivily A! and the  'our ga»c»'.>
2. What are the level» ol the»c gases?
3. Al what approximate date did thc lcvcl» of'lhc gases start lo

increase? Was this related to temf>eraturc?
4. Construct a hypothesis a» to what you think may have

caused these changes. How might »uch a hypolhcsis bc lc»lcd?

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995



Table l. Major greenhouse gases

Pro!ected
Concen-
tmtlon
In 2030'

Emission» U.S. Contdbu-
fmm Human Sham of Uon to
Actlvhy Emlsslons Warming
in 114$ In 11 ~ 6 18 ~ 4 ~ 10 ~ 0'

Annual
Grow th
lisle as
of 1010

Assumed
Concen-
traWn
In 1 ~ 10'

Concent-
rationn
In 1010'

Ma!or
Source'

Ufe
SpansGss

0.5'Aiyr440-450
p pro

88%250-210
ppm

353
ppm

500
yrs

Carbon
Dioxide
 CO,!
Methane
 CH,!

1.5-2.8
ppm

15%O.QVelyr1.72
ppm

7-10
yrs

1.2
ppm

0 25'A/yr340
PPb

310
ppb

200
PPb

Nitrous
Oxide
 H,o!
CFC-1 1 0'Aiyr0.5

ppb
0.28
Ppb

0

1.0-1.1
PPb

30 Wi4'k iyrCFC-12 0 0.45
ppb

NE 7%NENEOthers 0

'V. Rsm'anathan et sl.. "Trace Gas Effects on Cgmale." In Atmospheric Ozone 1105, Global Ozone Research snd Monitoring Project Report No. 18,
world Meteorological organization, National Aeronautics snd space Administration  washington, D.c., 1085!.
' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Scmnfffk Assessment of Cgmsle Chsnpe, Summary and Report, World Meteorological Organlzatloni
U.N. Environment programme  Cambridge, MA, Cambridge University press, 1000!.
' U.s. Environmental protection Agency, oflice of policy. plsnnino and Evaluation, Policy options ior sfsbiiizinp Giobsi ciimsle, Draft Report to
Congress  Washington, D.C., June 1QQO!.
' Impact on warming over the next three decades of reducing U.S. EPA's �010! projected annual emlsslons of each gas by an amount equal to 20 '
percent ol 118s levels. Expressed ss a fraction of the Impact ol reducing projected annual carbon dioxide emlssions by 20 percent ol 1045 levels.
' R.J. Cicerone and R.S. Oremland, Blogeochemlcal Aspect ~ of Atmospheric Methane. Global Blogeochemlcal Cycles 2:201-327, 1180.
' J.K. Hammllt et sl., product Uses snd Market Trends for polenlisi Ozone4epfeflnp substances, 1146-2000  santa Monica, CA: RAND Corp., May
1118!.
~ NE ~ no estimates.
' Drawn from The Greenhouse Trap, by Francescs Lyman, et. sl., World Resources Institute, 1100.

Reproduced from Repririi»g on Clinlrrie Chrrnl;er Unrlerzfrrnrline the Srienr e, with permission from the Environmental Health Center
of the National Safety Council.

200
1000

18%i 1000 1 ~ 10 IMO 1070

¹0 Concentration, ppb C02 Concentration, ppm

0.2
1400

ll 1 4

al

1060 1000 1010 1010 1070

CHJ Concentration. Onb

1050 1sso 1010 1

C'F  11 Concentration pp1

Figure 1. Concentrations of greenhouse gases
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3SO million 10%
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REVIEW QUKSnONS
Answers to Questions

EXTENSIONS

Teacher's Notes

REX'KRKNCES
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l. We know that certain processes cause increased ga» concentra-
tion» in the atmosphere, What »tcp» can be taken to reduce
these levels?

2. Does the wartning trend appear to be consistent with the rise
in ga» concentrations'? What kind o  information can bc
obtained from our observations".

Often student» arc given data to construct into a table. or graph
and are familiar with the ori 'in of that data. Another important
skill is to be able to interpret someone else's data. The data table
in thi» activity gives student» thc chance to interpret what the
figures tnean. Examples are thc following questions:

l. Why are the greenhou»c gasc» in different units? CFCs seem
to be occurring in small concentration» c<>mpared to CO, or
N,O, I» CFC at a lower concentration more of a concern than
other gases in grcatcr volumes? Does the table answer this
question or is more rc»carch needed?

2, How could some of the data be displayed graphically' >
3. Do research to compare the U,S. share of emis»ions shown

in the data table with the U.S. share of world population.
Students can discuss the cornpari»on. Do the values parallel
each other? Why or why not?

Warwick, Richard A. and Philip D. Jones. 1988. The greenhouse
effect: Impacts and policies. Forum for Applied Research artd
Public Policy 3�!:48-62.

National. Oceanic and Attnospheric Administration. l991. The
Climate System. Reports trr the Nation on Our Changing Pla>tc t.
Silver Spring, MD: U,S, Department i>f Cotnmerce.

National Salcty Council. 1994. A Journalist's Guide. Repr>r ing
ort Climate Change. U»derstanding>the Science. Washington,
D.C.: Environmental Health Center. For more information,

conlact; Environmental Health Center, National Safety Council
1 ! 19, 19th Street, N.W., Suite 40l, Washington, D.C. 20036.

l. Stutlciils »hi>old hminstorm ideas to
addrcs» the concerns regarding grccn-
housc g«scs. For example, policics could
encourage c«rpi>i>ling and reforcstatii>n
projects.

2. Both temper«ture «iid gas levels have
shov n incre ises iiver the years. This is
till ohserv«tii>n, The graphs alone do not
show th;it the i;hange in level of gases
c;!uses the rise in temperature. Studencs
sh<iuld t>hserve the trends and think about
how scientists infer relationships
occurring between these phenomena on
F.arth.

I, Students could usc resources to better
understand thc nature ol l,he greenhouse
gases. f' or example, the role of CFCs in
producing thc ozone hole is far niore
signiticant than its ef lect as a greenhouse
g a!i.

2. One example would be to make a pic
chart showing  he contribution to global
war>ning of each compound.

.t. This is one example of how students can
transform what may appear to bc static
numbers into a workable and crcativc
representation of data.



Activity C: How do greenhouse gases affect heat absorption?

Figure I. The greenhouse effect  adapted from Houghton, et. al., Climate Chang>et The 1PCC Scientific
Assessment, 1990!

In Activity B it became clear that certain gases have been increasing in concentration in the atmosphere on a
timeline concurrent with increasing global temperature. In the following activity you will simulate a portion
of the greenhouse system using carbon dioxide. The concepts studied in this activity include: gree>>hi>use
gases, greenhouse war>ning, the greenhouse eff'ect, thermal equilibrium, andexperimental variables.

! The Ohio State University, t995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

The Earth's climate depends on the amount of solar radiation received and the atmospheric abundance of
clouds and greenhouse gases. The main greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide, methane, chlorofluorocarbons,
nitrous oxide, water vapor, and ozone. Much of the high-energy, short-wavelength radiation from the sun
passes through the Earth's atmosphere and hits the surface of the Earth. The energy that is not reflected off the
surface is absorbed and re � radiated into the atmosphere, where much of it is absorbed by the greenhouse
gases. This is known as the greenhouse effect.



Earth Systems Understandings
OBJECTIVES

PROCEDURE

Materials Per Team

io cover huth of
 he< n>onlcie<
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After completing thi» aclivity, each student will be 'ible to:

~ describe the components of the greenhouse effect
~ explain thc cffccL of CO, on thc absorption of heal in lhe

atmosphere.

1. Before the activity begin», the apparatus should be assembled
by the teacher. Lubricate the bottom  ine � third ol each ther-
mometer with glycerine or other lubricant. Hold one of the
thermometer» with»cvcral layers of paper towels and gently
push the thermometer through the hole in one of thc rubber
stopper». Push until about LO cm of the thermometer has
pa»sed through thc other end of the stopper.

CAUTION: DO NOT I'ORCI'. THE THF.RMOMF.TI.R

THROUGH THE HOLE. THE THERMOMETER MAY

BREAK AND CAUSE INJURIES.

Make sure that you pu»h thc bulb cnd of lhc lhcrmoinctcr
toward the small end of the stopper and throu< h the opening.
Repe;it with the other theimometer and rubber stopper,

2, Wipe oft' thc excess glyccrinc and then tape a small piccc  if
white paper over one side of' the bulb of each thermometer.
Th» purpose of this paper is to shield the bulbs from Lhe heal
source. Make»urc you affix the paper so thai. you can read Lhe
scale accurately.

3. Place l CO, cartridge in the empty cream whipper. Activate
the cream whipper and "pour" the CO, from thc cartridge into
one of the l � liler bollles. Make sure Lo empty the whipper
completely.

4. Stopper lhe bottle containing CO, wilh one of lhe stopper!
thermometer a»semblie». Seal il with»lopper grease or
parafilrn. Stopper the other l � liter bottle in the same way. Thi»
bottle will have air in it, Label the first bottle "CO," and the
second bollle "AIR".

'I'hii;icii v iiv l'<ic<iiei <>n t'.S L i 2  iicv "<i«l-
ihip!, 3  ieience i»eit>inli;inn <ech»<>to !yk
«»tt 4  i<i <.r;<etio<lit. Vx<e<lii<>»i;<ttttreiv
t-.SL,i s  ct> <»ge ihr<>«Lit> <i»>el, 6  V..<r h i<'i <i
i»hiyi c<»!, nri<t 7  ci<rccri;<»tl hi>hhiei!.
Refer io <he i»<ri><t«c<i»n <>l It<ii t>ook  or ii
fait ueicriplion <>f e;ich «ntteri<;>ntti»t»

Scenario Reference

Introduction: Un<fcrs ending cti<»ntc mottcts.
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~ 2 iheeki i>l while paper

i«" <lip'li'eni i>r n>asking i»pc
~ pornfilr» or i<upper t re«»e
~ It!i<1 hook, it>ont>e of p<cc<' ol v'o<><t
~ titycerine or other l«hric;<n 

gr«ph piiper
a meter iiick



Answers to Kvatultion Questions

1. Heat from Earth's surface.

2. The atmosphere.

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

If you have available sources of N,O you
may want to have two or more groups try
this activity using this gas lor comparison
purposes.

Students can calculate the slopes of both
lines for comparison purposes.

3. To reduce the direct warming of the bulbs
by the heat source.

4. The bottle containing CO, should have
felt warmer.

5. On a white piece of paper lay the two bottles down together
on their sides. Support the neck» of the two bottles with a thin
book, sponge, or piece of wood. It is important that the pieces
of paper you taped to the bulbs of the thermometers are on
top and will shield the bulbs from the infrared heat source.
Make sure that you can read the scale of each thermometer
without moving the bottles.

6. Place the infrared heat source 0.5 m above the two bottles.
Make sure that both bottles are equidistant from the heat
source.

7. On your own paper, record the temperatures in each bottle
before adding the heat lamp. Then turn on the infrared source
and record the temperatures in the two bottles at 2-minute
intervals for a total of 16 minutes.  You should have eight
readings in addition to your original reading.!

8. At the end of 16 minutes, lower the infrared source to 0.25 m
above the bottles and continue to record the temperatures in
the two bottles at 2-minute intervals for another 16 minutes.
 You should now have 16 readings in addition to your origi-
nal reading.!

9. After you have completed recording the temperatures for a
total of 32 minutes, turn off the infrared heat source and feel
the two bottles to see if you can detect a difference in tem-
perature.

10. Draw a line graph to show how the temperatures in the two
bottles changed over time. Use a solid line for the tempera-
tures from the bottle that contains air, and a dashed line for
the temperatures from the bottle that contains CO,.

1. What part of the greenhouse effect system does the infrared
source represent?

2. What part of the greenhouse effect system is being repre-
sented by the I � liter bottles?

3. Why was it necessary to shade the bulbs of the thermometers
with pieces of white paper'?

4. When the heating of the bottles was completed, which bottle
felt warmer?



In which bottle did the temperature increase faster, Explain
why.

Was the ral.e of temperature increase for each bottle the same
throughout the first 16 minutes? Explain why or why not.
Keep in mind what the diffcrcnt parts of the apparatus
represent.

How many times more heat energy was striking the two
bottles after you lowered the infrared source to 0.25 m?
How did lhis affect the temperatures in the two bottle»?

Was the rate of temperature increase for each bottle the same
during the second 16 minutes? Explain why or why not.
Keep in mind what thc diffcrcnt parts of the apparatus
represent.

Is the pattern of change of temperature in each bottle the
same? Fxplain why or why not.

10. How would you know when the apparatus is in thermal
equi librium?

11. I» Earth'» atmosphere in thermal equilibrium at present?

Explain.

12. Explain how the presence ol CO, and other "greenhouse"
gases in the atmosphere affect the heating of the atmosphcrc
front an infrared source.

13. Explain  ully how this activity relates to thc greenhouse
effect in Earth's atmosphere.

14. In this activity, what variables help to determine the tcrnpera-
ture of the gases in the bottles' ?

15. Choose one ol the variables  Question 14! other than the

distance between the infrared heat source and the bottles, and

describe, how you would repeat the activity to determine how
that variable affect» the ternperaturc in the bottle».

16. If human activity continues to add CO, and other greenhouse
ga»cs to Earth'» atmosphere through burning of lossil fuel»,
deforestation, and other practices, predict how the average
temperature of the atmosphere will change in the future.

Answers  contlnuerl!

'1 he houle containing lhe CO, should.
because CO, absorhs inlrared radiation
more elfee ively than air

6. Reler to lhe sh<pes ol the lines. The
lemperature ol  he CO, should increa~e
fas<er. Both lines flatlen out as the
syne<n approached lher<nal equilihrium.

7 Four u<nes � inverse square law. They
should hoth <ncrease.

8. The temperature of the CO, should increase
faster than the temperature of the air.

9. Possibly not. The temperature of the CO,
is likely to increase faster  han lhe
temperature of the air. After a cer ain
time, both lines should flatten out.

10. The temperature in the bottles no longer
increases.

11. Global warming appears to be occurring,
which suggests that the atmosphcrc is
not in thermal equilibrium.

12. Greenhouse gases transmit short � wave
radiation from thc sion, but absorb long-
wavc radiation from thc Earth. These
gases absorb thcrrnal radiation. thereby
trapping it in thc atmosphcrc.

13. Answers should address how increased
amounts ol'greenhouse gases cause
warming of lhc Earth's a rnopPher.

14. Variables include. but arc not rcslrictcd
lo: the strength of the heat source: lhc
opachy of lhc plastic boules: the
distance he ween the bottles and thc heat
source: the concentrations of gases in thc
bonles: and the types of gases in thc
bottles.

15, Ansv, ers will dcpcnd on  he variable
chosen, hu  could include factors such as
size of bottle. type of material cornpris-
ing the bottle, heat source used, gas
injcctcd, ctc.

16. Based solely on lhc factors listed, the
tcnrpcraturc should bc cxpcclcd to
~nr rr ~;<sc
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There has been an increase in the amount of CO�N�O, and other greenhouse gases in Earth's atmosphere in
the last 150 years. This increase has been measured and recorded in a variety of ways. Much of it has been
attributed to such human activities as deforestation and the burning of fossil fuel». The current rate of increase
of CO, in the atmosphere is 0.5 percent per year. At this rate, computer models predict that the average global
temperature could go up 3 � S C by the year 2050.

TOPICS FOR BISCIJSSION

1. Have students explain why the initial temperatures in the two bottles were not the same. Discuss what
would have to be done to make them the same.

2. What are the important aspects of the apparatus that determine at what temperature thermal equilibrium is
reached � include discussion about the size of the bottle, the concentrations of gases in the bottles, and the
opacity of the plastic.

3. How "real" is the lab setup'? There is a major difference between concentrations of greenhouse gases in the
bottle s! and in Earth's atmosphere. Discuss how an increase of just 2 or 3 C in the atmosphere could cause
agricultural belts to migrate.  See Science, November 3, 199S, p.731.!

1. Earth is more than 4 billion years old. When did the atmo-
sphere develop around the planet'! Determine what role this
played in the evolution of life. If the amount of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere continues to increase, what impact
would this have on all the life systems and the planet' ?

2. Venus is a planet whose orbit around the sun is closest to
Earth's orbit. It has experienced greenhouse warming for
many thousands of years and has a mean surface temperature
of 480 C. How did the atmosphere form? Could this happen to
Earth if the gas composition of the atmosphere alters? Support
your answers with evidence.

3. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
 NOAA! is one organization that monitors changes in the
oceans and atmosphere of the planet. Many scientists, such as
meteorologists, oceanographers, atmospheric scientists, etc.,
focus on different areas in their work. Select one of these

scientists and investigate the type of training required for his/
her career.

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

4. Have the students create a concept map illustrating the process of heat absorption in the atmosphere and the
consequences that it could produce on the various Earth systems and human society.



4, The demand for energy will continue to grow as the human
population increases. To tackle the problem of the greenhouse
effect, gases such as CO�CH,, and N,O cannot continue to be
putnped into the atmosphere. What alternative energy sources
can be used to meet this increasing demand for energy? Select
one of these energy sources and explain its advantages and
disadvantage» in relation lo environmental impact. Also
investigate how the public perceives this energy source.
Support your answers with evidence.

Boden, '1'. A., D.P. Kaiser, R.J. Sepanski and F.W, Stoss. 1993.
Trends '93: A Compendium of Darn on Global Change,
Oak Ridge, TN: Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center.
984 pp.

Graedel, T. E. and P. J. Crutzen. l993. Atmospheric Change;
An Earth Syrtetn Perspecti »e. New York: W. H. Freeman and
Company, This recent publication examines the effect of
atmospheric change on Earth and its subsystems, It contains
relevant and up-to-date research.

Schlesinger, W, H, 1990. "Vegetation an unlikely answer."
Nature. 34h. December 20. p. 679.

Science Concepts, Inc. 1989. Energy and the Greenhouse Effect.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Council  or Energy Awarcncs», 17761
Street, N.W., Suite 400,

VIDEO

After the Wn>ming. 1990. A co � production of Maryland Public
TV, Fi m Australia, Wisetnan  UK!, E cctric image  UK! in
association with Principal Film Company  .td.  UK!.
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Smith, J. B. and D. Tirpak.  9N. The Potential Effect» of Global
Climate Change on the United State», Washington, D.C.: U.S.
E.P.A, -230-0S-89-050. 413 pp.



HELPFUL DEFINITIONS  VOCABUI.ARY!

Greenhouse effect: "The trapping by atmospheric gases of outgoing infrared energy emitted by Earth. Part of
the radiation absorbed by the atmosphere is returned to Earth's surface, causing it to warm"  Graedel and
Crutzen, 1993, 430!. Principal greenhouse gases are H,O vapor, CO�O,, CH,, N,O, CF,Cl�and CFCl,.

Thermal equilibrium: Balanced temperature regime achieved when the amount of heat leaving and entering
a system are equal.

TEACHF R BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Moore, P. and G. Hunt. 1990. The Atlas of the Solar Systetn. New York: Crescent Books. pp. 104-105.
The section concerning the atmosphere of Venus documents how the atmosphere developed and how the

greenhouse effect on the planet evolved. Diagrams of this process, while small, are an excellent representation
and could easily be enlarged. They could also be placed on transparencies. This would be a good way of
allowing students to envision the process that may occur on Earth, should global warming  or an enhanced
greenhouse effect! occur.

Matthews, S.W. 1990. Under the Sun � Is Our World Warming'? National Geographic. 178�!:66-99.
This is a superb article that deals with the complete topic of global warming. Specifically, pages 72 � 77

concentrate on the influence of greenhouse gases on the process of global warming. Excellent illustrations
and charts help to create an understandable account of the scientific processes involved.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program ! The Ohio State University, 1995

National Geographic Society. 1993. Global Warming Debate. Research «nd Erploratirrn. Vol. 9, No. 2, Spring Issue.
This journal comprises several articles surrounding the issue of global warming. It contains figures,

photographs and discussions of modeling, policy, temperature, agriculture, and climate � related phenomena.





PROCEDURE

Articles
Benedick, Richard E. 1992. Equity and
Ethics in a Global Climate Convention.
America. May.

REVIE% QUESTION
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Video
Two Views: Global Warming. 1992. Chicago:
NYSTROM, Division of Herff Jones, Inc.

Broecker, Wallace S. 1992. Global Warming
on Trial. N«tural History. April.

Kerr, Richard A. 1995. Is the World
Warming or Not'? Seiem e. February. Vol.
267, p. 612.

Singer, Fred. 1992. Warming Theories Need
Warning Label. The Bulletin of the Atomic
.Scientists. June.

Watch the videotape as a group, and/or assign the articles for
homework reading. Divide the class into groups of four or five
people for discussion. Here are suggested discussion questions.

l. What are the most believable points presented by each side of
the debate?

2. What references are given by each side? Do you feel the
references are credible?

3. Are the two sides interpreting the same data in different ways,
or do they have different data sets? Where were the data
obtained'?

4. Do you feel that in either of the views, fear is used?
That is, do you think either side is using scare tactics to
convince the audience'?

5. Can your group reach a consensus as to which view you
believe is correct? Or, are able to find some truth to each
argument? Present your decision to the class. Explain why
you have reached this decision.

6. Suppose an energy � use policy is being proposed, how much
data would be sufficient as a basis for policy?

After a public outcry demanding a remedy for global warming,
you, as a governor of a Great Lakes state, must weigh the
opinions of the two sides of the global warming issue and define
a likely state policy that would lessen the effect of global warm-
ing. What side would you take? What are the strongest points
that would defend your side of the issue'? Explain the steps of
your plan to resolve the public's understanding of the issue of
global warming.



Earth Systems Understanding

 I'rom I VVS-95 I'rtoruie», IJC!
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One of the most difficult problems scientists have in talking with
people about global climate change is the scale of the issue.
People tend to view the world based on where they live and how
long they have been alive. In global terms, both the time and
space scales of individual human lives are infinitely small.

Global climate change, however, affects the entire planet on a
time scale of centuries to millennia  I millennium = 1,000
years!. Humans are challenged to stretch their perception far
enough to accommodate that amount of time. Having students
visualize the variability of local weather may help them relate to
variability of climate.

Climate is a complex combination of weather conditions, tem-
perature patterns, and meteorological changes over long periods
of time. Changes in the amounts and relationships of these
atmospheric factors are of concern because of their impact on the
hydrosphere  the water on the Earth's surface!. The amount of
water in lakes, rivers, soils, and the ground is directly related to
the amount of precipitation and evaporation.

With a doubling of the amount of atmospheric carbon dioxide
and increases in other greenhouse gases, hydrologic modelers
have predicted a drop in the levels of the Great Lakes. An
increase in annual precipitation is expected, but decreased runoff
and higher evaporation rates will offset the additional moisture.
Observing historical climatic data for the Great Lakes Basin may
provide some insight into future change. This set of activities
will consider relationships among Great Lakes precipitation,
temperature, lake levels, and drought.

The Potential Effects of' Global Climate Change on the United
States, by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency �989!,
describes the effects of three global change models, The models
are from Oregon State University  OSU!, Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory  GFDL!, and the general circulation model
from the Goddard Institute of Space Studies  GISS!. The models
are discussed in "Introduction to the Great Lakes Scenarios."

The following table predicts lake level changes as a result of CO,
doubling in the atmosphere. All models dcmonstratc a reduction
in lake levels from their average levels for the period of time

This activity focuses on ESUs ¹3  science
methods and technology! and ¹4  interac-
tions!, with applications to ESU ¹7  careers
and hobbics!. Refer to the Framework for
Earth Systems Education for a full descrip-
tion of each understanding  p. VIII!.

Introduction: Understanding climate models.
and ¹I, How will water resources in the
Great Lakes Region be affected'!

"The hydrologic cycle
is a key component of

the Earth's climate

system ujhich links the
atmosphere, oceans, land

and the biosphere.

Improued understanding
of the hydrological cycle
is essential in order to

resolue uncertainties in

predicting future climate
change."



Activity A: How is the precipitation of the Great Lakes Basin
related to lake level change?

OssmcTrvms
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~ If CD � ROM is used, an MS � DOS
computer is needed  The use of thi»
additional information is optional.!

~ The CD � ROM contains additional
precipitation data and is the Interrnttional
Statiort Meteorological Climate Sunnnary
disk from the National Climatic Data
Center, Asheville, NC 28801  phone 704/
27 I-4800!; an atlas with city index will
help students locate each reporting site

~ Additional precipitation data are also
available on the World Wide Web  see
instructions on the following page!.

~ Additional lake level data are available
from the U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers,
Detroit District, PO Box 1027, Detroit. Ml
4823 I-1027, either in hard copy or from
their homepage at http://
sparky.nce.usace.army.mil/

1951 � 80. The data are not listed for Lake Ontario because lake

levels are regulated for power production and the shipping
industry.

Table 1. Lake level changes based on scenario models

While average precipitation data exists for the Great Lakes
Basin, data from individual reporting stations throughout the
Basin may not always agree. In this activity students will have an
opportunity to explore and use meteorological climate data
available in an electronic format and to investige the relation-
ships between monthly precipitation and lake levels  necessary
data are provided in Figures I and 2!.

Af'ter completing this activity, students will be able to:
~ Access and manipulate data on variables that can affect

lake levels.

~ Discuss how lake levels vary by month and by year.
~ Explain the relationship of precipitation to lake levels.



SUGGESTED APPROACH

Precipitation Data from the
World Wide Web:
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1. To do this activity students can use the provided precipitation
data from Green Bay  Figure I ! and the provided lake level
data  Figure 2!, or they can obtain data from other reporting
sections within the Michigan � Huron basin, or from the other
Great Lakes. Student» can download data using the instruc-
tions provided on this page and in the materials section.
Information for using the CD-ROM is provided on page 34.

2. Divide the class into five teams. Students then choose the five
consecutive years with the lowest  or highest! lake levels and
examine monthly precipitation for individual years. Students
should pay particular attention to how precipitation varies by
month and which months show the greatest change in lake
levels. Have groups investigate different decades using the
CD � ROM or web site data and look for unusually dry or wet
conditions. Have them report their findings to the class. They
may also investigate other parts of the country and compare
them to the Great Lakes Basin.

Students can further develop this activity by
obtaining information on each of the Great
Lakes from the U.S. Army Corps ol'
Engineers and downloading additional
reporting stations by accessing the National
Climatic Data Center homepage. Expand to
match the range of data students have
available.

http: //www.ncdc.noaa.gov
Click the Online Data Access button
Choose Anonymous FTP Archive � U.S.

Monthly Precipitation for Cooperative
and NWS Sites

You can choose your reporting site within
your state.

With the cursor, highlight the data desired.
Copy it to a word processing file.
Transfer data to a spreadsheet format such

as Excel, parse the data and place the
decimal point where appropriate.

Graph the data.



Answers to Interpreting the Data INTERPRETING THK DATA
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I . There are different patterns that. occur.
There are years with high lake level» and
high annual precipitation, while there are
other years when these do not parallel one
another. The heaviest precipitation can be
observed during different months as can
peak lake levels depending on the year.
Monthly changes in precipitation and lake
level» may vary.

2. 1988 was not the driest year recorded
although the annual precipitation value
was lower than average for Green Bay
from 1950 to 1989. Precipitation levels
were extremely low in May and June.
On the other hand, the level for November
was onc of the highest recorded among
40 years of data.

3. 1963 displayed low precipitation and low
mean lake levels. Students can observe
how monthly and yearly changes vary
between thc lakes. They can also observe
the differences between Lake Ontario and
the other lakes remembering that Lake
Ontario's level» are regulated by human
activities.

4. Students can think about how rainfall
plays a role in the hydrologic cycle and
what other sources of input affect lake
levels. Students should discuss weather
patterns and variables such as tempera-
ture, humidity, storms, wind, and extrcme
fluctuations in any of these. In addition,
water being withdrawn for human,
industrial, and shipping activities could
affect lake levels as could demand on
groundwater supplies.

I. Do precipitation and lake level» vary together? Using Lakes
Michigan/Huron level versus year data, select several recent
years  since 1 950! with exceptionally high or low lake level».
Examine the monthly precipitation and lake level data for
these years. Are all months extreme? Describe any relation-
ship you can detect between monthly precipitation and lake
level changes.

2. Drought conditions existed throughout much of the Great
Lakes Basin during 1988. Observe the Meteorological Climate
Summary for Green Bay for 1988. Do the precipitation data
support a drought period'? Was 1988 an unusual year or one of'
many dry ones?

3. Make graphs of annual mean lake levels for all lakes. Look at
lake level and precipitation data for 1963. How do the data
sets compare? Is there anything unusual about this year?
Using your graphs, make transparencies to overlay several
lakes or place all lakes on a single graph scale. During periods
when one lake is low or high, do the other lakes behave in a
similar manner'? Do lake levels change to the same degree?

4. In this activity, precipitation impact alone was investigated.
What other variables could impact lake levels? Explain your
answer.

Could high rainfall and lou run-off
conditions occur together?

Can you think of houj this could happen?



Answers Sn Review Questions

Kxmwslows

What will the weather be like toduy?
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1. How does precipitation relate to lake levels? During periods
when one lake is low or high, how do the levels of the other
lakes compare?

2. Describe a probable chain of events that might occur if three
successive years in the Lake Superior Basin had low precipita-
tion. Synthesize the impacts on lake level in Superior and
downstream lakes. How would people notice these changes?

1. Enlist the aid of the National Weather Service meteorologist in
your area, or use back issues of the daily newspaper's weather
column, to develop a data set that goes back at least five years,
but preferably to the year most of the students were born.
Many daily newspapers have a year's weather summary at the
end of December, and collecting these from back issues can
provide interesting comparisons from year to year. Students
will remember extremes in the recent years: very cold  or
warm!! winters, wet summers, long droughts and the like.
They may enjoy reading "Where have all the winters gone?"
in the December 1993 issue of WeatherWise magazine.

2. Have students prepare meaningful charts and graphs of the
data available to the class. Then calculate averages of tem-
perature, rainfall, lake water temperature, date of first frost,
etc., over the 5 � 15 year period, and add the average line to the
graphs in red. Compare daily weather, data they collect, to that
average. Based on the kinds of weather differences they
observe, they should prepare a short talk about local weather
in relation to global climate change, for a meteorologist to
give on the evening news broadcast.

3. As a class, produce an ongoing weather database for your
school, with measurements added at regular intervals and
charts kept to compare school weather with the official
National Weather Service reports for your city. Analyze
reasons for differences between the measurements, and study
national weather patterns for atmospheric phenomena that
could explain local weather.

1. Precipitation is <me of many factors to
consider, because other phenomena
affect lake levels such as evaporation,
runoff, and groundwater. A significant
change in precipitation from one month
to the next, therefore, may not necessar-
ily have a drastic impact on lake levels,
but precipitation acting with other factors
in the right combination may affect the
lakes. During periods when one lake is
high or low, other lakes, with the
exception of Ontario, sometimes follow
similar trends. Yearly changes may vary
by degree with each lake. Students
should consider whether the size of the
lake determines how much the lake level
changes from year to year.

2. If three successive years had low
precipitation. groundwater levels would
be lower. There would be less runoff
from the surrounding areas as well. With
several potential sources of input to the
lake in less supply, the lake level could
drop. Other lakes would likely show
dropped levels. There might be a need to
conserve water and people would notice
dry conditions in the soil and vegetation
in the Great Lakes Basin.



TECHNOLOGY PROCEDURE FOR OFAONAL C9-ROM

1. Boot the CD � ROM disk. Type ISMCS  the disk acronym! and
press Enter.

2. After several introductory screens, a world map will appear.
The small white box allows the user to choose an area to

study. Move the box to the United States with the arrow keys.
Press Enter. Use the enter and arrow keys to zoom in on the
Great I.akes Basin. The shift and arrow keys can be used
together for fine adjustment of the box size.

3. A new screen will show the contents of the box as a full

screen display. Function keys are highlighted at the bottom of
the screen. Select F3 DATA, then choice 1 � SMOS/SOCS

stations.

4. Continue to reposition the highlighted box and press Enter to
zoom in on the portion of the Basin desired, press F4  SE-
LECT! to go to the station selection menu Choose 3 � by
Name. Press Enter. A station list sorted by name will appear.

5. Select the station site by its name.  Using an atlas with city
index will help in locating reporting sites.! From the station
table menu select Total Precip v» Yr-Mth  Total precipitation
for year and month!. Press Enter.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1989. The potentia/
effect» of' global climate change on the United States

EPA-230-05-89-050.

Schneider, S. 1989. The changing climate. Scientific American
September:70-79.

National Climatic Data Center. International Station Meteoro-

logical Climate Summary CD-ROM, Asheville, NC 28801;
Phone: 704/271-4800
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6. View the data on the screen or output it to a separate file for
manipulation or printing later. The Print screen command can be
used to print data immediately. To save data to a file, press F2.



Figure l. 1949-1990 Precipitation data, Green Bay, Wisconsin

INTERNATIONAL STATI JN METEOROLOGICAL CLIMATE SUMMARY

":STA 7264SO I KGRB I GREEN BAY WSO AP,WI,US"

:LAT 44 29N:LONG 088 08W:EI,EV 682 ft! 208 m!: TYPE NOAA SMOS V2.1 07021992

35 - Year/Month TOTAI. PRFCIPITATION   INCHES! from Daily Oba.

POR:: 1949-1990

OCT NOV DEC AnnualAUG SEPYEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JL!l.

" = INCOMPI.ETE
- = MISSING DATA
¹ = FXCESSIVE MISSING DATA � VALUE NOT COMPUTFD

FFDFRAL CLIMATE COMPLEX ASHEVILI.F.
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194'J
19SO 2.64
19S I 0.87
19S2 2.06
1953 I. I
19S4 0 43
19S5 0.78
1956 0.56
1957 0.35
19S8 0.42
1959 1.04
1960 1.04
1961 0.31
1962 1.27
1963 0.68
1964 1.14
196S 0 93
1966 !.18
1967 2.52
1968 0.94
1969 2.6
1970 0.73
1971 1.6
1972 0.6S
1973 1.86
1974 1.71
1975 1.52
1976 1.72
1977 0.67
1978 1,33
1979 1.78
1980 1.92
1981 0. 12
1982 1.34
1983 0.72
1984 0. S9
1985 0.86
1986 0.6
1987 0.47
1988 1.79
198'! 0.41
1990 0.64

1.4S 2.4rJ 3.39 I.S
1.72 2 66 4 79 0 89
0.7 1.98 1.57 23J2
3.S6 1.94 S.S2 1.41
0.98 !. I I 4.45 3.22
1.37 1.4 2.4 2.39
0.6 1.86 1.4S 4.66
0.43 0.46 2.93 S.28
0.16 0 5 2 S6 1.27
1.98 1.87 '2.84 3.86
0.48 1.21 3.13 7.75
093 2.12 1.67 1.42
2.02 1.13 2.S5 2.86
0.59 2.58 0.98 1.54
0.26 1.76 2.55 4.14
0.85 2.38 3.62 3.95
2 2S 2 46 1.38 1.28
0.84 1.13 2.77 2.45
0.45 0.97 4. 84 3. I
0.04 1.04 2.86 2.66
0.23 1.07 1.61 S.76
2.03 2.04 1.05 1.67
0.96 2.19 1.45 0.82
072 243 323 821
1.17 1.07 2.62 4.46
1.48 3,44 2,3S 2,79
1.33 3.6S 2.44 2.42
1.38 468 3 33 247
0.35 0.31 '3.44 3,38
1.17 4.49 1.93 3,01
035 I 2.73 1.77
2.76 0.42 4.22 0.S6
0.14 1.9S 2.66 2.74
1.46 1.52 1.39 4.8
I.S9 1.64 3 33 1.6S
2.55 2.7 2.24 2.58
0.83 2.48 '2.26 !.15
0.39 1.53 2.33 2.S8
0.73 1.1 2.S3 0,06
038 2.88 049 422
O.S8 3.2S 1.28 3.99

3.11
2.3
2. 36
1.9
4.38
3 25

2.48
1.82
1.26
3.07
4. 31
4.35
2.67
1.05
1.89
I. 09
8.47
6.97
7. 62
I. I I
1.87
2 2S

4. 91
5.27
0.31
2.27
2.72
2 nl
3.82
2.63
2.67
I. 82
5.6
2.21
4.06
1.83
0. 67
I. S6
10. 29

6.5
4.12
3.82
3.1S
2.94
4. 78
5.85
3. 18
2.07
4.21
I. 87
4.91
2.7
2.77
4,S5
1.96
4.19
1.96

2 2.51
4.02
3.44
I. 85
1.93
4,25
1.78
2.96
2,13
6.03
3.55
1.87
0. 83
S,l
3.76
3.17
4.03
4,9S
2.18
2. 34
2.27
2 93

2.72
55
2.06
2.05
1.61
0.9
3.09
3.46
2.68
2.71
3.S2
2.84
2.88
2.07
2.72
3.38
2.65
2.43
2.66
1.19
1.2S
2.99
S.86
2.57
1. 61
9.04
I.
2.37
4. 36
S.97
7.31
3.37
2.91
5.27
3.78
8.03
3.8S
3.41
3.47
1.05
2.S I

1.25
a
2 <J3
0.82
2 02
S.78
0.76
1.65
2.15
3.2
5.17
3.09
5.02
3.87
3
6.74
7.8
1.21
0.46
3,31
2. 03
6.11
3 36
5.76
25J I
1.05
3.18
0.28
2 44
4.82
0.76
3.42
! n5
1.43
3 S9
5.66
3,65
7.S I
I. S7
4.1 I
0.S8
5.13

1.05 1.5 1. 17
1.14 1.12 1.84
4.82 1.66 1.09
T 2.24 1.4S
0.22 0.39 1.59
5 0.89 0.42
3.58 1.04 0.89
0.65 2.13 0.87
1.3S 3.52 I.S9
2.2S 1.34 0.16
3.27 1.47 2.85
2.32 0.69 0.1
3. 34 2.6 1.27
1.94 0.84 1.03
0.73 1.63 0.73
0.44 2.07 0.7
1.32 2.19 2.31
0.72 1.58 1.6S
4.71 1.66 1.17
1.0 I 1.0 I 2.69
3.46 0.43 1.43
2.98 2.68 1.24
2 01 3 21 3.1S
1.84 I.I 5 2.49
3.96 1.4S 2.4 I
1.72 2.09 1.67
0.36 3.42 0.84
0.82 0.1 6 0.61
1.36 2.7 2.3 I
233 293 13
2 72 2 49 1.28
1.79 1.2S 1.35
3.44 1.08 I. I
1.2 4.S I 2.5
2.24 2.63 !.18
4.92 2.5S 1.72
2.72 4.96 1.83
1.89 1.27 0.48
I . 76 3.07 2.04
1.96 4 43 0 84
4.76 1.25 O.SS
2.34 1.61 2.1

30.1
33.3S
21.98
24.85
31.21
23. 54
27.27
27. 18
18.43
32. 53
28. 27
30. 74
27.44
19.97
28.12
32.58
21.64
30.57
29.95
27.87
28.79
28.42
27. 27
34.88
28.33
35.47
17.8S
28. I I
33 3
31.36
28.58
23.78
29.15
30.38
36.2
38.36
3 1.33
23.16
24.03
20.4
36.6S
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I

h  meters! based on a network oFigure 2. 1949- l 993 Michigan-Huron lake levels

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Detroit District, l99S.
Referenced to International Great Lakes Datum 198S.
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Year
1949
19SO
19SI
19S2
1953
19S4
19SS
19S6
19S7
19S8
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
197S
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
198S
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Jan
176.20
175.96
176.34
176.95
176.85
176.63
176.83
176.31
176.22
176.1S
175.7S
176. 14
176.38
176.20
175.89
175.63
175.60
176.10
176.07
176.29
176 47
176.59
176.63
176.73
176.98
176.95
176.87
176.76
176.42
176.48
176.S I
176.78
176. S9
176.51
176.67
176.70
176.88
177.14
177.18
176.63
176.38
176.1S
176.36
176.38
176. S4

F'eb
176.19
175.99
176.34
176.96
176.82
176.60
176.78
176.30
176.19
176.13
175,7S
176.16
176.31
176.17
175.85
175.59
175.62
176.08
176.07
176.3 J
176.47
176.56
176.62
176.6S
176.9S
176.97
176.86
176.7S
176.38
176.45
176.48
176.7'2
176.56
176.46
176.66
176.70
176.86
177.11
177.10
176.60
176.33
176.16
176.31
176.36
176.S I

Mar
176. 19
176.02
176.41
176.96
176. 83
176.64
176.76
176.32
176. 17
176. 12
175.79
176.14
176.33
176.19
175.8S
17S,S8
175.67
176.13
176. J6
176.27
176.45
176.53
176.68
176.6S
176.98
177.00
176. 87
176.87
176.44
176.43
176.54
176.68
176.60
I 76.45
176.68
176.72
176.98
177.12
177.06
176.57
176.32
176.19
176.33
176.38
176.48

Apr
176.26
176. 17
176.58
177.08
176.'! I
176.71
176.82
176.37
176.20
176. 14
17S.'

176.24
176.36
176.26
175.94
175.61
175.77
176.20
176.23
176 3S
176. S4
176.58
176.76
176.72
177. 10
177.07
1763

177.02
176. S6
176. S I
176.71
176.77
176.67
176. S6
176.76
176.81
177. 14
177.23
177.07
176.67
176.41
176.27
176.48
176.44
176.58

May
176.31
176.27
176.7S
177.17
177.00
176.83
176.88
176,SO
176.28
176. 12
176.06
176.50
176.42
176.34
176.02
175.74
175.94
176.26
176.3S
176.40
176.70
176.68
176.86
176.88
177.20
177.19
177.06
177.11
176. S7
176.61
176.88
176.84
176.7S
176.62
176.90
176.91
177.24
177.28
177.06
176.70
176.44
176.3S
176.60
176. S3
176.70

Junc
176.34
176.34
176.82
177.22
177.07
176.92
176.91
176.57
176.3S
176. 12
176.11
176.64
176.44
176.37
176.06
175.76
176.00
176.30
176.4S
176.47
176.82
176.76
176.94
176.93
177.30
177.28
177. 14
177. 15
176.SS
176.67
176.9S
176.90
176.80
176.66
177.02
177.01
177.25
177.33
177.07
176.67
176.56
176.44
176.66
176,52
176.82

by mont

July
176.38
176.42
176.91
177.26
177. 12
176.96
176.88
176.62
176.43
176.1S
176.12
176.72
176.46
176.36
176.04
175.78
176.02
176.28
176.50
176.SS
176.94
176.80
176.96
176.99
177.30
177.32
177. I S
177. I S
176.56
176.69
176.98
176.93
176.82
176.69
177.02
177.06
177.23
177.39
177.04
176.61
176.57
176.51
176.64
176.54
176.91

Aug
176.34
176.44
176.93
177.28
177.11
176.94
176.79
176.62
176.38
176.11
176. 12
176.77
176.45
176.32
176.03
175.77
176.04
176.24
176.48
176. S8
176.9S
176.78
176.96
177.05
177.29
177.26
177.10
177.08
176. S4
176.68
177.00
176.93
176. 81
176.69
176.98
177.04
177. 19
177.39
176. 99
176. S7
176.54
176.49
176. S9
176.53
176.88

Sep
176.22
176.43
176.92
177.22
177.02
176.90
176.64
176. S6
176,33
176.07
176. 10
176.73
176.43
176.26
17s.98
17S.76
176.07
176.17
176.40
176.60
176.86
176.77
176.90
177.07
177.2 I
177.15
177,07
176.9S
176.53
176.71
176.96
176.90
176.80
176.65
176.93
177.02
177.20
177.38
176.90
176.48
176.47
176.45
176.48
176. S2
176.83

0«t
176. 14
176.40
176.93
177.06
176.92
176.98
176. S4
176.45
176. 74
17S.98
176. I 0
176.64
176. 38
176. 17
175.90
175.70
176. 10
176.08
176. 34
176.57
176. 78
176.73
176.84
177.03
177. 13
177.04
176.95
176.80
176. SO
176.70
176.88
176.82
176.73
176.62
176.87
176.96
177.16
177.50
176.79
176.42
176.34
176.41
176.40
176.49
176.76

Nov
176.02
176.34
176.95
176.94
176.81
176.9S
176.46
176.37
176.21
17S.91
176.13
176 57
176.32
176.06
175.80
175.65
176.07
176.01
176.34
176.50
176.73
176.69
176.76
177.00
177.04
176.98
176.87
176.64
176.50
176.62
176.83
176.72
176.66
176.60
176.77
176.93
177. 19
177.38
176.70
176.43
176.27
176.39
176.38
176.52
176.70

f gages

Dec
175.94
176.3S
176.9S
176.92
176.74
176.89
176.38
176.29
176.16
175.81
176. 12
176.48
176.24
175,97
175.71
175.62
176.09
176.08
176.32
�6 48
176.64
176.67
176.7S
176.96
177.00
176.91
176.82
176.51
176.51
176.54
176.81
176.65
176.59
176.67
176.74
176.88
177.20
177.26
176.68
176.42
176. 18
176.39
176.40
176. S4
176.64

Mean
176. 21
176.26
176.74
177.08
176.'�
176.83
176.72
176 44
176.26
176.07
176.01
176.48
176.38
176.22
175,'

175.68
175.'J2
176. 16
176.30
176 45
176.70
176.68
176. 80
176.89
177. 12
177.09
176.97
176.90
176.50
176. S9
176.79
I 76.80
176.70
I 76.60
176.83
176.90
177.13
177.29
176.97
176. S6
176.40
176.3S
176.47
176.48
176.70



Activity B: What extremes of climate characterize the
Great Lakes region?

The dynamic climate of North America has periods of drought and wetness that occur frequently. What
characterizes a drought'? Are all droughts alike in their origin and impact'? Meteorologists recognize dilferent
types of drought as shown:

Meteorological drought occurs when there is significantly below-normal precipitation  rainfall and
snowfall! over a long period of time. The degree of moisture shortage and the length of time it takes for
a meteorological drought to develop varies from region to region.

Hydrological  or water supply! drought occurs when a lengthy meteorological drought causes a sharp
drop in the levels of ground water, rivers and lakes. For example, a lack of winter snowfall has a serious
impact on the availability of water for a region in the following year.

Agricultural drought occurs when low soil moisture and scarce water supplies stunt crop growth,
reduce crop yields, and endanger livestock.

Source: Canadian Climate Center, 1992.

Earth Systems Understand'ings

Scenario Reference

¹l, How will water resources of the Great
Lakes region he affected' ?

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995

Associated with hydrologic drought are decreased soil moisture,
lower stream and river flows, and lower groundwater levels.

One method used to measure the magnitude and severity of
drought is the Palmer Hydrologic Drought Index  PHDI!. It is
used to measure long � term precipitation, precipitation runoff,
and groundwater levels. The index identifies each geographic
region by how much it differs from normal amount of wetness.

The National Climate Information Disk, a CD � ROM from the
National Climatic Data Center of NOAA, contains PHDI,
precipitation and temperature data from 1895 through 1989.
Monthly or seasonal maps of temperature and precipitation may
be generated. The maps indicate how conditions vary from the
"normal" conditions  the average of the last three decades!.

This activity focuses on ESUs ¹3  science
methods and technology!, ¹4  interactions!,
and ¹S  change through time!. Refer to the
Framework for Earth Systems Education l'or
a lull description of each understanding.



OBJECTIVES

Materials

PROCEDURE

Student's Surf

Teacher's Note

Teacher's Example

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

~ Palmer Hydrological Drought Index.
Precipitation Departure and Temperature
Departure Maps

~ CD � ROM: The National Climate
Inl'ormation di»k can hc ordered
separately and operatccl with an MS-
DOS computer with color graphics. Hard
copies of Palmer Hydrological Drou< ht
Index, Precipitation Departure and
Temperature Departure Map» require
< raphics capahility with EPSON
compatihle printers or HP I.ascr Jct
Series Il and 111 printers.

See the National Climatic Data Center'»
homepagc for interactive drought, precipita-
tion, and temperature graph». Instructions
I'ollow thi» activity.

1!epnrn<re i» the difference of a variahle
I'rom its mean, or the dilference ot' an
ohscrved value from a theoretical value.

The CD � ROM need» a command to start the
video animation.

I!:'< VAPHI!IIFLIX IV8O is one example.

After completing this activity, students will be able to:
~ Describe applications ol' the Palmer Hydrologic Drought

Index.

~ Interpret precipitation and temperature departure maps,
comparing them to the PHDI.

~ Describe usefulness ol' monthly and seasonal precipitation and
temperature departure map».

~ Infer climate trends through use of precipitation, temperature
and PHDI maps.

Monthly or seasonal data may supply valuable information
about climatic trends. Data can be selected from the optional
CD � ROM to make into a printed map.

1. Fxamine the accompanying maps. Try to detect any relation-
ship between the categories  precipitation departure, tempera-
ture, and drought index! in the Great I akes Basin. Look for
trends throughout the seasons. Could the preceding seasons
have predicted thc situation in July' ?

2. How do the different categories of maps vary'? For exatnple,
are there regions with drought and high precipitation or
drought and low precipitation'? Is one attribute normal while
the others are above or below normal? What patterns can you
detect" .Look for different combinations of drought index,
precipitation, and temperature.

3. The optional CD � ROM provides additional maps for students'
use. To start the CD � ROM type SLICK at the DOS prompt.
A directory will appear. Choose whichever data type desired
and press Enter. From the list of files, select month and year
desired. Type V to view map. To print the map, copy it onto
the hard drive along with the display software.

The CD � ROM also has an anitnation of annual amounts of

wetness or drought in the United States. Drought regions are
represented by red circles and wct region» by blue circles. The
purpose of the movie is to;tid in comparing the geography and
timing of wet and dry periods.

4. At the prompt I'or the CD � ROM drive, change to the VAPHDI
directory. Type I.LIX Iollowed hy thc decade desired. Then
view the animation. Press Q or Esc to stop the movie.



Pallmer Hydrological Drought Index

Much Below
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Figure I.

Figure 2.

Precipitation De partLj re
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Answers to Interpreting the Data INTERPRETING THE DATA

REVIEW QUESTIONSAnswers to Review Questions

EXTENSIONS

! The Ohio State Vni versify, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

l. For many regions, thc conditions agree.
There arc some instances, however, when
they do not agree. Students should
consider the possibility that high
temperatures, high rainfall, and drought
conditions can exist simultaneously in a
particular area.

2. Students should discuss their interpreta-
tions of the map». Looking at one year's
data cannot indicate whether there is a
predictive signal.

I. Looking at several types of data allows
for a well � rounded approach to investi-
gations, One can see if several types of
data correlate or if one set of data simply
gives unusual results.

2. Students should consider how trends may
be observed in examining dat't over time.

3. Data on global temperature trends would
contribute to an understanding of climate
change. Historical evidence would
support observations and comparisons
over a long period of time.

l. Look at the Precipitation Departure Map for July 1988. What
was going on in the country's weather then? Compare the
conditions on the Temperature Departure and PHDI maps f' or
the same month. Do the conditions agree'> Suggest a hypoth-
esis to explain your answer.

2. Look at seasonal Precipitation and Temperature Departure
Maps from winter 1987 through spring 1988. How do the
conditions relate to the situation in July'? Could predictions
have been made for July based on seasonal maps, or would it
have been necessary to consider other factors?

1. What is the value of looking at several types of data before
making conclusions?

2. What is the value of having a sequence of maps to provide
insight into climatic changes".

3. What kinds and amount» of additional data would students like
to have before deciding if current climate indicates global
change?

1. Discuss as many impacts as you can imagine resulting from a
drought in the Great I akes Basin. Draw a concept map to
illustrate your ideas. Some possibilities would be the effect on
agriculture, industry, personal water use homes, lawns, etc.
Another possibility to incorporate would be the effect on water
prices. How are economic, environmental, social, and political
themes related to this situation'? How are these factors interre-
lated when a drought causes water shortage for everyone'?
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Great Lakes Cornrnission. zI Cirrirtebaok  o Drrrrrght Planning Managetnent and Water Level Changes in the
C reat Lakes [The Argus II Building, 400 Fourth St�Ann Arbor, Ml 48103-48 1 6]

Canadian Minister of the Environment, Minister of Supply and Services. 1992. Drottght Fact Sheet. [Atmo-
spheric Environrncnt Scrvicc, Canadian Climate Ccntrc, 4905 Duffcrin Strcct, Downsvicw, Ontario M3H 5T4]

GLERL. 1983. Great La/es lee Atias Contribution No. 299, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Houghton, R,A, and G.M. Woodwell. 1989. Global Climate Change. SeientifieA>neriean, Vo], 260, April.

National Climate Information Disk. Vol. I. $50. [National Clinrate Dat'r Center, User Services, Federal Bldg.,
Asheville, NC 28801. Phone: 7 �/27 I-48I! !J IBM Cornpatiblc. Thi» disk ha» vr'deo animation. It also
contains climate data from reporting stations in the U,S. from 1895 1989, sortable hy location, time period,
and data type.

! The Ohio State University, 1995 Ohio Sea Gran Education Program

2, l'.ach year. thc St. Lawrence Seaway c!oscs down for winter
because o  ice in the locks, Shipping effectively ceases for a
certain portion of the ye'u; At the same time, winter recreation
begin» in carncst with icc boating, ice fishin, snowmobiling,
and such on the frozen lakes.

A study of the way icc forms on thc Great Lakes is important
for an understanding of the potential impacts of global warm-
ing on recreation 'used shipping, Students can examine how ice
forms in normal year» on each lake, describe the kinds of
areas where ice first forms, and where it lasts longest in a
normal winter. They will then interpret probable causes of ice
I.ormation on the Great Lake~ and speculate on how global
warming may affect the normal pattern~, They can suggest
how ice patterns, in conjunction with other hydrologic and
atmospheric changes, will affect human activity in the region.

The material nece~~ary for this extension is the CTreat Lzrkes Ir e
Atlas [GLERL Contribution No. 299  for Macintosh with lower
than system 7.0!. 198'3. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Great Lakes Environmental Research Labora-

tory. Ann Arbor. MI 48104]. There is also a version available for
DOS rnachi nes.

Great Lakes ice conditions over a twenty-year period are
represented in digitized form. Each ol the five Great Lakes is
portrayed showing areas of maximum, minimum, and normal
ice accumulation, as well as observation density for December to
April from 1960 � 1979. Ice cover is presented in accompanying
tables.

ICE COVER LEGEND

R OPEN WATER

R VERY OPEN PACK
9 i tn 9.9 coverage
OPEN PACK
0 a tn 0 9 coverage
CLOSCD PACK
0 T to 0.9 cnvcregn

" CONSOLIDATED
PACK l 0 coverage

lNQ DATA



How to Use the National Climatic Data Center's HomePage

Go to the National Climatic a a eI' ' D t C nter HomePaoe  www.ncdc.noaa.gov!

Select Interactive Visualization of Climate Data

Choose Climate Visualization  CLIMVIS!

Table of Contents

Available Data Sets

Climate Division Drought Data
You will move to the next screen:

Climate Division Drought Data � Graphing Options
Display the Period of Record for a Parameter
Display All Divisions for a State, Year and Parameter
Display all Parameters for a Division, State and Year
Display a list of the state-division maps

For example choose Period of Record for a Parameter
The next screen will be the following:
Selection Criteria I'or Displaying Period ol Record

Select the State

Select the Division Number  region of the state!
Index, Preci itation, Temperature!Select the Parameter  Palmer Drought Severity n, 'p'

Output format
Form control

Download Options
via OASIS

via NCDC Anonymous FTP

Other choices may have different selections, 'o; ps, for exam le, Display all arame ers 'o
Year will ask the user to specify the year desired

Teacher's Note

Organization of a homepage may be updated
frequently. Accessing information can t.tke
different formats as updating occurs over
time.

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

There i» also First Order Summ;try of the Day Data
h P ' d of Record for a Parameter at onc stationThe user can select Display t e erio o ' c

Select a state and go to next page
Sele ct the Station

erature, De arture from normal temperature,Select the Parameter  Daily maximum temperature, epar
Daily precipitation, Average Daily Wind Speed!

Select the Output Fomat
Select Form Control

Download Options
o ' ' ' ll available!Allow students to surf wit in' h' NCDC to see how much information is rea y



Visua izin an es in t e art stem

Activity A: What Great Lakes factors will increase and what
will decrease as a result of global warming?

Earth Systems UnderstandingsThe Earth Systems approach emphasizes connections and
interactions. As a pretest/posttest assessment of learning, thi»
activity will show how much growth has occurred in such
concepts through use of the materials in this volume. Knowing
how natural events affect their lives, students can infer a wide

range of impacts of global changes in the Great Lakes.

Thi» activity focuses on I..SU ¹4
 interactions!. Refer to the introduction of
thi» hook for a full description ol each
understanding.

Scenario Reference

¹l, How will water resources in thc Great
Lakes region be affected'!OaSECnVES

After the completion of thi» activity, students should be able to:
~ List and explain many potential impacts with global warming.
~ Discuss various interpretations of the possible global warm-

ing impacts. Materials

~ blank wall, chalkboard, or bulletin hoard

~ l card labeled GLOBAL 'A'ARMING

 white or red!
PROCEDURE

~ 20 cards labeled MORE
 light color, such as yellow!

I. Gather or construct the materials listed. Before beginning
the activity, create impact cards  factors or activities which
could be affected by global warming!. These impact cards
should include both scientific impacts and social impacts
 f'ocus on things that can go up and down!. Some possible
global warming impact cards might include those listed on
the next page.

~ 20 cards labeled LESS
 same color as More cards!

~ 3S � 40 impact cards with thing» that could
change as a result of global wanmng
 contrasting light color. such as green!

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

Whenever people talk about the future they form a mental image of what things will be like. They think about
themselves and the things they know about, and in their imagination build a new picture of what they can
expect. As we consider the impacts of global warming on the Great Lakes, there are a number of ways of
visualizing those changes. Some are very personal ways, some creative and amusing, and some that we see
only as clouds in the crystal ball. In thi» set of activities, students will be led to imagine what the Great Lakes
region will be like in years to come.



MAKE CARDS FOR THINGS THAT THF. GREAT LAKFS RFGION MIGHT H
"MORE OR LESS" OF WITH GLOBAL WARMING, SUCH AS THESE FACTO

crop productionincome

extinction

lake water  lake levels!

lakefront property

cooperation

fish

wetlands

tourism

forests

rain

toxic air pollution

electricity

fear

drought

debate

water pollution

flooding

biological di versity shipping

disease

summer

air conditioning

weeds

winter

ducks

fertilizer use

shoreline development

soil moisture

dredging of waterwa

water diversion

pesticide use

people
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evaporation

snow

drinking water

severe storms

insect pests

recreation

2. Make a large card that says GLOBAL WARMING and
tape it in the center ot a blank wall.

Make a stack for MORE cards and a stack for LESS

cards. Spread the impact cards out over a large table
so students can see most of the cards at one time.

3. If used as a pretest, tell students only that global warming
i» likely to result in lower water levels and changes in the
seasons. [A» a posttest, this step need» no introduction.]

Invite students to come forward one table or row at a time

and select an impact card which they feel is the direct result
of a previously mounted card. They should then select either
a MORE or a I.FSS card  whichever they think to be correct
l'or the impact that they selected!. The student then tapes
these to the wall, connecting them with the previously
mounted card to indicate that it is the sequence of impact.
For example, the first student may decide that GLOBAL
WARMING  taped to the wall! leads to MORE INSECT
PESTS, or LESS DRINKING WATER. Students must be able
to justify thc position ot' thc curds they add, and their choice of
MORE or I.ESS impact.



Answers to Review Questions

f This acti vity i s adaptedfrt>m "Mare «r
I.ess, "praduc ed by Zerv Pr>putali <u>
CJro>ith.i
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4. As students use these cards, it will become apparent that there
are various interpretations of the impacts. For instance, more
weeds and insect pests would probably invade the region, and
soil moisture would probably decrease if global warming
occurred. However, annual temperatures would be higher and
growing seasons longer. The net result could be either more or
less crop production. Much would depend on the fertility of
northern soils; where and when precipitation falls; and which
crops are grown. Have the class discuss all interpretations.

5. To assess student understanding, it may be helpful to have
each student select a chain of at least eight cards, diagram
them in a portfolio, and give a possible explanation for the
links illustrated.

1. List and discuss potential scientific and social factors which
may be affected with increased global warming.

2. How can the variety of interpretations of global warming
impacts lead to uncertainty among policy makers? How do
policy makers deal with such dilemmas?

This activity can also be used at various stages of a unit. For
instance, it can introduce a new topic and relate it to previous
ones or it can be a culminating activity to draw all aspects of a
study together. In addition, it would be an interesting evaluation
to take a Polaroid photograph of the concept map created at the
beginning of a unit and compare it with the map produced at the
end. Some teachers use this as a group activity among 4 � 6
students. Instead of sheets of paper, they use 3x5 cards. This
avoids the problem of students having to wait for their turn at the
board, and it also results in many different maps that can be
compared in group discussion. Groups can prepare a written or
oral presentation of their maps, analyzing the thinking about
interrelationships that produced the array.

l. Accept a large variety of answers for thi»
question. Job» would be created to help
develop new crop seeds that could
tolerate warmer, dryer conditions.
Farmers would need to adjust their crop»
and farming practices to respond to the
changing conditions. Recreation facilities
would need to change their structure for
the longer summer sea»on, lowered water
levels and warmer temperatures. Fishers
and manufacturers ol fishing gear would
need to be flexible because spawning
grounds for fish would decrease and new
species would become abundant.
Companies that use toxic chemical» may
need to adjust their pn>cedures because
increased temperatures and incidence of
severe storms would cause airborne
pollutants to travel further. The lowered
lake and river levels would also greatly
impact the shipping industry because
boat» would either be unahlc to pass
through certain areas or would be
required to carry a lighter load. Thi»
would have repercussions on the
companies that use this method to
transport goods.

2. Because scientists disagree on what the
effects of global warming will be and the
severity of these effects it is not »imple
for policy makers to make decisions on
related issues. They are forced to make
difficult decisions based on differing
hypothetical projections. The effects of
global warming are also not straight-
forward; agriculture, for instance, in
some areas may be improved but in other
areas it will be damaged. For most
changes, there would also be some
groups that will come out the winners
and others will be the losers. These
uncertainties make decision making
difticult.



Activity B: What will people see on the long walk
to the water's edge?

Teacher's Note
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ln this activity, students listen to the story
that asks them to imagine that they have
spent a lifetime visiting the Great Lakes;
they are then asked to draw pictures of or
describe the changes they have noticed in
the Lakes during their lifetime.

When your grandparents first bought land on the shore of the
Great Lakes, it was very be;tutiful. The forest reached almost to
the beach, and ended in some low rolling sand dunes you used to
run across with your bare feet flying. From the dunes to the
water's edge was barely a skip or two; then your toes could
wiggle in the cool water as it swished over the smooth, rounded
stones. Along the beach you searched for lucky stones and
interesting dril'twood to put in the treasure box under your bed.

ln the corner of the lot was a low area where some cattails grew,
and the water was quiet and warm. Tiny fish swam there, and a
green heron came every morning to find a mouthful for break-
fast. A big frog once startled you with its lightning leap and a
splash into the water when you came too near.

It was great then when the water was so close you could hear it
from your open window at night, and thc beach seemed only a
step away. Whatever your grandparents paid for that place, it was
worth it.

So now the old plttce welcomes you back with your own grand-
children. You' ve told then' stories about how it was; the image is
so vivid in their minds as they run toward the beach. Follow
them.

On the porch swing that night, your daughter wants to hear what
her children saw, and what YOU saw today. Tell her the two
tor'e d think about how thing» have changed since the

armer. She might appreciate a picture, your mental
then and now.
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DOONES BURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

DOONI'SHt/RY � G. 8 Trudeau. Repnnted with pcrniission of t! NIVERSAL PRFSS SYNl!IC'AT!'. All rights reserved.
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WElL, THATS THAT... DO YCV HbVE TL-tE
~ALA cBPWT ~~DY ~"

Reprinted with special permission of North Aincrica,'iyndicate.

"Isn't seven awfully young to be
concerned about global

warming?"
Reprinted with special permission ol'King Features Syndicate.



PROCEDURE

Working in small groups or as individuals, students do the
following:

I. In a paragraph or two, describe a provided cartoon. What is
happening? Where'? What has happened before? Who are
the main characters" .Supporting characters'?

2. Using one of the provided cartoons as an example, answer
the following questions:

a. Who or what do the artist's drawings represent? Specify
people, symbolic objects, concepts, metonymi cat devices.
Metonymical is defined as a figure of speech in which the
name of one thing i» used in place of that of another
associated with it, for example, "White House" when
used to mean "President."

b. What exaggerated features or symbols make clear who or
what is represented'?

c. Discuss the language used in the caption. Is there a pun or
double meaning? Is there an "ironic" quote?

d. How does the cartoon comment on an issue currently in
the news? Can you find an editorial that verbalizes rather
than illustrates the same view on the issue?

3. When the team is finished, trade cartoons with another team.
After the new cartoons are analyzed, discuss any differences
in interpretation. What is the basis of these differences?

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vni versity, 1995

4. Divide a bulletin board into several environmental categories
including global warming and other environmental issues in
the Great Lakes. Have students search for and select appro-
priate environmental cartoons and comics from newspapers
and other print sources.



REUIKW QUESTIONSAnswers

I. Use of satire to illustrate a point.
Call attention to aspects of issues.
Invite readers' interpretation.

4. Accept any thoughtlul possihilities.
Discuss results in class.

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

2. F'actors such as culture, age, or
experience of the audience or cartoonist
could result in an audience not fully
understanding a cartoon's meaning.

3. Have students hrainstorm and discuss
ideas.

1. How have cartoons and comics become an imp ortant f'orm of
environmental communication'. o

2. Explttin why some cartoons do not relay the artist's intent.
Discuss changes that could be made for better understanding
of the cartoon.

3. A» a cartoonist, you must address air toxins in your weekly
comic strip. What factors and examples of those factors
 i.e., use of symbols, mctonymical devices, exaggeration,
'md irony! would you incorporate within your cartoon".

4. Develop a short essay on the vttlue  or lack of value! of
cartoons as a form of environmental communication. The

discussion should include types of audiences impacted,
cartoonists' expectations of the audience, and other points
that could relate to cartoon impact.

EXTENSION: CREATING CARTOONS AND COMICS

With some planning and encouragement, st. udents can create

and produce their own cartoons and comic strips on such topical
areas as global change, toxins in the Great Lakes, and other
important environmental issues. This is a creative as well as
motivational activity that has great potential for actively involv-
ing the students in their learning and in the overall
educational process.

A considerable amount of time will need to be devoted to

planning before actually drawing and producing the final
product. Students should find an ample source of ideas in the
Scenarios. To alleviate any drawing phobia and other artistic
anxieties that may exist and surface in some students, stick
figures and cut � outs from existing comics are acceptable.g

For successful cartooning, follow this detailed ten � step process.

1. Brainstorming: Either individually or in a small group,
brainstorm difterent cattoon or comic strip ideas that you may
have. Take extensive notes during this proces.,' . s as small ideas

may be expanded at some point, and more complete ideas may
be used as is or adapted later.



2. Storyboarding: Using the storyboard sheet example, roughly
sketch several cartoon or comic strip design layout possibili-
ties. The storyboard is a pre � drawing document that you can
use to create rough sketches, outlines, and text ideas and can
be used in planning for the final drawing.

3. Revision: Before actually doing any drawing, share your ideas
for your cartoon or comic strip with others. This can provide
feedback and input and can help you to refine your ideas.

S. Lettering: Next, apply lettering in pencil in legible text.
Compare many comic strips and cartoons to see how the
lettering appears.

6. Inking: Carefully trace the pencil lines with a fine-tipped
black marker. Avoid blue ink as it does not reproduce well.
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4. Drawing: Cartoons and comic strips are usually drawn up to
1SO percent oversize in pencil, which can then be easily erased
to eliminate unwanted features and any possible drawing errors.
Complete the drawing phase before the lettering phase.



7. Credit: Be sure to date the work and give yourself credit
somewhere in the illustration. Fxamine professional artists'
signatures and/or initials that are often hidden or carefully
placed within an artwork. A title and artist label may also be
placed above the f'inal illustration.

8. Cleattup: Carefully erase any pencil marks that remain after
inking. Carefully and slowly erase any unwanted lines that
still exist.

10. Reproduce tiott: Duplicate the final cartoon or comic strip at a
local printer or on a photocopier. Distribute to an audience in
a class booklet for environmental communication.

TEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Barrett, T. 1990. Critici-i<t<; Phototrraphs< An Inlrodu<:tion to
Umlerstandin<, Ima<;es. Mountain View, CA: Mayfield Publishing Co.

An art criticism and art education book that provides extensive
information on describing and interpreting photographic and other
images.

REFERENCES

Heitzmann, W.R. 1986. The Newsy«lrer In the Classrootn Washington.
D.C.: National Fducation Association.

Thomas, J.L.  ed.! 1983. C«rtoons «nd Comics ln the Classroom:
A Referen< e for Te«chers «nd Librarians Littleton, CO: Libraries
Unlimited, Inc.
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9. Redu<ttiont Cartoons and comic strips that have been previ-
ously drawn oversize should be reduced 2S percent to SO
percent on a photocopier. Reduction will remove any unwanted
erasures and improve the quality and overall appearance of the
drawing. By adjusting the contrast control, lines can be made
even darker, which is important for final reproduction.
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Birds that overwinter in the northern atitu es ave o ch 1 ' d . h. t ontend with numerous climatic and environmental

conditions, especially temperature fluctuations and food abundanc .. ye. Dr. Terr Root, at the University ol
A Arbor has been conducting studies on birds that overwinter in North America, particularlyMichigan in nn r or, as een

in northern areas. She oun strong associa io . '. ' stx.. Sh f d . c'ations between the distribution of 148 land birds an six

mental factors. These included average minimum January temperature, mean length of frost-free perio,
ra e humidit, and elevation. Temperature is the factor ofpotential vegetation, mean annual precipitation, average umi i y,

concern in this activity.

As autumn approaches in t e mi e an ig a 'h ddl d h h 1 titudes the temperature begins to drop, and many birds start
tro ical re ions south of the U.S. border, while othersto migrate to warmer areas. Some species migrate to tropica regio ..

migrate to warmer areas in t e sout em'g '. ' h h U.S. Some however, do remain in the northern, colder areas. These
include the cardinal, crow, c ic a ee, an o ers..h' 'k d, d th . Some of these bird species will remain in the lower regions
of the northern latitudes, while other species are located in the higher latitudes.
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Global change can be monitored by examining numerous
environmental parameters. Long-term data covering a large area
are helpful to determine if change is occurring on a wide scale
over time. Large databases such as the information gathered by
the United Nations Environment Program  UNEP! and the
International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources  IUCN! provide a global tracking of environmental
changes and trends.

While these international sources provide important and valuable
information, they are often removed from students' own environ-
ment and personal experience. One large database directly
available to students that provides information about areas with
which they are likely to be familiar is the annual Christmas Bird
Count  CBC!. The Christmas Count began in 1900 with 26
locations. Since that time, the count has expanded to 1563
locations in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and Central and South
America. The original counts involved 27 individuals. In 1992,
43,189 individuals participated in the count by observing over
54 million birds. Each count location involves about 30 volun-

teers spending a 24-hour period doing a winter census of the bird
opulation in a 15-mile-�4.1-km-! diameter area. Each group

selects a day from a two-week period, generally in Decembe
January. The count procedures have remained relatively constant
over the years, so the data can be used for comparative purposes.

Birds that ouerujinter

in the northern latitudes

haue to contend ulith

numerous climatic

and enuironmental

conditions.



Activity: Do Christmas Bird Count data reflect
trends associated with global change?

In her work, Dr. Terry Root lound for the Eastern Phoebe "a striking association" between the average mini-
mum temperature in January and the limit of bird's northern range  Root and Schneider, 1993, p. 263!. In thi»
activity the class will investigate the temperature/range limit relationship.

OBJECTIVES

~ Paper and pencil»
~ l'igures and graphs included in the activity

Earth Systems Understandings

This activity applies to ESt!s ¹I  aesthetics
and value!, ¹2  stewardship!, and ¹7  careers
and hobbies!. Refer to the introduction of
this book l'or a detailed explanation.

Scenario Reference

¹2, Will Biological Diversity in the Great
Lakes Region Suffer'?

Answers

3, As one proceed» from south to north,   I!
the ambient air temperature gets colder,
and �! nights gct longer. These factors
have a great influence on species' and
individual»' capacity to overwinter.

l'igar» l, 7'he di stribrrtirnr «tnl rrbtoulane e
of' th» winter range of the Easterrr Phoebe.
Tlte northertt boatrdary lies r erv r'lose trr
tire -O'C'isothertn rrf' Jatntarr tnitti rntotr
!corer raturr  lrenry sr>tiet li»c l

 Sorrrr e: Rorrt rrrul Sr lnreirler, tr!r!.t i
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I. Local and yearly climatic variations
allow the bird species' range to deviate
around the isotherm. Therefore, a
distributional range may deviate each
year. The bird's range i» a composite of a
number of these yearly deviations.

2. Fragmentation ol habitat i» not highly
variable from year to year, yet tluctua-
tions of bird species over winter are
extremely variable. Does thi» definitely
indicate temperature as the main factor
intluencing bird distribution" .Maybe.

When students complete thi» activity, they should be able to:
~ understand how wildlife adapt to variations in the

environment.

~ relate environmental factors, such as temperature,
to bird ranges.

~ predict changes in thc range of bird populations as a result
of global climate change.

l. Figure I illustrates the influence of temperature on a
species' range. Note that the range tends to fluctuate along
the isotherm. Why does this fluctuation occur'?

2. Is temperature the only factor driving the location of the
northern boundary of the phoebe's range?
Could variations in vegetation distribution be an influence'?

3. Dr. Root decided to examine other temperature-dependent
species belonging to the order of passerines, including juncos,
sparrows, robins, cardinals, and many others. Passerines are
generally small-or medium-sized perching songbird». For
the 51 species she selected, their northern range limits were
associated with temperature. In fact, two dominant environ-
mental factors were found to influence the winter lifestyle
of birds the farther north they traveled. With your team of
students, hypothesize what these factors were.

Retrn'rrtert bs trernrrrsrrrn of the.'irrrir tv/or Crrrrs»rrrrtirm Birrtrrgy arul Bi«el rvell Srieme, Iur.



From thi» information, Dr. Root constructed the following graph
 Figure 2! to illustrate the relationship between the various
parameters.

Figure 2. Rel«tirrrtslri p hetvveert
hient

«l overrvirtter

Basal Metabolic Rate  Resting Rate!
Birds can im reuse this in order to sr«y
rvarm  the slope vf thr line ref let ts this
increase as the temperature gets r rrlderl.

BMR

WARMER
TCRITTDIST

4. The Basal Metabolic Rate of the bird is the rate at which it i»
not performing any function except staying alive  e.g., it is
asleep, not cold, not hot, not digesting food!. The Northern
Boundary Metabolic Rate is the bird's lnetabolic rate at the
northern edge of its range. Figure 2 indicates that the bird' s
metabolic rate increases as the temperature drops below
TCRIT. How would the metabolic rate of an individual in
Florida compare to an individual in Michigan in the winter-
time'?

5. By examining this information from several species, Dr. Root
found that the NBMR tended to be an average of 2.5 times the
BMR. This has become known as the 2.5 Rule.* But what
controls this rule'? Various environmental factors could have
an influence. What happens to the winter environmental
conditions as a bird travels from South to North' >

6. On a normal day, passerines accumulate body fat to about
11 percent of their total mass during each day. The following
morning, little fat remains. Why?

! The Ohio State University, 1995
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TEMPERATURE OF SURROUNDINGS

NBMR Northern Boundary Metabolic Rate
The highest metabolir r«re «t rr hir h a
bird r an surr i ve. Above this rale, a birri
rvrruld nul trave enough»nergv resen es
to maintain its brrdv heal throat;lr the
night.

TDIST 'lemperature rrl the edge of distribution
range. Th» coldest temperature a,speci ro
can tolerale.

TCRIT Temperature at rr hir h a slreci»s must
inr'rease its nret«brrlir rate in rrrder to
keep warnr.

Soun e: Root and Sr'hneider, lrtSr.3.
Reprinted by permission nf the Society for
Conservation Biology and Blackwell Science, lnc.

4. As a species moves farther away from the
average temperature of its range toward
the northern edge, ils metabolic rate
increases  slope of line!. This is a result
of shivering, which generates heat. The
survival mechanism of shivering requires
energy that the bird gets by burning
body fat. The metabolic rate of an
individual bird in Michigan would be
higher than that of an invidivual in
Florida where it is warmer.

5. Two main things happen as a bird travels
north during the winter: the ambient
temperature gets colder, and the nights
get longer.

'" The 2.5 Rule was proposed by Jared
Diamond in 1988 in an article in irl«lure.

6. To survive the low night temperatures,
the bird must shiver. This action require~
energy that is obtained from the bird's fat
reserves.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
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7. Some factors could be ambient tempera-
ture, foraging time, type and availability
of food source, and level of activity.

Alabama = I hour, Tennessee = 1 k
Indiana = 13 hours, Michigan = I hours.
Students can practice their geography
skills by locating each state crn the map
and noting the degrees change in latitude
as one travels north to south. The class
should consult library resource» I'or
additional information on winter
conditions for each state.

9. While the cardinals in Alabama have the
lowest number of hours of metaboli»m
remaining, winter conditions m Alabama
allow the bird» to locate food ea»ily.
They still need to Iced soon after waking,
although weather conditions are unlikely
to hamper their search.

In Tennessee and Indiana, winter storms
can have a large impact on bird popula-
tions. Ice storms and freezing rain can
prevent birds from lrnding food.
However, with l4 hours ol metabolism in
reserve, cardinal» should be able to
withstand the worst of storms. In fact,
present results suggest that some could
go without food for up to 2 day» before
dying. However, additional research i»
required before this can be stated
detinitively.

Cardinal» in Michigan have a diflicult
existence. Winters are harsh and long,
with severe snow storms that may last
many day». The Michigan birds only
have 3 hours of metabolism remaining by
morning. Therefore, immediately at
dawn, Michigan cardinals must begin
foraging if they are to survive.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

Dr. Root concluded that the amount of fat lost over one night
must fuel the mechanism for survival.

7. Accumulation of fat depend» on various factors. What do you
think are the most important of these'?  Consider how people
accumulate fat! !

To examine the issue ol' fat and its influence on bird distribution
in winter, Dr. Root decided to sample cardinals on a north-south
axis and determine if indeed birds in the northern latitudes did
have less body fat in the morning. Figure 3 shows the results of
this sampling on a south/north transect from Alabama, through
Tennessee, Indiana, and Michigan. Estimates are for the amount
of fat still present just after dawn.

30 34 38 42

Deg. North Latitude

F<gwre I. Hours of <net<<holism that < an be fueled by body fal of iVorthern
Ccr rdi nc<ls sampled «t <I<'//< re<< t Iati <«des. Bi r<ls <vere sampled in The morni<< g <cl
eac h Icr« < ion. The «verage length of tinre the birds <'ouulld swnive ihulicated
rcitlr a line  Source: Re<crt, IWII. Reproduced fro<n the b<rok Acta XIX
Congressus Internationali» Ornith<rlo< ical, under the supenision of Henri
Owellel, I <r9I.

8. How many hours  mean! of metabolism after waking do the
birds possess in body fat I' or each of the states? Have students
locate the various states on a map. What type of weather
conditions dominate these states in winter'?

9. Consider climatic conditions and the hours of metabolism
remaining for cardinals in the morning at each latitude.

! The Ohio State University, 1995



REVIEW QUESTIONS

I' or disks of CBC data or analysis ot
population changes, contact:

National Biological Service
3 0 I /497- 5 II I 9
HomePage:
http: //www.itn.nbs.gov/im.htntl

Imagine what the cardinal'» day is like. How can the climate
conditions in winter affect the cardinals living in each state'?

10. What impact could birdfeeders have on cardinals in each of
these states?

It would seem from this information that foraging time  length of
day! and ambient air temperature will both play a significant role
in the survival and distributional patterns of birds.

11. From what we know of the possible changes that will
accompany global warming, which of the two factors is
likely to have the greater effect on the bird populations of
North America'? Examine the CBC of an area of the conti-

nent where climate may be similar to the type of climate
predicted as a result of global warming for the area where
your school is located. What kinds of bird» can you expect
to move into your area'? What factors would determine
whether they would»urvive there'?

12. Consider the possible impacts of the last two winters on
individual cardinal» and other specie» and their populations.

1. What factors influence the overwintering distribution of'birds'?
How was the 2.5 Rule determined" .How do birds stay warm
and remain alive during the night when the temperature
drops? What con»equcnce does thi» force on the birds'?

2. Would the birds in the 30'N latitude area have fewer or more

hours of metabolistn remaining in the morning in comparison
to birds at 40 N?

3. Develop a concept m;tp illustrating the Earth Systems interac-
tion» in this activity. Include all the Earth Subsystems and u»e
connection lines and verb» to explain the interaction».

4. Scientists involved with global change use proxy data, such as
the CBC, to try to predict future changes in population
numbers and dynamics resulting from possible climatic
alterations. From the evidence in this activity, do you think it
is possible to usc CBC data to predict the influence of'possible
climatic changes on bird populations and populations of other
organisms'? Write a paper describing your position on the use
of such data»et» lo predict change.

! The Ohio State University, t995

IO. These could have thc greatest intpact on
survival of birds in Michigan. It' a
cardinal can get to a feeder in time, it
should hc able to replenish its lat
reserves fairly quickly.

.. ~ foraging time

 length of day! and
ambient air temperature

ulill both play a
significant role in the

suruiual and

distributional patterns

of birds.

CBC data can be obtained hy contacting:
The National Audubon Society
700 Broadway
New York, NY IO I03
Phone: 2I2/979-3000
Fax: 2 I 2/3S3-OSOII

The following can be purchased.
The National Audubon Society Field
Notes, CBC Issue. This contains results
of all previous Christmas Bird Counts.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program



EXTENSIONS

Carbon Dioxide Information
Analysis  'enter
/r err<I» ''/.t. A «rrrr/r<'r«/u<rrr <r j </a<a
 rlr g/<rlr<r/ <'/ull<g<'.

Regional temperature data can b«
downloadcd in the following mann< r:

REFERENCES

ftp cdiac.csd.ornl.gov
Name: anonymous
Password: YOUCeayour c-mail address
 iuest login ok, access restrictions apply.
ftp>cd/pub/trend»93
ftp>dir
ftp>cd temp
ftp>get glakes721
ftp>quit
ftp> ioodbyc

Precipitation Data from thc
World Wide Web:
http: //www.ncdc.noaa.gov
Click the Online Data Access Button
Choose Anonymous FTP Archive � U.S.

Monthly Precipitation for C'o»perative
and NWS sites

Choose a reporting site within a state
With the cursor, high i< ht the data
Copy it to a word processing file.
Transfer data to a spreadsheet format.

parse the data and place the decimal
where appropriate.

The data are now ready to be graphed for
a particular month or season.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

1. What happens to the bird» that migrate South lor the winter'?
Investigate a species that uses this mechanism to overcome
falling temperature. What impact would habitat fragmentation
have on such a species'?  Read the World Book S<ien< e Year
1994 article, "Thc Case of the Missing Songbird»," and the
Audulw>rt article, 'Mystery ol'the Missing Migrant»." lor good
discussions of thi» topic.!

2. We intuitively under»tand that weather and climate vary with
1;ttitude, but there;tre datasets that document such differences
and perh;tp» hold a fcw surprises. Use the NCDC climate dttta
 via Internet. e-mail, or CD-ROM! lor winter in Michigan,
Alabama, Tennessee, and Indiana. Graph relevant temperature
and precipitation data to help understand what conditions
birds must survive. Regional temperature data can also bc
downloaded from Trends '93, CDIAC's ftp, for example the
Great Lakes, South Coastal Plain, and Eastern Prairies re-
gions, pp. 717, 721, ttnd 723. The National Climatic Data
Center's homepage on the World Wide Web provides precipi-
tation data by reporting site.

3. From your library or the local chapter of the Audubon Society,
have students obtain the fourth issue of each year's Arneri< «n
Birds for the last twenty years for the count location nearest
your school. The students cttn create spreadsheets either
manually or on computer for the location. Then they can
graph trends either for an individual species or a group of
species over that time period.

Pennissi, Elizabeth. 1991. Out I'or the Count. National Wihliif<
December/January. 129�!:38-49.

Root, Terry. 1991. Positive correlation between range size and body
size:;> possible mechanism. Pr<r< ceding» af /he 20th In/crea/in<tat
Ontith<rlogi<'a/ Cortgre»» 2: 817-82S.

Root, Terry L. and Stephen H. Schneider. 1993. Can large-scale
climatic model» be linked with multiscale ecological studies'?
C<rrt»<'rvati<rn Bi<rl<rg! 7�!: 2S6-270.

Walter, Eugene J. 1993. The case of the missing songbird».
/994 S<fen<e Year. The W<rrld Bool Artnuai S<ien<'e Supplernea/.
Chicago: World Book, Inc. 29-43.

Willie, Chris. 199th Mystery of' the missing migrants. Audu/ran.
May. 92�!: 80-8S.
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Hiodiversit: I orest I.cos stems

Scientists today arc concerned that the world's climate i» changing at an unprecedented rate because of
human activities. If global climate change occurs as predicted, the northern latitudes could experience
warmer climates than presently exist, resulting in a northward displacement of ecological zones. This will
have a dramatic elfcct on some trees, such as the sugar maple population found in the Great Lakes region.

Forest composition i» known to change over time. One way that these changes are studied is by looking back
through time  to as early as the last Ice Agc! and analyzing preserved pollen samples. More recent forest
changes, occurring within the past several hundred years, can be identified by studying old recordings that
were made following major events such as fires and clear-cutting. Indirect methods, such as historical records
of travelers' journals and surveyors' notes, are also used to compare thc forests of the past to those of' today.
These forest changes provide clues as to how forests evolve over time and how global climate change might
affect the forests of the Great Lakes region.

i'i ttttre I. Cltttlti' '5 llltll ltt lr  >c 'ltt itt tttt ttttt tte ttf sttxtttt tttttple ttt  » if tttttoinltt'ti  CO, tvere to  Ir!ttble
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When global change occurs slowly, plants adapt and/or migrate to other morc favorable geographic locations.
When global climate change occurs rapidly, plants cannot adapt or migrate quickly enough and consequently
die out. Several projections have been made about the sugar maple  At e r saccharutn! and where it will
migrate during global climate change. Figure l shows the present-day maple forest and two projection models
of where their range might be under warmer climate conditions. Figure 2 shows how quickly various tree
species have migrated over the course of several years. While studies have been done to predict patterns of
migration, little has been done to ascertain what species will become dominant in the Great Lakes region
when the maples are gone.





This activity is patterned after the 1953 study done by Catherine Keever, an ecologist with exceptional
foresight, when she studied the dominant species remaining after the chestnut blight removed the chestnut
trees from the oak-chestnut forests of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Students will go out into a maple forest and,
using Catherine Keever's methods, will predict the possible dominant species if the maple trees are removed.

Earth Systems Understandings

¹10, How will forests in the Great I.akes
region be affected'?

PROCEDURE

I'igure S. Sugar ntaple twtg and leaf.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

Activity A: After the maples, then what?

Osszcv~s

At the completion ol' this activity, the student should be able to:

~ Identify a sugar maple  Acer saccharum! tree and associated
species of a maple forest.

~ Locate on a map the general area where sugar maples grow
today and where they may migrate with global warming.

~ Explain one way in which ecological studies are done to
predict future dominant species in an ecosystem.

~ Make a prediction as to the possible dominant species if
maples are removed from the forest.

In this activity, students will identify and count trees in three
different size plots, each nested within each other. Since maple
trees are the main concern of this activity, it is important that
students can identify them. One way to help with tree recogni-
tion is to bring in twigs from several types of trees and have the
students examine the differences and pick out the maples. Some
distinguishing characteristics of maples twigs are their buds, bud
scars, and opposite branching.

l. Using stakes and twine, students mark off three plots in a
woods containing maple trees. See Figure 4 for measure-
ments. The two smaller plots do not have to be in the exact
center of the larger one, but they should be nested within one
another inside the 10 m x 10 m plot.

This activity focuses on ESU 3  scicncc
methods and technology!, 4  interactions!,
and 5  change through time!. In addition,
Extensions address ESU I  aesthetics and
value!, 2  stewardship!, and 7  careers and
hobbies!. Refer to the introduction of thi»
hook for a full description of each under-
standing.

~ a forest  or woods of any size! with
maple trees and associated species

~ 12 stakes at least 60 cm 1<mg and pointed
at one end

~ rope or twine, about 70 m
~ several meter sticks or rope cut to specil'ic

lengths for measuring the height of trees
~ paper, pencil, and clipboard
~ graph paper or prepared grid sheets
~ tree and plant tteld guides for identifica-

tion



lorn

Answers to Review Questions
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Figure 4. Nested study plots uitlii ii a maple forest

1. Have students brainstorm and discuss.
Responses should include wildlife habitat
needs. human foods, lumber, and
ecological factors of the forests.

2. If climate change occurs, the plants will
survive only in more favorable geographic
locations. That is, as their seeds arc
disseminated, only those that fall in the
new favorable hahitats will survive. This
change happens slowly. For an excellent
activity about how trees migrate, scc
Retiri ties for the Changing Earth .'92'ystetn
�993! from the Earth Systems Education
Program, The Ohio State University.

3. Other tree species that rely on the maple
for shading and protection may be lost.
Some tree species that can tolerate the new
environmental conditions better than the
maples will become the dominant species.
Any animals or humans that rely on
inaples must adjust.

4. The "new dominant trees" will have to be
more tolerant to warmer climate condi-
tions, and possibly a different seasonal
pattern of moisture. Note: there is no
guarantee that some of these trees arc
already growing in the sample plot, as they
may move in from other areas.

S. The health ol' a forest is vital to thc life of
the whole ecosystem. Global warming is
likely to change the nature of the present
maple forests significantly. It may take a
century or more before a stable new I'orest
ecosystem emerges.

2. In each plot, the students will inventory different size trees.
Each tree of the specified height must be identified;md plotted
on a grid sheel.. In the 10 m x 10 m plot, the canopy and
understory trees 3 m or taller are identified and recorded. In
the 4 m x 4 m plot, the trees between I m and 2 m tall are
identified and recorded, and in the smallest plot � m x 2 m!,
any trees 30 cm and shorter are identified and recorded.
Figure 5 illustrates one method of recording.

3. After all the trees have been identified and recorded in their

successive plots, have the students compare their data from
each plot for similar species. Overhead transparencies work
well for thi» step.

4. If any one species is found in all plots and all sizes� it is
possible that it may become a dominant species of the maple
forest. After comparing all of your data, what prediction can
your class make for the dominant species of your maple forest
if maple trees would die out or migrate northward?

1. Why are people concerned that sugar maples and other tree
species will be lost with global warming'?

2. How and why do forests get displaced  migrate!?
3. Predict the impact of maple "migration" on other trees and

on animal and human communities.
4. What characteristics will "new dominant trees" have com-

pared to those which were displaced?
5. Will global warming damage the overall health of maple

forests'?

Figure 5. Sample draii'iiig o/' the three plot � stud1' grid
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Figure 6. Grids f' or recording Iree species in the three plot sizes
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EXTENSIONS

I. In groups of I'our to six students, discuss how human activities
are impacting maple forests. Brainstorm how these impacts
can be minimized.

2. Do research on hardwood I'orests, particularly maple forests,
to learn how natural factors  soil, precipitation, humidity, etc.!
affect their location and growth. How do you think global
climate change might affect these factors, which will in turn
affect the forests".

3. Discuss how humans use maple trees and the products we get
from them. How might your life change if there were no more
maples? Describe substitutes that you might use in place of
maple products.

4. Imagine that you are the oldest person in a community, having
lived nearly 100 years. The school children contact you and
ask you about the maple forest that they have never seen.
Write a letter to their class, or draw a picture, describing a
maple forest, telling them of your recollections and experi-
ences in a maple forest of your youth.

S. Sketch or paint your impression of the maple forest where you
did this plot study, or draw a single maple tree to capture its
character.

REFERENCES

Kricher, John C. and Gordon Morrison. 1988. Eastern Fore»t», Peter»on Field Cruise Series, Boston, MA: Houghton
Mi1 fli.

Kuznik, Frank. 1993. What difference does the dogwood make? 1Vutiojtrd Wildlife, April/May:46-50.

McCormick, J. Frank and Robert B. Platt. 1980. Recovery of an Appalachian forest following the chestnut blight or
Catherine Keevcr � You were right! Tl>e Americ an Midland Naturcdi»t 104�!:264-273.

Petrides, George A. 1988. Ea»lern Tree», Peterson Field guide Series, Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin.
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Since the early 18 �», some 139 species of aquatic plants. algae, fish, worms, mollu»ks, and other organism»
have invaded the Great Lakes. Likewise, some North American species such as the green sunfish  Lepomis
cvonellus Rafinesque ! have migrated eastward and have become pests in Europe. Biologists worry about
these intrusions, because each new species in the Great Lakes alters the region'» ecosystem. Any environment
has a fixed amount of energy that must be divided among all thc species present. When a foreign  exotic!
species invades an ecosystem, it often ha» no enemies. Thi» allows an invader to increase rapidly, displacing
native organisms by filling their niche. This change allows the once biodiversified region to lose some of its
genetic diversity.

It is estimated that 24 of the 175 species of fish in the Great Lakes are nonnative species that were introduced
accidentally or intentionally. Eighty � six invader species are plants, although plants have received less attention a»
invaders. How these invaders get into the region i» variable, but many have been shipped in unintentionally.

When ship» are not loaded with cargo, they take on ballast to balance and stabilize them as they travel. The
usc of water as a ballast material has replaced the u»e of sand;md stones. Ballast tanks are filled with water
from the harbor where ships are loaded, and then dumped, along with any aquatic organisms present, when
ships reach their destination. It is estimated that in the history of the Great Lakes, 34 percent of' the invader
species entered in solid ballast and 56 percent through ballast water. A» shipping times between continents
becomes shorter, the threat of introducing live exotics becomes greater.

The United States and Canada have requested that all ships entering the Great Lakes discharge their water
ballast while still in the ocean, replacing it with salt water in order to reduce the introduction of new exotic
species. About 90 percent of the ships currently comply with the request.

! The Ohio State Vniversitjr, 1995 Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
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Activity: What do scientists know about invader species of the Great Lakes
and the effects that global climate change will have on them?

Earth System Understanding

This activity focuses on FSIJ .!, -1, and 5.
In addition, Fxtensions;uldress ESU I, 2, 6.
and 7. Rel'er to the Framework for ESF. for
a full description ol' each understanding.

Scenario Reference

¹2. Will biological diversity in the Great
Lakes region suffer'?

Materials

For each group ol' 3 � 4 students:
~ Copies of the included informatiott

cards. Each of the t'our card categories
 invader picture, introduction, ecosystem
impact. and climate change! should bc
copied onto a dilycrcnt color card stock
paper

~ Answer sheet

PROCEDURE

Invader Species in this Activity

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

Zebra Mussel
 Dreissetut polyt»orplttt!

Sea Lamprey
  Petromy-on nut ri t»ts!

Spiny Water Flea
 Bythotrephe» < edarstromi !

River Ruffc
 Gynltloeepllalus t ernuus!

Alewife
 Alostt pseucltrharenges!

White Perch
 Monrotte «ttteri eatut!

Purple Looscstri I'e
 Lythrutn salit «ri«!

Furopean Water Milfoil
 Myriophyllutn slrieatt<nr!

OBJECTIVES

At the completion of thi» activity the student should be able to:

~ Name and visually rccognizc some invader  nonindige»ttus!
species ol'the Great Lakes.

~ Locate on a world map the origins of the Great Lakes invader
species.

~ Explain the wttys in which invader species;tre introduced into
the Great Lakes.

~ Explain the impacts of invader species on the Great I.akcs
ecosystem.

~ Anttlyze the impacts of global climate change on invader
species of thc Great Lakes.

l. Copy the included cards  one complete 4-color set of 32 for
each group! and cut them apart.

2. Divide class into groups of three to lour people each. Give
each group a complete set of shuffled cards.  If there are eight
groups, each group will bc able to take a separate invader to
report on at the conclusion of the activity.!

3. Beginning with the picture of the invader, each group should
match the card» to determine which introduction, ecosystem
impact, and global change card goes with each invader. For
each picture, there should bc one matching card of each other
color.

4. When group members agree that they have matched the card»
to the best of their ability, they may check their answers on the
answer sheets.

S. Have each group of students select an invader to present to thc
class; thc students could construct a poster on the invader,
develop a fact sheet, or create a skit to explain their invader.
Thc impact of th» invader on human aff'airs should be in-
cluded.



Answers to Review Questions
EXTENSIONS

I. Invading spe»ies threaten to ch; ng»
present ccosystems,  >ftcn in unprcdict-
; ble ways. Because invaders frequently
do not have predators, they oft»n have
the ability to disrupt the existing
ecological balance;md dominate an area
Consider the elfects of Europe; n humans
al'ter their introduction to North
America. How many other species have
humans displaced".

2. Bilge water is critical to the sprc  d of
invaders. Have students brainstorm
different ways that invaders can h»
introduced «nd possible method» tor
preventing their spread.

Refer to Global Climate Change card».

REFERENCES

ic igan. c . ' r hex. Its Lite History and Ef lect on the Great Lakes  booklet!. Up>vr /lingsMichigan Sca Grant. Spiny Tailed Byt/totrephes, Its i e i» ory an
Vol. 11 �!, Summer 1990 Vol. 14   I !, Winter 1992.

ul know  hrochurc!. OfficeMichigan DNR. Zebra Musscls in La e ic igan: a ' . ~ .. ulic igan....' ' ' k M' 'h' ~: What recreational boaters and anglers should
of Great Lakes, P.O. Box 300211, Lansing, MI 41!909.

r . 2 . FS-049.Ohio Sea Grant. The Spiny Watertlea, yt totrcp tes.io ea, 1", 8 / r/es. A newcomer to thc Great Lakes. Dave Be g. pp.

mp:,' ' ... rrcn Downs. I  . WIS-SG-82-131 . 1982.Wisconsin Sea Grant. ' e . ea amp. Th S L mprcy: Invaders of the Great Lttkcs. Warren owns. pp. � � ' � ., 2,

, S '  > 1992 � Eurasian milfoil: Can it he controlled'.'!Minnesota Sca Grant. >ei he, "pring
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1. Do rcscarch on controls th;tt have bccn tried on various

invader species and rcport on their successes or failures.
Brainstorm a creative way to control one of the invaders.

2. Draw a humorous cartoon depicting the problem of invader
species.  Example: A zebra mussel looking for a place to
attach on an already-overcrowded lake bottom, a white perch
nudging out a yellow perch, purple loosestril'c choking other
plants, etc.!

REVIE% QUESTIONS

1. Why should people be concerned about nonindigenous
species'?

2. How can the transler of invader species be controlled or
stopped in the Great Lakes or elsewhere in the world'? Draft a
piece of legislation that your group thinks could bc enacted to
stop exotic species from invading the Great Lakes.

3. Explain what effects global warming may have on any of the
invaders discussed � which species will benefit by the
change and which will be negatively impacted?

4. Identify as many Great Lakes jobs as possible that are im-
pacted by invader species.  Some impacts may be positive,
that is new jobs may have been created by the newcomers.!

4. Increased numbers of researchers arc
needed to study the potential impact and
spread of the invaders. There could be new
public water systems and industry jobs to
keep pipes clean. Fishers will bc affected
because thc type and quality of catch  fish
size and health! will be different. Beach
cleaners would bc needed to gct rid of dead
fish, and boat cleaners will bc in great
demand to protect boats from invaders
 potentially by developing and; pplying
special toxic paints that will prevent zebr  
musscls in particular from adhering to bo; t
hulls!. Recreation facilities will most likely
also experience some tncreased business
because of the added water clarity that
zebra mussels cause by filtering water, but
may also lose some business because of
decreased I shing opportunitie~. Park
systems and gardeners must be concerned.
because invader speci»s will compete with
the native vegetation and wildlife.
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ANSWERS TO CARDS

Invader I: Zebra mussel  Dreissenoiro y>»> rT>hr>!
: Ori inall, it c;ime from the Caspian Sea region of Poland, Bulgaria, an ussia. ana s

durin the early 1800» allowed it to spread throughout Europe. y i a inuring e
b ut 1985 when one or morc transoceanic ships discharge a astintroduction into the Great Lakes w;is a out, w ... ar c a ast

ir. Freshwater balliist f'rom a European port likely contained larvae an possi e
I k ' hLk.S Cl ' dL k F'yearlings. Being a temperate, freshwater species, it found the plankton � ric a e . i

its liking.
, b' d' h t it doesn't use into pellets that cannotp : '. pie lankton from the water, in ing w a i r

be used by other plankton � feeding organism». It accumu . jmulates on ob'ects suc as oat u s an

i es, clo»ing valves of both industrial and municipal water intake»ourccs.
Chan e: It is ver likely that thi» bivalve will be a permanent part of the Great

b ." 12 C o27 CA lob l a

A I

t. It is limited to waters with a temperature between I . to
f h Great Lakes, it will spread f'arther north into warmer waincreases the temperature o ' t e >rea a es, i

e were too dee f' or itslevel in the Great Lakes rece es, i wi' d .', t 'll be able to colonize new areas that at one time were oo e p '

survival.

into L; kc Hu on in 1984 nd pr t in 11
r Fle'i  Bvthot>e >hes i edorstro>»i !

I d ction: A native of northern Europe, it made its way into Lake uron inntro nc ion:
fresh water or mud in ballast water ofk . b 1987. It i» believed to have been brought over in fres wa c

European I'reighters from astern a ic orE, B lt c Ports as studies show that thc Great Lakes . p . y
sembles the species in th» ports o ' in an ah . 1'F' I nd and St. Petersburg  the former I eningrad!.

corn etin withact: This i» a larg» plankton I'orm that eats the smaller plankton, thereby competing wi
e', . ".' ', . ' I d o h .I..�i il n.11 fish for their food source and af'fecting their survival an growt ra es. s s '

is 'rom swa owin ', . ' . lt is an inv;ider species so new that it mayfish from swallowing it, thus removing it from thc food chain. is a;,'p
take years to determine its total impact.

'.snsi p " ' ., h 25"C,'. s nsitive to water temperature increases a.ovc
, the will move into colder,

ff f Gl bal Climate Change: Thi» invertebrate is sensi . p "
as i» noted in the Western asin o ' aW . B . ' I'Lake Erie. As water temperatures increase, cy
deeper parts o ' t » re,i1 h G t Lake», wlieie iciiiperiiiuic condition» aic morc hospitable.

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

der 2: Sea Lamorcy  Petro»>v;,o»»>ari>n>s !
ri in ' ' ' O, the St. L;iwrence and Hud»on Rivers�;ind their

rio. It swam from Lake Ontario into Lake Erie through th»
ri inall it ctime from the Atlantic cean, t e . aw

t 'b taries for spawning, and possibly Lake Ontario. It swam from a e n ario in
Erie and Welland Canals, gaining entry into the upper Great Lakes by ii c

c: s . ", ' ll I k out, b attaching with its sucker � lil e mouthct: Itdestro s valuable fish, especia y a c trou, y a
oo an o i...., . b I e b removing top predator», allowing forblood and bod tissues. It upsets the ecological a ance y rcmovi

ves. It had reat economic impact on the commercialexplosion of populations of smaller fish such iis alewives. t a grea econ 
fishmg industry of the Great Lakes during the 19SO».

m eratures cre;ite a more favora e environmenEffect of Global Climate Change: Warmer stream temperat .;; f
s awn successfull at more locations throughout the Great Lakesthis parasitic organism, enabling it to spawn success u y a i

-lb I .- fthbasin. This could result in an increase in population that may 'u c p.a»in is cou . ' ' . ' ' I'urthcr u set the ecologica a ance o e

Great Lakes.



I ader 4: River Ruffe  Gynuu ephalus r ernuus!nva e . ' ' . ' us

E ro e, this invader wa» c i»cov-ion: Arrivin ~  rom the fre»hwater and brackish water in northern Eu p,
eri<>r in . '... ' "h' .1 h'k d" ' ballast waters from Europe and Asia. Ineri<>r in 1986. It i» a»sumcd that it" itch i e "in a

" .h 1.8 million adults, making it the most a un an is5 years, it» population reached 1.8 m' '; ., ' ' h . n is
is o om 'e; - '. " . ", and the lemale» may lay between, oThis bottom I'ceder can reproduce in it» first year, and t, y

per season.

out 8 inches ion ,this perch � i c i» a» i eout 8 i ...'. p � 1 k f'. h h . I'ttl value as a sport or food I'ish. It i»p
m erature-de endent than perch and tolerates more polluted areas. It a so can in i

e ici ' '. ' ' .. Th'. f'. h ', ot preferred by predators because of it»cfficientl than its competitors. is 'i» i» no pr
ll dl d' hd tish, es eciall erch and wa eye, ye is nospiny fins. It displace» sport and food is, . p ' y p

o ulation in the Scottish la e, oc omonc,food web. This invader made up 90 percent of the I'ish popu a c
9 years after it wa» introduce .d.

in fish are unknownate Chan e: The effects of global climate change on this invading 'is are
h of the Arctic Circle and tends to domi-e. It is an a ressivc competitor that extends well north o t e rc ic irc e

na e an ., ' .. ', ' s read throu~bout North America. This invader is»o newnate any ecosystem it enters. It i» predicted to spread throug out or
that temperature effects are a» yet unknown.

d '<~ t d th ough water route» including
lewife  Ala»a .seudaharengus!

Introduction: Coming from the salty Atlantic Coast, this inva er migra e r
canals in New York state an t ed h St. Lawrence River. It swam into the upper Great a es t roug

b" f 1 toit i bal'n' fro lii
r Erie bar e canal before 1931.

rs die off in s rin and summer because o e ec ro y
h I 1967 b lldo-in res wa e.f, h water. These die � offs clog municipal and i . ' ' ' p'p .'wa e .. ' � . ' ' 'ndustrial intake i es and foul beac es. n u

led this invader to thrive in La e rie. 50 000 tons oi' the rotting fish. The sea lamprey enabled this 'ers had to remove, tons o ' e ' " .. Ied thrs
re arrived, thisby killing lake trout and ot er 'is at e opher fish at the to of the aquatic food chain. After the sea lamp cy

entin 8 ercent to 80invader proliferated. Between an,, 'enttn 8 ercen o1960 nd 1966 for example, they went from representing 8 percen o
ercent of Lake Michigan's fish by weight. Presently this invader is forage for larger game i» .

e: These herrin � like fish need deep water with moderate temperature tog: " 'ng-

overwin er.' t r. A risc in water temperature v ould probably result in fewer die � of s an wou ena c
rce. This would certainly alter locato be more abundant in Lake Superior, where they currently are scarce.

fisheries, but the specific impacts are not yet clear.
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Invader 6: White Perch  Monrone americana!
R dthi» invader moved up the Hudson River an viaIntroduction: From saltwater areas of the Atlantic coast, i» in .

s canal s stems into Lake Ontario and Lake Erie.
' ll res on»ible for the decline of Lake Erie's yellow perch becauseEcosystem Impact: Suspected to be partially respon»i e or t e ec ine

of competition.
lie e and ellow erch may seek cooler waters in theEff t f Gl b I Climate Change: As waters warm, walleye an ye ow pereeco oa

f h C t Lakes, leaving the shallower areas to thi» compe ingtin fish. Without the competitiondeeper areas o t e >rea a es,
ion corn etin withof the other specie», this inva er wi e a ed 'll b ble to reproduce into an even larger population, c p g

still more species.



Invader 8: Eurasian Water Milfoil  Myriophvllunt 51rii arum!
Introduction: It came from Europe, Asia, and North Africa and wa» introduced into North America as an

aquarium plant. It has since spread to 37 states and 3 Canadian provinces.
Ecosystem Impact: Forms thick mats that choke out native aquatic vegetation. It disrupts all f'orms of water

recreation boating, swimming, and fishing.
Effect of Global Climate Change: This plant thrives as waters warm each summer, increasing in s olume in

relation to the increased water temperature. If' this is any indication of its temperature requirements, as
waters in the Great Lakes region warm, this invader will thrive in the new climate, spreading rapidly to
become an even bigger problem.

Scale 1"=108 miles
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Invader 7: Purple Loosestrifc  Lytluum salicaria!
Introduction: This species wa» intentionally imported from Northern Europe over l00 years ago, because it»

hardiness and beautiful flowers were popular with landscapers, florists, and gardeners.
Ecosystem Impact: It i» called "the beautiful killer." because its dense roots choke waterways as it compete»

with other vegetation. It spread» quickly, crowding out valuable plants that provide food for migrating
waterfowl, and destroys habitat for almost all other forms of wetland life.

Effect of Global Climate Change: As water levels decrease, thi» invader will find new wetlands in which to
spread, choking out more and more vegetation as it follows the receding waterline.



Global warming is predicted to cause many changes in thc Great Lakes region and all over the world. The
water temperature of the Great Lakes is expected to increase between 3-5 "C, showing the most effect in
shallow lakes. Lake Erie is the shallowest of the Great Lakes, with an average depth of only 19 meters, and
the deepest area being 64 meters. Compare this to Lake Superior, with an average depth of 147 meters, and
the deepest area being over 405 meters.

Increased evaporation will, it is projected, decrease stream flow and decrease lake levels from I to 3 meters,
thus affecting fish spawning habitats. Other areas may temporarily experience raised water levels, which
would also affect spawning habitats. Water level changes, such as those that might occur in the Western Lake
Erie Basin, are directly tied to the success of the fish in their spawning habitat. If the spawning habitat is
destroyed, then the successful reproduction of the species i» in danger. Even though it appears that fish prefer
shorelines for spawning, the new shoreline created by lowered lake levels may not be suitable for new spawn-
ing grounds, because the bottom has not had time to become covered with sill. deposits. Lowered fish popula-
tions would endanger the viability of the fish species, as well as the commercial and recreational fishing
industries. The same can happen in any shallow area of the Great Lakes where fish are spawning. Lake Erie
i» used because of the variety of examples available.

The waters comprising the Great Lakes and tributaries of today contain representatives of the most important
families of fish in North American fresh waters. Since the entire natural drainage area was once covered by
ice, fishes now present include populations that were "pushed" southward as the glaciers advanced and those
that reinvaded the basin from other regions following the recession of glaciers. Some species are thus at the
southernmost edge of their range or the northernmost edge of their range.

With the increase of global temperatures, the water temperatures of the Great Lakes would also rise. Fish
may have to migrate as much as 200 kilometers north of their present geographic region to maintain their
current thermal niches. For instance, the warmer stream temperature in tributaries could be beneficial to
species such as the white perch, while some cool water and warm water fish may extend their range into
Lake Superior streams that are currently too cold. Research among numerous ecosystems indicates that
climate-related biodiversity changes have occurred in the past and are in progress now.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
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If the spawning habitat of a particular fish species is destroyed in the Western Basin of Lake Erie because of
the decreased water level associated with global warming, there are other factors that influence whether that
species of fish will be able to migrate to other, more favorable locations. Different fish species prefer differ-
ent temperatures. These preferred habitats fall into three thermal nic hes  temperatures, +2"C, that the fish can
tolerate and still be successful in their feeding and reproduction!. The cold water fish prefer water tempera-
tures around 15"C; cool water fish prefer water temperatures around 24"C; and warm water fish preter water
temperatures around 28"C. Global warming would change the thermal environment of the fish of the Great
Lakes, and in some cases the fish might not be able to find water temperatures that were suitable.



Water plants have also been observed to migrate. For example, twer y. p ' . ' g pit s ecies of flowering plants are no
longer present in Put-in- ay ar or. ev-' -B H b . El en of those species occur principally in cool water habitats, mostly

inditions and more tolerantto the north of Lake Erie. The northern species are less tolerant of warmer water conditio,
of well oxygenated ponds and lakes than of eutrophic conditions.

Similar research was also done in on Atlantic Salmon, a dc ' ".. pd iminant fish s ecies in Lake Ontario. Atl,intic

Salmon were planted in Du in ree, a tri u ary oa ' ff' C k, 'b t if Lake Ontario that had been a good salmon stream in the
mid-1900's. Scientists discovered two causes of mortality: inadequate she!ter ashe!ter as a result of deforestation, and

hi h water temperatures in lower parts o!' the stream. Before the forests were cut, stream temperatures for
July, August, and September averaged I I 'C, with a fluctuation of 8.9" to .. ' g
the water temperature average, wi a ucd 15 C, 'th fl tuation of 9.2 to 2S.S'C. Young salmon spend tv o years in
streams. The young fis ave maximum 'oo". h h I' d conversion at 11.7'C and thrive in streams with water tempera-
tures of 12.8 C. The increase in water temperature to 15' and higher led to the decline and eventual extinc-
tion of Atlantic Salmon in the Great Lakes.

The fish in the Great Lakes are useful as biological indicators. Their survival in the region as global climate
change becomes more apparen wi e it 'll b interpreted as a measure of the impact of the climate changes overall.
Environmental changes that may impact the fish populations include loss of spawning habitat as water leve s
lower, thermal range shifts as water temperatures warm and seasons are altered, increase in toxic contamina-
tion if ollutants become more concentrated, and increase in!'ishing pressure ", g
seasons. Thi» activity will consider two I'actors, thermal range shifts and lower water levels, and their poten-
tial eff'ecton several species o a e rie is . is!L k E ' f h. It is plausible that with global warming, fish species thatare
not located in the Great Lakes will be able to move into that area as the temperature approximates their
thermal niche.

l981 hIllustrations and map» l'rom Th» Fi» ier of «ii!, i on". l . f Ot ', M'lt n B. Trautnian, reproduced hy permission. Copywrite 98 y
Oiho Slate University Press. All rights reserved.
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Researchers from Stanford University'» Hopkins Marine Station have uncoveovered a shift in the distribution of

some invertebrate species in California's Monterey Bay. A survey of a ' . p ' ' nf all of the s ecies in a narticular area was

ears later the researchersconducted in 1931-33. After recounting the species in that same location about 60 years a er,
found that opulations of eight o!'the nine southern species had inc ., ' p preased while o ulations of five of the

' h h, ' had decreased. These changes suggest that in Monterey Bay species adapted to warmer
water» are replacing t ose a ap e o coth .. d t d t iler seas. Temperature data show that the annual mean s ore ine
ocean temperature at the stuuy site increase yu . ' ' . d b 1.3S degrees in the past 60 years and that mean sunimer

d b 4 d .. It is rare to have data on the abundance of an entire animalmaximum temperature increased y egrees. is ra
community spanning years, an e evi60 .', d th 'denc in this case appears to support the idea that the effects of
global warming may already bc apparent in the Northern Hemisphere.



Activity: How will global warming affect spawning
success of Great Lakes fish?

OBJECTIVE
Earth System Understanding

Students should be able to summarize ef'fects of lake level

change on the spawning and nursery grounds of given f'ish in the
Great Lakes, using Lake Erie examples.

This activity focuses on ESU ¹3  science
methods and technology! and ¹4  interac-
tions!. Refer to the introduction ot this
hook for a more complete description.

PREPARATION
Scenario Reference

~ Copy the Western Basin of Lake Erie maps for each lab group.
~ Copy fish sheets so that each group gets a description of one

fish with the accompanying picture and map of spawning and
nursery grounds.

~ Copy an outline map of North America for each group.

¹9, How could fish populations in the
Great Lakes be affected?

~ fish sheets  one fish t'or each group of
three to four students!

~ colored markers, pens or pencils
~ map of the Western Basin of Lake Erie
~ transparency of the t'ish range summary

chart
~ overhead projector
~ outline map of North America

PROCEDURE

Part I: I.ower lake levels and spawning grounds
I. Students should he divided into groups so that each group

studies a different fish.

Each group of students should:

2. Obtain a f'ish sheet and a Western Basin Lake Erie map.
3. Transfer information from the given fish map concerning

spawning and nursery grounds  on fish sheet! to the Western
Lake Erie map with water depths. Remember to enlarge the
information  the circles that indicate spawning areas! while
transferring them from a small to a larger-scale map.

4. Set up a chart and record the amount of spawning and nursery
areas before thc predicted global warming.

S. Draw a line depicting a 3-meter lake level drop on the Western
Basin Lake Erie map in order to determine which spawning
and nursery areas would remain usable.

6. Set up another chart and record thc amount of the original
spawning and nursery area that remains with the new lake
water level.

! The Ohio State Vniversitjr 1995 Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

This activity consists of two parts. The first pertains to the effect of lower lake levels on spawning and nursery
grounds, and the second pertains to the effects of increased temperature and the ability of fish to migrate to
favorable temperatures. These are then combined to help the students anticipate the future of' specific fish
populations in the Great Lakes if global warming were to occur.



Answers
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a. They arc most ol'ten in the shall<iw
waters near the shoreline or in streams
that liow into or out of the lake.

b. Students should predict that many of
these areas will dry up. They may
assume that the I'ish could spawn in the
new shallow waters, since;i decreased
water level does not eliminate shallow
water. This is usually not the case.
however, because the new shalloiw
waters have not had time to accumulate
the sediment necessary for the I'ish, and
the coast will most likely be a steeper
incline until natural erosion has lime to
take its course.

c. In most cases, the amount of sp;iwning
and nursery areas will decrease.

d. It decreases thc amount of habitat
available and eliminates thc existing onc.
Thc fish that spawn in shallow water and
grow the first year in protected shallow
water will be affected the most until the
deposition ol' the silt gradually fills in the
shoreline.

e. There will be less water availablc for the
fish to live in. There will be fewer
spawning grounds, resulting in less fish
availablc I'or consumption. For th<.sc
two reasons, the commcrcitil fishing
v ill be sharply restricted to the point
that it will no longer bc economically
feasible for many to pursue <is a living.
The recreational I'i»hing will continue
but at a very restricted and reduced rate
such as a larger lish size and;i smaller
number limit.

f. Warmer water, increased pollut;mts, I'ood
supply change. and eutrophication.

g. A rapid global warming would have the
greatest impact, possibly a population
crash. 'I'he environment needs time to
compensate and recover. A gradual
warming would allow the bottom to
slough off, creating a new shoreline, thus
providing an acceptable location for the
tish to spawn.

h. Generally, thc S-foot drop would not have
as much of an impact as thc I !-foot
drop. Less habitat would hc destroyed.

i. The fish which spawn in deeper water or
sp;iwll ill Iliorc pl;ice».

7. Usc this inf'ormation to answer questions a-f.

a. Where arc the majority of'your fish's spawning and nursery
grounds'?

b. Looking at thc location of your fish's spawning and nursery
grounds, predict the efTcct  little or none, moderate, high!
that lowered lake levels would have on your fish.

c. Based on yttur data, what kind of effect could lower l;tke
levels have on the given fish species'?

d. How do the lower lake level» affect your fish'» habitat' ?

e. What kind of effect would the above situation have on

commercial fishing" .On recreational fishing?

f. What are some other factors besides water level th;tt could

affect the size of' the given fish species population' ?

8. Transfer the information f'rom each group to an overhead
transparency and answer questions g-i.

g. What kind of an effect on the fish would a gradual global
warming versus a rapid global warming have?

h. In this exercise, we used the predicted maximum water
level drop of IO feet. However, a 3-foot water clrop might
also occur. How would thi» ncw level af'f'ect your fish
species'? Explain.

i. After reviewing all of' the fish, which fish would be better
adapted for thi» drop in w;tter level' ?

If global warming does occur and causes the lake level to drop
by 3 meters, the various fish populations will be impacted, but
the degree of thi» impact can only be speculated. Thi» exercise
illustrated the maximum effect of a lake level drop, but we also
have to look at other factors, »uch as temperature and f'ood
supply, which may affect I'ish populations. Even if the fish are
shown to be somewhat successful in maintaining a spawning and
nursery habitat, the water may become too warm f' or them to live
in or their food supply tnay bc affected. Therefore, even though
we can»ee the effects of' lowered lake level», this is just onc
factor among many that will affect the fish populations.
The second part of' this activity considers thc same fish but
concentrates on the thermal niche of the fish species.



Ans vers
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Part 2: Increased temperature and thermal niches

I. Look at the habitat range for your fish on the map of
North America on the fish sheet and answer the following
questions:

a. Is your f'ish at the southern limit of its range, northern
limit, or neither? Compile the answers from all the groups
on the first half of'an overhead of the Fish Range Sum-
mary Chart.

b. What would happen if the temperature increased 3-S'C.
What conclusions can be made about the future popula-
tions of the given fish in Lake Erie  second half of Fish
Range chart!.

c. Based on the Fish Range chart, generalize the effects of
warmer water temperatures on the types of fish found in
the Great Lakes.

d. Brainstorm and analyze the environmental factors that
could influence fish in the Great Lakes under warmer
climate conditions.

2. Use the information located on the fish card and a reference
book to help determine the preferred general water condi-
tions, bottom conditions, and food sources of the fish. With
this information, and the present habitat of your fish, predict
where the fish would go if the global temperature rose l.5 to
4.S 'C. Use a map of the North America to shade in the new
area of habitat, assuming temperature as the only variable.

3. Combine all of the charts to see which of the fish in question
will still be located in the Great Lakes.

h. Many species will move farther north
or deeper into the Great Lakes, while
other species move out to thc upper
lakes.

c. Some fish species that are presently
not found in the Great Lakes may
move into the lakes as the tcmpera-
turc changes to accommodate them.
Many of thc fish presently living in
the Great Lakes will leave as the
environment changes.

d. Thc level of water contamination,
food supply, and abundance of
predators arc all factors that will
affect fish populations as the
temperature increases.



Answers REVIEW QUESTIONS

EXTENSIONS

Teacher's Note
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I. Answers will vary based on school
locatiinn In gcn«ral, there will he fewer
hahitiits available lor cold water I'ish like
trout, cisco, and whitel'ish, F:ish of the
herring and minnow fantilies, including
alewife, carp, and shiners, niay have
greater success  more habitat avaihible!,
and some fish like yellow perch aml
walleye will probably remain unchanged.

2. Impact wehs are like concept maps or thc
"More or Less" activity in this volume.
Beginning with a certain change, students
think outward to all the conncctiiins that
would hc changed as well. Thc r«lation-
ships arc very complex, especially if
impacts on human activity are also
considered.

Students should not assume that there will
be less I'ish in thc Great Lakes because of
global warming. In order to find out thc
total fish picture for the Great Lakes. all
species ol I'ish located in or close to the
Great Lakes would need to hc examined.

l. Considering the kind» of fish that may be impacted by;t
changing thermal habitat, »hould humans expect a changed
menu of seafood in the future'? Which popular food fish may
leave or come into your region of the lakes'? If the food fish
remain, will ~the still be able to find their preferred food'?

2. Develop an impact web showing how thc introduction or los»
of a fish specie» could impact the Great Lakes and thc people
who depend on the lakes. I» a change in the composition of' an
ecosystem a simple matter of checks and balances, or i» each
impact of environmental change worthy of serious consider-
ation" .Explain.

l. Suppose a fishery biologist, in reviewing the "creel census"
for the past three years, discovers that the catch of northern
finwavers has declined significantly. Make a list ol possible
reasons f' or this observation, and tell how you would deter-
mine which reason was the most likely one. What other kind»
of data do you need'? Who would you consult for informa-
tion'?

2. Develop a Hypercard stack or other computer program
demonstrating the possible scenarios for several kinds of fish
as temperatures of Great Lake» water become warmer.

3. There are many other animal» and plants that depend on the
Great Lakes for survival. Compile a list of the animals and
plants and show how a warmer lake temperature might affect
each species.

4. Create a poem or lyrics to a song to show the effects that
global warming would have on the fish species of the Great
L;tkcs.



FISH RAN 'K SIJMMARY

Classify the following I'ish according to their present range. Do those in the Great Lakes appear to be at the
southern limit of their range, the northern limit, or neither'? Are there likely to be more, fewer, or generally
an unchanged number of the fish in the Great Lakes with global warming'?

Prediction with global warming
more fewer unchan ed

Current Ran e  

S limit N limit NeitherFish

Yellow Perch

Walleye

Freshwater Drum

Lake Trout

Gizzard Shad

Channel Catfish

White Bass

Carp

Northern Pike

Cisco

Whitefish

Smal1 mouth Bass

Emerald Shiner

Rainbow Smelt
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SMALLMOUTH BASS

Micropterus dolom

 Smallmouth Bass!
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~ adult size: 10 � l8 inches �5,4-45.7 cm! long, l l oz - 3 lbs 2 oz
1312 g � l.4 kg!

~ spring and early summer spawners in streams with visible currents
~ males often guard the larvae and young
~ as they develop they first eat microorganisms; later they eat aquatic

invertebrates and then other fish

~ inhabits shallow areas  less than 1.5 meters! which are subject to
damage from storms, low water levels and increased siltation



CHANNEL CATFISH

Ictalurus Irunctatus
 Channel Catfish!
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~ adult size: 11 � 30 inches �7.9 � 76.2 cm! long, 12 oz � 1S lbs
�40 g - 6.8 kg!

~ occur in deep and large waters of low gradients with clean bottoms of sand,
gravel or boulders; found where silt deposition i» slow; seldom found in
dense beds of aquatic vegetation

~ feed on fish and invertebrates such as aquatic insects and larvae



YELLOW PERCH

I'ere

 Yell

WALLEYE

~ adult size: I I � 30 inches �7.9cm � 76 cm! long, 8 oz � I Ib �27 g � .S kg!
~ found in large, deep, clear streams; also in shallow water over gravel

bedrock or firm bottoms with decreased turbidity
~ scatters eggs on bottom in shoal area» in spring
~ eats microscopic animals when young, then aquatic invertebrates, insects

and larvae

Stizostedion vitreum vitreum
 Walleye�!
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~ adult size: 4.S � 12 inches �1 - 30.S cm! long, .8 oz � I lb 2 oz   23 g � .S kg!
~ occurs in shallow waters with clear, low gradients and a lot of rooted aquatic

vegetation; bottoms of muck, organic debris, sand or gravel
~ lays a zigzag ribbon  rope! of eggs on vegetation in moderately shallow

waters

~ history of decreased population because of increased turbidity and siltation
and reduced amounts ol'rooted aquatic vegetation in spring

~ eats microscopic animal» when young, then aquatic invertebrates,
i n sec ts and I arvae



CARP

~ adult size: 12 -30 inches �0.5 � 76.2 cm! long, 14 oz � 20 lb» �97 g � 9.1 kg!
~ found in low gradient warm streams and lakes with much organic matter

 such as sewage and 1'ertilizers!
~ eat rooted aquatic vegetation
~ tolerate all types of bottoms, clear or turbid water but rarely found in cold,

clear, high-gradient str earns
~ spread eggs on bottom vegetation

Cylr
 Co
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GREAT LAKES CIcjco

~ adult size: I I � I S inches �7.9 � 38.1 cm! long, 9 oz � I Ib 9 oz �SS g � .7 kg!
~ inhahits moderately deep water
~ distinctly bluish hack
~ populations in Lake Erie have been continuously declining since 188S

Presently there are very fev remaining. Between 1938 and 1947, the annual
catch varied from 8,S94 lb» �,898 kg! to 76,919 lhs �4.890 kg!. In 1968
only S lhs �.3 kg! were caught.

Coregonus artedii urtedii
 Great Lakes Cisco!

LAKE WHITEFLSH

~ adult size: 17 � 22 inches �3.2 � 55.9 cm ! long, I lb 8 oz � 4 lhs  .7 � 1.8 kg!
~ shallow to moderate depths
~ In the mid-1800s, whitefish were abundant in Lake Erie. For instance,

in 1885, 1,249,000 lhs  S66,S36.9 kg! were brought into Ohio ports.
By the mid- 1900s, the whitefish had become rare, and by 19S0 only an
occasional stray was caught. There is presently no current documentation
of whitefish spawning in the Western Basin of Lake Erie. though they sti11
exist in the area.

Coregonus «tupeafi>rnii.~
 Lake Whitefish!
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Some of the natura processes a a esI "... th t 1 kes undergo are likely to hc intensified with global climate change. Thi»
set of activities explores those possibilities.

Stratification. During summer months, deep lakes in the w '.. pworld's tern crate zones experience a process

called stratification. is app'f ' . Th'. h ens when the sun's rays penetrate surface waters during the early summer
h lake. At the bottom of the lake, the water remains cooler. Thesemonths and create a warm upper zone in t e a e. e o

.l' e or mesolimnion. The ther-two zones are separate y a nt d h a narrow transitional zone called the thertnocline or mesolimnion. T e t er-
rates themocline, where water density changes rapi y wi ep

es 40kes less than about 12 meters or

m ', . ' . 'dl with de th prevents the layers from mixing and separates
bottom layer from it» major source of oxygen � the air. Shallower la es  

suall et mixed h the wind so that the strata do not remain. In deeper lakes, however, the
1 ofo Wh hi ha sadbottom � dwelling organisms may exhaust their suinmer supply of oxygen. en is

d leted the affected area is thought of as anoxic without oxyg !.x en!. In this case, organisms have tobecomes ep e e, e a"
lenishes the lakerelocate into other parts o t e a e.f h 1 k . Otherwise, they will die before the f'all turnover rep e

bottom's supply of oxygen.

Scientists redict that if global warming occurs, the Great Lakes could h g pave ion er eriods of stratification.

Lake Erie is the warmest, shallowest and most biologically produc ive oa e rie is e wa, . ' ' tive of the Great Lakes. Stratification could
last two to four months longer in a e rie s enL k E 'e's Central Basin than presently occurs. Changes in wind patterns

s winds will mixcould also have an effect on t e ept a w ic sh d h t h' h stratification occurs in the lakes. Increased winds wi mix
rou hl and dee 1, thus forcing the thermocline to formoxygen and nutrients in the upper layer more thoroug y an p y,

" me rocesses would unfold in aeeper durin the stratified months, leaving less cool bottom water. The sa e p ld '
the Great Lakes, but for all except Erie their depths would protect them from becoming anoxic.

Fail Lake ProfileSummer Lake Profile

' it would increase in the lake, intensifying the demand forWith predicted warmer temperatures, bacterial activity wou i
oxygen. Also, higher evaporation rates and altered precipitation patte ms could cause lake levels to drop, an
pollutants to become more concentrate . ga ootns, p ip, d. Al / blooms roliferations of blue � green and green algae, would
occur, further accelerating the aging process of the lake.

. Lakes a e naturall through a process called eutrophication. Over time, many oligotrophit
/' .h 11 f 'I ! If' h cold, deep, barren! lakes and ponds gradually become eutrophic  warm, s a ow, 'erti e .

sufficient flow and overturn of water io u» ou aceull l > t aceutnulating sediments and organic material, the process o

aging ends at senereenee, in w ic a es ecoh' hi k s become wetlands, then moist lowlands, and then dry land.
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Human activity can speed up the rate of eutrophication, thus shortening the life span of a lake or pond. Thi»
cultural eutn~phication is of great concern in the case of Lake Erie. The lake's biological diversity and
productivity are threatened by nutrient loading and siltation from agricultural runoff. The Eastern and Central
Basins of Lake Erie are especially vulnerable to cultural eutrophication because they are of sufficient depth
for stratification to occur. These two basins then become unoric, with no dissolved oxygen in the lower layer.

Human-induced EutrophicationNatural Eutrophication

0

CO
C0
C>

Deposition of Air Pollnt tnti in Ihc Circrit Lttt'ci. Ir!94. USI.PA

When nutrients such as phosphates are "loaded" into a lake, algae populations rise dramatically. Thi» greatly
accelerates the natural aging process of the lake because the extensive growths eventually die and sink. In
breaking down the extra organic material, decomposers on the lake floor decrease the oxygen levels in the
lower layer. Because the oxygen is not replaced during the summer stratified months, the dissolved t!xygen
levels plummet, causing anoxic "dead" areas at the bottom of the lake. For this reason, many states now have
laws concerning the amount of phosphates that laundry detergents and other products can contain.

Although humans cannot prevent or reverse natural eutrophication of the Great Lakes, we can, through proper
management, reduce the effects ol'our own actions. By mitigating cultural eutrophication, we can give life
support to one of our natural treasures.
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Activity A: What happens to Euglena populations when
temperature and/or nutrient levels increase?

The temperature of water i» a very important aspect of water quality and affects many of the physical,
chemical, and biological characteristics of a body of water. Temperature is a factor in:

Phosphates and nitrates are nutrients for many microscopic organisms. When these nutrients are plentiful, the
populations of algae and bacteria grow very rapidly. This activity will examine the relationship between
temperature, nutrient levels, and the population growth of Euglena.
Euglerta are one � celled, photosynthetic bacteria. Light is
necessary I'or them to photosynthesize, and they use an eyespat
to help them find light. At right i» a diagram of' Euglena and the
structures that can be seen through a microscope.

The pellicle is a flexible outer covering. The flagellum propel»
the euglena through the water. It is used much like the propeller
of an airplane. The e«glen« can also "crawl" by changing the
shape of its body  pulling it together in a ball and pushing
rounded end forward!. The eyespot contains red pigment and is
used to find the light needed for photosynthesis. Fuglena make
their own food  as do plants! by photosynthesis, and they can
also absorb nutrient» from the environment.

OB JECTIVKS

After completing this activity, students will be able to:

~ explain how increased water temperature affects Fuglena
population growth.

~ explain how nutrient loading aff'ects E«gleita populations.
~ compare the effects of phosphorus on Euglena population size

at different temperatures.
~ hypothesize a possible impact of global warming on aquatic

life in the Great Lakes.

Earth Systems Understandings

This activity focuses on I!SU I, 2, 3, 4,
and S. See p. VIII for explanation.

Scenario Reference

¹7, Will it  global change! speed
eutrophication in the  ircat I.akesz
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1. The amount of' oxygen that can be dissolved in water. Cooler water can hold more dissolved oxygen than
warmer water. Soda pop, for instance, goes flat quickly when it is warm, because it cannot hold as much
dissolved gas in the solution as it can when it is cold.

2. The rate of photosynthesi» hy algae and larger aquatic plants. These organisms become more active as
temperatures warm. If' the temperature gets too hot, however, it can harm their population.

3. The sensitivity of aquatic organisms to toxic wastes, para»itcs, and disease. Increased temperature increases
sensitivity.



Materials PROCEDURE

Notes
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Fach group of two to three students will nccd:
~ 4 test tubes, marked ¹I, ¹2, ¹3.

and ¹4
~ 4 well slides with cover slip»
~ I medicine dropper
~ I stirring rod
~ Notebook or journal
~ 4 cotton balls
~ Microscope

Classroom will need;
~ 2 thermometers
~ 1 heating unit
~ 1 large glass container

 to hold half of thc test tubes!
~ Tap water
~ Fugte>in culture
~ Source of Phosphatcs/Nitrates lFach

class group could try a different source
such as bone meal, Vitamin B12, plant
fertilizer, powder laundry detergents with
phosphates, or other substances that
students predict would cause nutrient
loading in a lake.]

2. It is not essential to use SO percent tap
water/50 percent Eugle>ia mixture.
Keep in mind however, that the higher
the concentration of Euglena, the sooner
differences between test tubes will be
evident.

3. Test tubes ¹1 and ¹2 could also be gently
stirred in order to keep "stirring" from
becoming an extraneous variable.

6. All the slides should theoretically have
approximately the same number of
Euglena on thc first day.

Step 1: E'stabli shi>tg the erperi mental conditions

Students will set up a pair of controlled experiments to test the
effects of temperature and nutrients on population growth of
Euglena.

Preparation. �! Obtain a culture of Euglena from a biological
supply catalog and study the optimal growth requirements
recommended by the supplier. �! Allow 2 quarts of tap water to
sit out uncovered overnight so that it will become room
temperature and any chlorine in it can escape. Tap water contains
some nutrients which the Eugle»a can use to grow.

l. Each lab group should fill four test tubes "halfway" with the
tap water. Be sure tubes are numbered 1-4.

2. Add Euglena culture to each of the four test tubes until it
reaches the designated "full" mark.

3. Each group should add l drop  or small pinch! of their nutri-
ent substance to test tubes ¹3 and ¹4 and stir gently. A very
small amount i» all that is necessary. These test tubes will
represent a nutrient-lottded lake.

4. Students hold all four of the test tubes against a white back-
ground. Record any interesting observations, particularly
regarding water clarity, color, or odor.

S. Using a clean medicine dropper, students put a sample drop
from each test tube onto separate well slides  samples should
be taken from just under the surface of the liquid! in order to
inspect the Euglena. Be sure to clean the dropper thoroughly
between uses.

6. Students examine these slides with a microscope and make
general observations on water clarity, color and Euglena
populations. Record these and any other observations for each
test tube. Depending on the density of the Euglena, it may be
difficult to count them accurately but students should Iry to
determine whether any of the slides have noticeably more or
less Euglena than the others.



Crrttrrn Balls

Hint

ertnorneter

t water bath

Hrrt plate
Test 'i%be Conditions

Step 2. The next several days
Room Increase<I
Temp. 'I'em p.

No Nutrients
Added

E'.xtra Nutrients
Added
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7. Each of the test tubes should be covered to prevent
evaporation. Cotton halls work well for this.

8. Test tubes ¹3 and ¹ l  one with phosphates and one without!
should be placed where they will remain at room temperature.
Thi» is to resemble the normal Lake Erie high temperature
 approximately 22" C!.

9. Test tubes ¹2 and ¹4  one with phosphates and one without!
should be kept at a temperature between 30' C and 32 C. It is
important that this temperature remain fairly constant. If the
Euglena become too hot, they will die.

If a climate control unit i» not available, one way to heat these
test tubes is to put all the tubes labeled ¹2 and ¹4 in one larger
glass container and put it over the heating mechanism. Water
should he added to the larger container in order to keep heat
dispersed around the test tubes. Place a thermometer in the water
surrounding the test tubes to keep track of the temperature. Each
student group should remember to mark their test tubes so that
they will be able to distinguish which are theirs.

For the next three or four days, students should make brief daily
observations on the temperature, color, clarity, and odor of their
four test tubes and record these finding» in their journal.

Temperatures for this activity were chosen
n<>t because they rctlect expected lake
tctnperatures, but so that lhe experiment
does not take too long and has a chat>ce to
show dctectablc results.

Because t='ugtenu are photosynthetic
bacteria, it i» important Ihat all the test tubes
have similar lighting conditions. Have
students brainstorm different factors that
might confound the results: Are the ~onl
differences between the test tubes the
presence of nutrients in some and the higher
temperature in some'>

In order to keep thi» tcmperaturc from
Iluctuating. set the larger container  with the
water and thermometer in it! over thc heater
a few days in advance so that any necessary
adjustments in the heating level can bc made
before the test tubes with Eu elena arc
added.



Step 3. Approritnately D<tv 5

Answers
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a. Answers will vary. Theoretically, after a
few days, test tube ¹4  with additional
heat and phosphorus! would be the
greenest, and test tube ¹I  no heat and no
phosphorus! would be the least-grccn.
Eventually, however, thc rapid growth in
test tube ¹4 will quickly deplete the
oxygen and result in a rapid population
decline in that test tube. When this
happens, test tube ¹I should contain
more Eugle»u than test tube ¹4  at this
point test tube ¹4 represents an anoxic
lake!.

b. Euglena need nutrients and oxygen to
live, so they may congregate around
sources of these things. Their eye spots
help them to orient themselves towards
light so that they can photosynthesizc.
It may also be possible that the l'.ugl<»»
move away from concentrations of
harmful substances in the water.

c. Answers will vary. Phosphorus causes
increased Eugte»»growth; this should
have been most evident in thc warmer
test tube.

d. Increased temperature should initially
cause an increase in Eugle»a activity.

This is a time to make more detailed observations. The greener
the color, the more Euglena activity is occurring.

1. Hold all four of' the test tubes against a white background and
answer the following questions:

a. What differences are there in color'? Are some solutions
greener than others'? Which is the greenest? What
conditions appear to cause the quickest Euglena growth'?

b. Do the Euglena appear to be congregated in any area of'
the test tube'? Why might this be?

c. Does the presence of phosphorous appear to make a
difference to Euglena growth'> If so, what has happened'?
Is the effect the same for both test tubes containing

phosphorus?

d. Does the increased temperature appear to make a differ-
ence to Eug lena growth'? If so, what has happened? Is the
ef'feet the same for both test tubes with increases in
temperature".

2. Use the medicine dropper to take a sample from the greenest
test tube solution. Put it on a well slide and study it under a
microscope. Repeat this step with the test tube with the least
amount of green. Examine the differences between the two.
Does one seem to have obviously more Euglena than the
other" .Record any findings or observations.

At this time, Step 2 can be repeated if that is deemed appropriate.
Population differences may not be noticeable for a week or two.



Srep 4. The Last Day

b.-e.
Answers will vary depending on
the nutrient source used.

EXmXSIOI~IS
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I, Have the students rank the test tube solutions from the

greenest to the least green.

a. How can these results be explained?

2. If different sources of nutrients were used, students groups
compare how Ettgtena reacted to the various sources.

b. Which source caused the quickest growth?
c. Which caused the least amount of growth?
d. Did any of the sources appear to have an immediate

negative impact on the Euglena colony?
e, How does human behavior cause these various sources

of "nutrients" to enter the water system?

I. Summarize the experimental results: What effect do
phosphates and other nutrients have on Eagtena populaLions?
How do nutricnts  phosphates and nitrates! and increased
temperature affect the Fut',lena?

2. Hypothesize about the ecosystem effects of temperature and
increased nutrients that could result frotn global change in
I.he Cireat Lake» region.

I, Keep one test, Lube with added nutricnts and one test tube
without added nutrients in a corner of the classroom for

several months to see what effect the nutrient» have over a

longer period of time.

2. lf this activity is done with a hay inlusion instead of u pure
culture of Eagtena. il may be possible to see a succession of
how various microorganisms respond to the changing envi-
ronment.

3. Have student» design an experiment in which they investigate
the effect of temperature and/or nutrients on another aquatic
organism such as Gamntartts  scuds! or snails.

a Phosphorus and increased temperature
will cause an increase in Euglenrt
growth, but thi» growth will be followed
hy tt massive die � off when the popula-
tion becomes so large that dissolved
oxygen levels become depleted. In this
sense, test tubes ¹I and ¹4  with
nutrients! will experience rapid popula-
tion growth followed by large die � offs,
while in  he other  nonnutrient loaded!
tubes, the populations will grow slowly
and eventually die nfl'much more slowly.

i. Initially, Eugrrnncolonies thrive on
phosphatcs, their populations bloom and
they use lots of oxygen. As their activity
increases, the amount of dissolved
oxygen decreases. This will eventually
cause a large die � off in the population.
Both nutrients and higher tenipcraturcs
increase Etrgrenn activity. Thc heat
tnakcs them more sensitive  receptive! to
thc added nutrients. At first, the
populations in these conditions should
do very v,cll. Ultimately however, test
tube ¹4 will have thc least amount of
Eug ena.

'2, 11' other microorganisms are aflbctcd like
thc Ettg/enn, thc base ol' thc food chain
could bc disrupted, with disastrous
ccosystcrn effects. Sludtnits may want
to read about Lake Lrric's eutrophication
prohlctns tn thc 19&Os and I970s as
an example of what increased nutricnts
can do.  Scc  'httptcr 14 of 7'he Grrnr
rxtke Frie, t'rom ohio sca Orant.!



Activity 8: How does an increased amount of lake life affect
dissolved oxygen levels?

This activity focuses on ESU ¹0  interac-
tions! and ¹5  change through tirnc!. Refer
to the introduction of this hook i'or a fuii
description of each understanding.

¹7, Kill eutrophication he affcctcd'?
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~ 2 200-ml glass containers  or 2
2 � cup nlcasures!

~ i spoon  this tviii v ork hetter than a
stirring rod!

~ Mcthylcne Blue  .3~is aqueous solution!
~ Dropper
~ I package oi activated dry yeast
~ Nonfat dry milk to make approximately

- cups

Dissolved oxygen in water i» vital to the life o ' lhc plants and
organisms living in it, The amount of dissolved oxygen i»
decreased by the activity of algae, bacteria. and olher nticroscopic.
organisms as they respire and when they decompose after death.
This activity visually illustrates the absence of dissolved oxygen
created hy the activity of organisms in the water.

Oxygen levels in water are replenished when the waler comes
into contact with air. When lakes become stratified, the water on

the bottom does not mix with the "oxygenated" water at the
surface for several tnonths at a time. For this reason. it is

irnportanl that the organisms at the lower levels do not
completely deplete their supply of oxygen before the fall
turnover brings a Iresh supply of water to the bottom of the lake.
When the oxygen becomes depleted, an rtno.ztc dead area is
created in the take.

Yeast is a fungus that germinates and tnultiplies in the presence
of a lood source and dissolved oxygen. In this activity, yeast
populatiort growth is used to simulate thc effects ol'all kinds of
aquatic lil'c on the amount of dissolved oxygen in water. The
greater the population, the more oxygen i» used in respiration
and decott!position.

At the cnd ol this activity, students should be able to:

~ Describe how thc amount of dissolved oxygen changes as the
activity of aquatic organisms increases.

~ An'tlyxe how lower lake levels can make anoxia more likely.
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l. Using lukewarm water, mix up enough nonfat dry milk to fill
the two 200 ml containers almost to the top �00 ml is about
7/8 cup!,

2, Once the milk is in the container», add two drops of
Methylene Blue  .3% aqueous solution! to each container.

3. Add the yeast  one package! to one of the containers and stir
until the yeast dissolves.  This may be somewhat difficult,
because thc yeast will tend to clump together.!

4. After about 30 minutes note the difference of the color in the

containers. Some change should be noticeable imtnediately.
What does the color change indicate is happening?

1. Develop a flow chart or concept map to demonstrate how
oxygen is added to and removed by physical and biological
processes in lakes. Include an indication ol what prevents
oxygen frotn being replenished in lower lake levels during the
summer.

2. Hypothesize about why aquaria often have systems that cause
air to be released in the water. If Lake Erie had a giant
aquarium "bubbler" during the summer, what effect would this
have on the oxygen level» in the lake?

3, What actions could humans take to help prevent oxygen
depletion in lakes?

2. Mcthylene Blue is an indicator solution
for oxygen; the blue color indicates the
presence of dissolved oxygen.

4. The container with yeast should continue
to lose its blue color until there is not a
trace of blue. The yeast uses oxygen.
causing the blue color of the oxygen
indicator to disappear.

f. Answer~ will vary, but some critical parts
that shi.iuld he included are: Oxygen
levels are replenished by contact with air
and by photosynthesis. During the
suminer, the sun's rays penetrate surface
waters and create a warm upper zone in
the lake. Below is a cool lower layer,
separated from above by a narrow
transitional zone called the thermocuae.
The therrnoclinc separates the bottoro
layer froin its roajor source of oxygco-
the air. Oxygen is removed from water

by respiration and decomposition.

2. The bubbling action in an aquarium
help» the water and oxygen to mix,
because it creates a situation in which
more surface area of water comes into
contact with air. It also keeps the water
in a lank in motion so that it mixes and
the iixygen i» dispersed throughout the
tank,

If' l.ake F.rie had a giant "bubbler," the
luke would not become stratified.
because the water would be forced to
mix and oxygen would be supplied to thc
lower levels. Of course, such a machine
would also greatly disrupt the delicate
ecosystem of the lake,

's. Humans could reduce thc amount of
nutricnts tha  are dumped into lakes
 fertilizers, sewage. run-off!. These
nutrients cause increased activity in algae
and bacteriti, which reduces the oxygen
in lakes.
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re numerous marshes and estuaries. These wetlands support a greatAlong the shores ot the Great Lakes are numerous
. Abundant a uatic and terrestrial organisms use areas eit er on ap

or permanent asis. niqucb . ' . Unique wetland habitats support a greater variety of plant an anima i e
area of equal size in the region.

re not easil defined. They have traditionally been characterized as ts the area where fresh water

'd E ' � however c in be more than just ns rise and fall with the tides. stuarie, owev

ween fresh and salt water. In a larger meaning, they are t e part o e i
d b the lake or sea into w ic t e s reamhc a e . fl ' y

where rivers meet fres water a es. a. h . I k .. Many different habitats � marshlands, open water, san e
forests, even cities and agricu ura icd ' lt l fields can merge at these unique areas.

Additionally, plants provide a food source for herbivores and
detritus feeders  organisms that feed on dead materials!, whic
are the base of the lake food web. The thick 1;iyers of foliage in
an estuary provide protective breeding and nursery grounds for
fish and other aquatic animals. Finally, estuaries reduce the
harmful flooding effects of storms in the Great Lakes watershed
by absorbing large quantities of storm water and then slowly
releasing the water into the lakes.

Global warming i» predicted to increase lake water evaporation
and cause lake levels to lower. If this happens, many estuaries
could lose their distinct identities. Only those located where the
conditions are compatible with new shorelines will remain.

The following activities explain some of the beneficial environ-
mental functions wetlands contribute and what may happen to
some estuaries if global warming occurs.
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a uatic ve etation serve several functions in an estuary. Eme g q ' pr ent a uatic lants filter out

i ies o i,,; ' ' ., d. ilt. Subse uently, some of the nutrients and toxinsities of nitro en, phosphorus, pesticides, and silt. u sequen y, so
are a en u .... ic lants. Without estuaries and marshes acting as a naturalare taken up by the root systems of these aquatic plants. Wit out es uaries
buffer zone, even greater quantities of pollution wo uld enter the Great Lakes.
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Activity A: What happens when nutrients enter a lake?
How do phosphorus and nitrogen get into the Great Lakes'? One way i» from water runoff. Rainwater falling
on farm fields, parking lots, roads, and backyards flows into creeks, streams, and rivers. The rainwater carries
soil, fertilizers, and pollution it has washed from the land. You have probably seen how much more water
creeks carry just after a storm and how muddy the water look». Eventually, all this water runs into the lakes,
bringing nutrients and other chemicals with it.

OBJECTIVESEarth Systems Understandings

These activities focus on ESU ¹'2  steward-
ship!, 3  science method» and technology.
and 4  interactions!.

Scenario Reference

¹6, What are the Implications of low Water
Level» in Great Lakes Estuaries' ?

Materials
PaoCEflURE
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~ nitrate and phosphate data charts
~ map of Old Woman Creek
~ graph paper
~ pencils
~ glass jar with lid
~ soil

~ Describe the characteristics of oligotrophic and eutrophic
lakes.

~ Explain the effects ol nutrient loading on lake habi tats.
~ Define nutrients as a limiting factor in lake habits.
~ List sources of nutrient inputs to Lake Erie.
~ Explain how wetlands can improve water quality.

A. Look at the map of Old Woman Creek. With your pencil, trace
the path ol the creek, starting at the point marked A.

l. Where does the creek go'? Does water from the creek flow
into Lake Erie?

B. On the same map, look at the land that is surrounded by the
dotted line. All the land within this line is the watershed of Old
Woman Creek. Water from this land runs off into Old Woman
Creek, then through Old Woman Creek Estuary, before
reaching Lake Erie. A watershed is all of the land drained by a
creek, stream, or river.

2. Are there any roads or farms in the Old Woman Creek water-
shed'? How might these affect the water entering the creek'?

C. The smaller inset map shows places in the estuary where
scientists have tested the creek's water to see how much

phosphorus and nitrogen it contains.

'3. How many test stations are located in or near the estuary'?
Which station i» closest to the lake? Which is closest to

where the creek enters thc estuary?



Answers
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D. On a piece of graph paper, graph the concentration of phos-
phorus at Station I in the estuary for each day after the storm
from day I to day 11. Use the data from the Nitrate and
Phosphate Data Chart  See Figure 2!.

4. At Station I, how many days after the storm were phos-
phorus levels thc highest'? When were phosphorus levels
the lowest? How can you explain this?

E. Now graph phosphorus concentrations at Stations 3 and 6 lor
each of the days after the storm. If you use the same sheet of
graph paper to draw this graph, be sure to label your lines
Station I, Station 3, and Station 6.

5. What day did peak  highest! phosphorus concentrations
occur at Station 3? What day did phosphorus peak at
Station 6? Can you explain why peak concentrations of'
phosphorus occurred later at Station 3 than at Station I and
later at Station 6 than at Station 3?

F. Look at the data showing nitrogen concentrations at Stations
1,3,and7.

6. On what day do the peak concentrations of nitrogen occur
at each station'? Does it seem that the peak nitrogen
concentrations are following the same kind of pattern that
peak phosphorus concentrations showed?

7. By day 9, have the peaks in phosphorus and nitrogen
concentrations occurred at all seven stations?

G. On a new sheet of graph paper, make a graph of the concen-
tration of phosphorus at each station in thc estuary on day 9.

S. For day 9, at which station 'tre phosphorus concentrations
the highest'> At which station are they the lowest'? What
might this suggest about the action of the estuary on water
flowing through Old Woman Creek' >

H. On the same graph paper you used in Step G, graph the
concentration of nitrogen at each station in the estuary on
day 9.  Note that N and P are not measured in the same units.
This is consistent with the data.!

9. At which statiott ttre ttittrogen concentrations thc highest".
At which station are they the lowest?

ESTUARY CHANGES» 169

I. The creek flows north into Old Woman
Estuary and then empties into Lake Eric.

2. U.S. Highway 6, Ohio Route» 2 and 61,
and other road» run through thc water-
shed. There are also»everal farms.
Runoff water from roads and farm» will
carry pollutants and 1'erti1 idlers.

3. There are seven waler test station» in or
near the estuary. Station 1 is closest to
where the creek enters the estuary.
Station 7 i» near the entrance of the creek
into I.ake Erie.

4. Phosphorus level» were highest one day
after the storm and lowest 11 day» after
the storm'» onset. At day 1, a lot of runoff
water was entering the estuary. This
water contained high concentrations of
phosphorus. By day 11, there was much
less runoff from the»torm. Thus, 1'ewer
nutrients were heing carried into the
estuary,

5. Peak phosphorus concentrations occurred
on day 3 at Station 3 and on day 4 at
Station 6. Stations 3 and 6 are located
further downstream in the creek. Water
from the creek reaches Station 1 first,
then Station 3, then Station 6. Nutrient»
such as phosphorus heing carried by the
water reach these stations in the»arne
order.

6. Peak nitrogen concentrations occur at
Station 1 on day 4, at Station 3 on day 6
and at Station 7 on day tt. Nitro cn
concentrations are 1'ollowing thc»arne
general pattern as phosphorus concentra-
tions. The peak concentration of nitrogen
occurs at upstream stations bet'orc
occurring downstream.

7. By day '! the peak» in phosphoru» and
nitrogen conccntralion» have occurred at
each of the stations.

8. Phosphorus concentrations on day 9 are
highest at Station 1 and lowe»t at Station
7. Thi»»uggest» that nutrient» are
removed as the water passes through the
estuary before entering Lake Erie.
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9. Nitrogen concentrations arc the highest
at Station 2 and the lowest at Station 7.
Forms ol nitrate and phosphate can he
either dissolved in the water, suspended
as particles, or attached to sediments.

EXTENSION
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10. Following a storm, creek water is
muddy from carrying soil and nutricnts,
and it is moving very quickly. As water
flows through the estuary, its movement
i» slowed. Much of the sediment, soil,
and nutrients in the water settles out as
the water slows down. Thus. the water
reaching downstream stations i» clearer
and has lower concentrations of
nutrients than the water flowing through
thc upstream stations.

11. To explain the decrease in thc phospho-
rus and nitrogen concentrations t'rom
Station 1 to Station 7, try the following:
Plants in the estuary need phosphorus
and nitrogen as nutrients to grow. Thus,
plants in the estuary take up and usc
phosphorus and nitrogen from the creek
water as it passes through the estuary.
The plants filter out nutrients that they
need from the creek water. This is
another reason why fewer nutrients
reach the downstream stations.

12. Because of the estuary's filtering action,
water entering the lake will contain
fewer nutrients than it otherwise would.
Many of Lake Eric's water prohlems
result from too many nutrients entering
the lake. Estuaries may improve water
quality in the lake hy reducing the
nutrients entering it.

L Fill a jar half full of water. Put a handful of soil into the jar.
Shake the jar so that the water and soil are moving quickly
and get mixed together. You have created muddy, stirred � up
creek water in your jar. Wait a few minutes for the water to
slow down and the soil to settle to the bottom of the jar. The
water in the jar now is more like water in the estuary.

10. Where do you think estuary water will be the inuddiest?
Where will it be the clcarest? What is one reason why
phosphorus and nitrogen concentratioiis are lower at
Station 7 than at Station 1?

11. The estuary has many plants growing in it. How might the
plants affect the amount of nutrients reaching each station'?

J. Estuaries and other wetlands act as sinks and sponges of
nutrients. Nutrients associated with mud settle out of the
creek water and sink to the bottom of the estuary as the water
passes through the estuary. At the same time, nutrients are
taken up by estuary plants for growth.

12. How might an estuary'» action as a sink and sponge for
nutrients affect the lake into which the creek empties?

1. Lake Layer»: Stratification iii the Great Lakes, OEAGLS~
activity number EP-28, includes two activities related to
nutrients in the lakes and water quality. Students simulate the
stratification of water that occurs in lakes during the summer
using an aquarium. On several maps of Lake Erie, they
measure the lake area that has become anoxic  lacking
oxygen! since the 1930s and relate this to nutrient inputs.

2. The Estuary: A Special Place, OEAGLS activity number EP-
16, includes activities designed for further investigation of the
Old Woman Creek Estuary. Students study the characteristics
of an estuary using a computer map and a transect line and
analyze illustrations of plankton samples to observe how
estuaries serve as nurseries for lake fish.

Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes School», availahle from
the Ohio Sea Orant  .:ollege Program, Thc Ohio State University,
1314 Kinnear Rd., Columbus, OH 41212, �14! 292-8949.



Answers
REVIE% QUESTIONS
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1. How do estuaries act as "sinks" and "sponges" to improve the
quality of water going through them and reaching the lake' ?

2. How do the characteristics of oligotrophic and eutrophic lakes
differ in terms of nutrients'?  Hint: Review Scenario ¹7.!

3. What happens when nutrients are readily available in, or are
added to, a lake?

4. What is a limiting nutrient? What nutrients are usually
limiting in a lake?

5. What are some of the human produced sources of nutrients
entering the lakes?

Herdendorf, Charles E. 1991. Recovering from phosphorus enrichment.
In, Rosanne W. Fortner and Victor J. Mayer  eds.!, The Great Lake
Erie. Ohio Sea Grant. p. 136.

Klarer, D. 1988. "The role of a freshwater estuary in mitigating storm
water inflow." OWC Technical Report ¹5. Huron, OH: ODNR Division
of Natural Areas and Preserves.

Leary, Nelson H. 1985. Those summertime blue � greens.
The Con.servationist. July/August, p. 9.

Reutter, Jeffrey M., Frank R, Lichtkoppler and Charles E. Herdendorf.
"Lake Erie: Phosphorus and Eutrophication." Ohio Sea Grant Fact
Sheet ¹15.

Vallentyne, John R. 1974. "The Algal Bowl: Lakes and Man." Ottawa,
Canada: Dept. of the Environment Fisheries and Marine Service.

ESTUARY CHANGES + 111

I. Plants in the estuary take up and use the
nutrients they need from the water
passing through the estuary, thus acting
as sponges. As water flows through the
estuary, its movement i» slowed. Much of
the soil and nutrients in the water settle
out as it slows down. Thus, the wetlands
act as nutrient sinks. Estuaries may
improve the water quality in the lake by
reducing the amount of nutrients entering
the lake.

2. Oligotrophic lakes have low nutrient
levels. They are often deep and have
small surface areas. Plant production is
low, and the water i» clear. Eutrophic
lakes are rich in nutrients. They are often
shallow and have large surface areas.
Plant production is high, and the water is
murky.

3. The nutrients act as a fertilizer, allowing
plants to grow. Adding nutrients
increases plant growth, especially the
growth of algae. The algae may be green
or blue � green depending on what
nutrients are available.

4. Nutrients are needed t'or plant growth.
The nutrient that is missing or available
only in low levels is the limiting nutrient,
because it limits or controls the amount
of plant growth. Phosphorus and nitrogen
are usually the limiting nutrients in lakes.
These are often in the form of P !, '
 phosphate! and NO, '  nitrate! ions.

5. Nutrients enter the lake from runoff from
farms, parking lots, roads, and yards.
This runoff contains soil, fertilizers, and
pollution it has carried from the land.
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Figure l. The Old Wotnan Creek vvatershed arith eater test stations

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
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Nitrate and Phosphate Data Chart

DAY AFTER STORM  May 1985!

Station Nutrient 1 2 3 4 5 6 2 8 9 19 11

1 P  ppb! 283 82 70 94 60 32 40 49
N  ppm! 6.5 6.9 9.7 12.4 10.5 9.5 7.8 6.5

P

N

P

N

P

N

P

N

P N

P

N

 Data for underlined dates were interpolated from those before and after the date. P and N were not measured
directly on these days.!

Figure 2. Changes in nitrate and phosphate «oncentration in water at sites along Old Wi>man Creek for a
period following a storm.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vni versitjt, 1995

104 97 79 79 50 35
1.5 3.3 6.1 8.7 9.0 10.1

9 41 67 66 32 19
.4 1.9 2.8 7.6 8.4 9.9

9 7 35 28 19 11
.2 .3 2.4 3.3 5.1 8.8

8 11 10 22 20 16
.2 .8 .6 2.6 4.9 9.7

9 5 10 26 19 11
.5 .5 2.0 3.4 3.4 3.4

5 2 1 6 5 3
.9 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.7

21 12

9.0 8.0

15 10

8.0 6.8

11 10

8.7 8.4

12 10

7.8 6.9

10 10
3.3 3.3

3 3

2.0 2.1

40 35 30
6.6 6.5 6.6

10 7 3
7.7 6.5 5.9

9 8 7

5.8 4.1 2.3

7 5 3
6.5 4.8 2.2

6 3 2

6.0 4.1 2.3

8 6 5
3.0 2.7 1.7

2 2 2
1.7 1.5 1.2



Activity B: How does the estuary serve as a nursery?

Among their many functions, wetlands serve as important protective breeding and nursery grounds for fish
and other aquatic animals. Aquatic animals such as plankton establish themselves as essential links in the food
chain by providing food sources for fish populations. However, the threat of increasing water temperatures as
the result of global warming may have severe effects on the aquatic community. Plankton and fish may not be
able to adapt to a temperature increase, causing a deficiency in food supplies for organisms in the upper food
chain.

Earth System Understandings
OS JacnVKS

This activity focuses on ES ! ¹3  science
methods and technology!, ¹4  interactions!,
and ¹5  change through time!. See p. VIII.

Scenario Reference

¹6, What are the Implications of Lov Water
Level» in Great Lakes Estuaries?

Materials

~ "plankton samples' in Figures 3 and 4
~ ring from a canning jar  wide mouth,

having an inside diameter of 7.4 cm!
~ pencil PROCEDURE

Teacher's Note

Have the students practice the technique and
calculations for the E "population" on onc
or two printed pages before going on to the
plankton pages.

If for some reason you wish to use thc
regular-mouth jar ring», having the i.d. of
5.7 cm, usc 25.5 cm-' for the area in Step 2,
and use 16 for the multiplication factor in
Step 3.

2l

37

+29

87 87/3 = 29

29 x 9.5 = 276

! The Ohio State Vni versity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

In sampling for I'igures 6 and 7, »tudents
will olten have organisms that are only
partly visible in the ring. Follow the general
rule that if' one half of the organi»m or more
i» visible, the students should count that as
one whole organism. For algae clumps. it is
probably most accurate to count every»trand
of algae as a different organism, rather than
counting clump» or clusters.

~ Describe the methods used by ecologists to sample
population» of plant and animal life in the water.

~ Give a general description of the plant communities that are
found in different depths of water in an estuary.

~ Explain how plant communities are important to animal life
in the estuary.

~ List the types of organisms that are found as plankton in an
estuary.

~ Predict the effects of some human and environmental forces

on conditions in an estuary.

A sample is one method that ecologists use to examine a popula-
tion without observing and counting every organism. A sample
can be taken by randomly choosing an area of a certain size and
counting all the organisms present. To see how this works, do the
following:

1. Take a canning jar ring and drop it anywhere on thi» page.
Count the number of times the letter E appears in the circle.

2. Repeat this two more times. Add up your three counts and
divide the total by 3. This gives you the average number of
Fs in an area of 43 cm'-  the area inside the ring!.

3. To estimate  make an educated guess about! the total number
of Es on the page, multiply your average by 9.5, since the
page is about 9.5 times as big as the area inside thc circle.
Round to the nearest whole number.
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Figure I. Student-made plankton net

Hint

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

Now let's pretend that;I jar of water has been collected from the
Old Woman Creek estuary. It was collected in a special way. A
plankton net  Figure I: student � made plankton net! was towed
behind a boat for about five minutes. The net had a jar at the end
that caught all the tiny organisms in the water, while the water
escaped through holes in the net.

The jar of water has thousands of organisms in it. You can tell
they are there because they keep the water churned up in the jar,
hut you can't see them well enough to tell what they are. You
need a microscope.

Figures 3 and 4 show some of the animals you might see through
the microscope. Figure 3 i» from a plankton sample collected in
May, and Figure 4 i» lrom an August sample. Look at the organ-
isms shown and compare them to the pictures in the chart on
your worksheet. Be sure you tell which are algae, zooplankton,
and fish larvae.

4. Repeat the sampling method you used for the letter e, hut this
time sample the organisms in Figures 3 and 4. It i» hest if you
actually trace your sampling circles on Figures 3 and 4. This
will make it easier for you to record on the chart and still not
disturb your sample  move the ring!. Also, you can come
back to your samples and recheck them as the need arises.
Record your results on the worksheet.

Figures 3 and 4 are based on actual plankton samples collected
along the Lake Erie shore. Both the numbers and types of
organisms are therefore fairly accurate examples ol' what may he
found in the Old Woman Creek area.

Hopel'ully, those of you who said, "but why not just count all the
Es?" on the E sampling page can see better why scientists
frequently resort to sampling techniques.  Imagine a scientist
trying to count all the individual organisms in the estuary!!

In the table on the worksheet, the first typ»
of algae listed is Diatoms. When recording
your sample, count both kinds shown, and
list them together as Diatoms. Do the sam»
for thc green and blue � green algae. The
number you write will he a total for both
species in each category. In the case of the
zooplankton, only one specie» of each of the
different groups is shown.



A. l. Spring
2. Summer
3. Spring
4. Summer
5. Spring
6. Spring
7. Summer

Answers to Review Questions

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

For most of the following, results would
probably be more accurate if the entire class
would pool its information.

B. Summer water is warmer. Sheepshead
and white bass appear to require warmer
water for spawning.

C. Spawning times could be related to the
availability of food for the larvae. There
may also be temperature tolcrances of the
fish to be considered, and some fish are
sensitive to overcrowding. Another
reason could be to keep species from
interbreeding. Discuss all possibilities
that students suggest.

D. l. Plants could be killed. Plant plankton
would probably increase in number up to
a certain water temperature. Zooplankton
would probably be killed. Fish that
depend on warmer water temperatures to
determine their spawning time might
spawn earlier than usual. If the tempera-
ture got too high, some tish would not
enter the estuary at all. Fish larvae might
have more algae to eat, but excess heat
could kill both eggs and larvae. The food
supply would be affected.

D. 2. The drop in the water level could cause
the destruction ol' the water plants rooted
there. With less water fiowing into the
estuary, its ability to serve as a buffer is
decreased.

l. Population sampling i» the method that
ecologists use to find out how many and
what kinds of organisms are in a
community. A portion of the organisms
in a given area are identified and
counted, then an estimate of thc total
population is made.

2. Water tcmpcraturc is an important factor
in determining when fish spawn.

5. Answer the following questions based on the samples you
"collected."

A. Which season had these characteristics?

1. The greatest number of diatoms
2. The greatest number of blue � green algae
3. The greatest number of zooplankton
4. The warmest water

5. The most gizzard shad larvae
6. The most yellow perch larvae
7. The most sheepshead larvae

B. You have noted that the water is warmer in which

sample? Water temperature is an important factor in deter-
mining when fish spawn. Which species appear to require
warmer water for spawning?

C. What would be the advantage of having different fish spawn
at different times'?

D. You now have information about the microscopic organisms
in an estuary. Using what you have learned, predict the effect
of the following events on the plants and animals of the
estuary:

1. Hot water is dumped into the estuary by a utility
company.

2. Global warming causes the level of the creek to drop
35 cm.

RKVIK%' QIJKSTIONS

l. Explain what is meant by population sampling.

2. Using the comparative data count of the plankton, explain
how the temperature increase could affect the number of
plankton in a lake. How will these changes affect other
animal and fish species in the food chain'?
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ESTlJARY CHANGES + 1I7

Fi z;zzre 3. Estzzarv plazzl.ton sazzzple, Mav  zvater tenzperatare 13'C!

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program



Figure 4. Estuary plankton sample, August  water temperature 21'C!

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program ! The Ohio State University, 1995
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PLANKTON SAMPLE

*Yolk-sac larvae have just emerged from eggs. A yolk-sac larva is younger than a regular larva.

Figure 5. Worksheet f' or estuary plankton sample

! The Ohio State University, 1995

May Sample  Fig. 6! Aug. Sample  Fig. 7!

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
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Activity C: What happens to the wetlands if the shoreline
migrates?

As temperatures rise, the water shoreline will fall. With that decrease in the water levels, some wetlands may
not be capable of migrating with the shoreline, eliminating the important factors like species habitat, nutrient
filtering, and flood protection that wetlands contribute.

Earth System Understa~

This activity focuses primarily on FSU 3
 scientific methods and technology!, 4
 interactions!, and 5  change through time!.

¹6, What are the implications of low water
levels in Great Lakes estuaries?

Water
Surface

10

20

30

40

50

60

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

To create a vertical profile students should:
1. Draw a straight line across the section of

thc map that they want to indicate a
profile.  The line should not be along a
certain depth but across several depth»,
preferably from the shore towards the
center of the lake.!

2. Draw a line on a sheet of graph paper
that represents the straight line on the
map.

3. Record the distance between changes in
depth on the line across the map and
transfer those distances to the line on the

graph paper.
4. Graph the different depths  as shown

below! at the appropriate distance
intervals. This will create a rough picture
of the steepness of the underwater slope.

After completing this activity, students will be able to:
~ Critically interpret map data.
~ Discuss the mechanisms by which shorelines migrate.

~ topographic map sections or other maps of nearby shoreline
areas  one example given! having some wetlands

~ graph paper, 2 pieces for each group
~ ruler and pencil

1. Divide the class into working groups comprised of three to
four students. Ask each group to examine one or two different
topographic maps and identify the wetland near the shoreline
in each, using the map's key.

2. Each working group draws a vertical profile of each of the
sectioned topographic maps.

3. Discuss the physical and biological factors that would influ-
ence how well a wetland would successfully follow a migrat-
ing shoreline. This would include such things as the angle of
shore slope, water action  waves!, types of sediments/sub-
strates, general ability of vegetation to establish roots, speed of
water dropping.

4. Discuss why a shoreline would migrate  making sure to
introduce the cause of increased evaporation from climate
warming!.



Answers to Review Questions

EXTENSION

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

REVIE% QUESTION

l. How could global warming play a role in shoreline migration?

2. What shoreline characteristics must exist for a wetland to

successfully migrate with a shoreline?

Ask each student to choose a plant or animal species that would
be found in a wetland area. They should write a poem that
expresses their knowledge and feelings about that organism.
Students should also illustrate the organism as it exists in its
wetland environment. Ask students to tell the class about the

organism they have chosen and share the poems and drawings
they have done. Small groups and poster sessions are good ways
for sharing work.

ESTUARY CHAItIGES + 121

Glohal warming i» predicted to lower the
level of the Great Lakes from 1 to 3 meters
hy the year 2025. For a wetland to migrate
successfully, the slope of the land must he
very gentle, and the change must occur
slowly enough to allow sediments to
accumulate.
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A significant amount of the pollution in the Great Lakes comes from a somewhat unexpected source
the air. According to the Great Lakes Commission �995!, "The Great Lakes, large in surface area and
surrounded by numerous urban and industrial centers, are particularly vulnerable to contaminants showered
on them from the atmosphere. Atmospheric deposition can account for as much as 90 percent of some toxic
loadings to the lakes. Scientists have long surmised that the toxic deposition problem in the Great Lakes is
not merely a consequence of local emissions; persistent toxic substances released into the atmosphere
thousands of mile» away eventually end up in the lakes."

Efforts are now in progress to understand and curb this pollution in order to prevent its deposition into the
Great Lakes. A regional Air Toxies Emissionx Inventor>> is to document data on point sources and area
emissions of 49 toxic air pollutants in the eight Great Lakes states. The source of information about the
Inventory and related efforts is the Great Lakes Information Network  GLIN! on the Internet at
h t tp://w w w. great-lakes. net: 2200/gl i n home. htm 1

Activity A. How big is the problem of airborne toxins?

, Gas' ';

Air Masses Wct
Deposition

~ l.ocal or long-distance
transport

~ Changes in chemical/
physical forms

Indirect
Sources of Toxic Pollutants

Air/Water
Gas

Exchange

DePosition* Dry
Particle

Deposition
Human Anthropogenic

Sources
Natural Sources

Figure /. H<»<' does«t»u>s/>it<'ri< aeposiiioii nc< ur.'
"Indirect deposition i» direct deposition to land lollowcd by runott or seepage througli gn>uiidwaiei tu a suit'ice waic>la>dy.

 EPA, Great Waters p. I 2!

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vnit/ersity, 1995

When we consider the toxic chemicals that enter the Great Lakes by air, we are actually looking at three types
ol processes � release from a source  which may be natural or anthropogenic!, transport to other locations,
and deposition in either wet or dry forms as shown below  Figure 1!.
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Earth Systems Understandings

Scenario Reference

PaOCKOURK

Materials

! The Ohio State Vnitrersity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

The presence and impact
of persistent toxic

substances on all sectors

of the ecosystem... defies
boundaries and is not

easily resolued through
traditional technologies

and regulations.

This activity focuses on FSU ¹2  in1p;ict of
human activity!, ¹3  scicntific thinking, and
technology!, and ¹5  changc through time!.
Understanding» ¹4 and ¹7 are addressed
in the extensions. Refer to thc introduction
of this hook for a full description ol' each
understanding.

¹S, Will [global change~ aft'ect airhorne
toxins.

 per team of 4-5 students!
~ copy of Charts 1-3
~ graph paper
~ a range of supplies for constructing a

model of air pollution dctcction
 such as a small electric fan

~ 2 9x I 3" cake pans
~ source of water, particle source such as

dusty erasers or powdcrcd drink mix
~ wet deposition source such as water with

food coloring in it
~ contact paper, filter paper
~ other items that might he usel'ul in

creating, transporting, collecting and
measuring airhornc pollution!

The deposition itself is considered nonpoint pollution because ol'
its diffuse nature. However, it comes from some sources that are

identifiable: point sources, such as factories or incinerators;
mobile sources like cars and trucks; and area nonpoint sources
that are the combined output of sources in a geographic area, like
the dry cleaners, gas stations,;md other small businesses of a
community.

Of their RELEASE -! TRANSPORT -> DEPOSITION to the

lakes, the release of the toxic substances is really the only
process humans can control on a large scale. However, both
transport and deposition could be influenced by global climate
change. This activity is a series of questions to be answered with
existing dataset» and creative application of ideas. It invites
students to explore the sources that release the toxic substances
and possible methods by which the toxins can be transported and
deposited.

Upon completion of thi» activity, students will be able to
~ describe the types and values of information available from

the USEPA's Toxic Release Inventory and Great Waters
Program;

~ analyze the trends of toxic releases by air for the Great Lakes
states;

~ design a method for demonstrating and detecting the amount
of airborne pollution likely to reach points at varying dis-
tances from a source;

~ describe how the regional climate effects ol global change
could affect;tir pollution.

1. What are the sources of Great Waters

"Pollutants of Concern" ?

To answer this question, students examine Chart I, which list»
selected pollutants that are known to be deposited bv air in the
areas shown on the !nap, including coastal areas, but espe-
cially the Great Lakes, Chesapeake Bay, and Lake Champlain.
All of the pollutants are toxic, they are persistent in the
environment, and they have the potential to bioaccumulate
through the food chain. To simplif'y the amount of inl'orma-
tion, teams ol' students could choose two pollutant types to
follow through the activities, but they should also pay atten-
tion to thc entire range of pollutants, sources, and elTects.
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Discuss with the cia»» that some of thc pollutants are no
longer produced or available in lhe Great Lakes region, bul
transport by air still. makes thetn a pollutant herc.

2. What local sources are contributors to Pollutants of

Concern to the Great Waters?

As they examine the column on "Sources of Air Emissions,"
sludents should identify localsourcc» that ltt the descriptions
given. This should bc discussed in light of thc important
contributions the sources are making to quality ofiife and
standard of living in the community. as well as environmental
1m pact.

Students should also consult official documents rather than

simply speculating on emission sources. The EPA'» Toxic
Release inventory is available online from RTK NET  the
Right to Know Network! and through CD-ROM» available in
local government environment offices. It can be searched by
zip code to determine if air toxins are being released by the
local sources suspected. Reporting such releases is a respon-
sible thing for industry to do; it makes the polluters and the
public aware of thc impacts of doing business and alerts thcnt
all to the neetl for cleaner lifestyles. However, such groups a»
farmers using insecticides, as well as people driving motor
vehicles producing lead, nitrogen, and POM», do not have  o
report!

3. What distant sources are importa
contributors of pollutants?

According to the EPA, thc Great
l.ake» "Airshed" i» a very large one.
Even cleaning up local sources would
not prevent air toxin» from entering
the Great Lake».

a. Studcnls should discuss how lifesty les
and»ocial conditions  cooperation,
economics, etc,! would have to change
in order to make desired changes in the
environment, What are the costs and

benefits of making these changes",

! The Ohio State University, f995

«q!l'<"'"!~<!>";»," .><";»v!'»'~'-"«w>""'<>@'std ~4'>>!%i@>!-';~ijwk$;!",>ter

RTKnct has <in Internet connect>on at
http: //rtknct.org, but complctc records ire
aya>lablc only through a long-distance
modem cali to 202/234-8570. Cont,ict thcni
by voice phone «I 202/234-tt4</4 f<>r
altcrnati! »!.

Follow this activity with those on "Respond-
ing to Global Change' in  his volume.

'I'he Grc it 1akcs
"Airshcd" Band
Ind>ciltc th» appri>x>-
m«tc niimhcr ot' d >y!
rc<tuircd I'or urhorn»
»o<ltit>11>iliiiit! to hc
tran!p<>rt»<l I<> tlie
Gt»al I,'<k» b;i!in.
V.PA, Grcn  'lt/«Ti r>
/a<le.r, p, I 0
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Total air

toxins
State TRI pound»

from fugitive air
TRI pounds
from stack air

Year

90536984

83467785

73939423

63011054

310955246

33145881

28337929

23418974

19043824

103946608

57391103

55129856

50520449

43967230

207008638

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

1990

1991

1992

1993

Total

109248268

93131230

85042461

76875870

364297829

41595852

33550843

26660384

23536681

125343760

67652416

59580387

S8382077

53339189

238954069

IN

IN

IN

IN

IN

1990

1991

1992

1993

Total

Stack air

84173470

72356383

67531047

67861464

291922364

22287721

18770944

16622228

16726566

74407459

61885749

53585439

50908819

51134898

217514905

1990

1991

1992

1993

Total

MI

MI

MI

MI

MI

50892446

39535063

29762796

2233902S

142529330

42927365

32072713

23962351

17037541

115999970

7965081

74623SO

5800445

S301484

26529360

MN

MN

MN

MN

MN

1990

]991

1992

1993

Total

755048S6

61372384

55501553

44854984

237233777

51509864

43808425

39044653

30929618

165292560

23994992

17563959

16456900

1392S366

71941217

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

1990

1991

1992

1993

Total

120269490

106636395

93791663

84597707

40529S213

37305207

33937499

28732506

26942846

126918058

82964283

72698854

65059157

57654861

278377155

OH

OH

OH

OH

OH

1990

1991

1992

1993

Total

78109996

68321806

63226340

52071577

261729719

34132223

28543068

25724047

20051830

108451168

43977773

39778738

37502293

32019747

153278551

1990

1991

1992

1993

Total

PA

PA

PA

PA

PA

44326045

37547799

37092249
33247227

1S2213320

10821515

83S9246

7692449
7203'245

3407645S

33504530

29188553

29399800
26043982

11813686S

1990

1991

1992
1993

Total

WI

WI

WI
WI

WI

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995

Chart 2. Toxic Releases by air in Great Lake» states, l99093.  -RTK NET!
The Toxic
Release

Inventory  TRI1
is an inventory
of the types ol
quantities of
toxic chemtcals
released hy
man ufacturin
facilities. Data
are collected
from reports to
the EPA.

emissions occur
through
conltned air
streams such as
stacks, vents,
ducts, or pipes.
Fugitive air
emissions are
not released
through a
confined
stream. They
include
equipment
leaks, cvapor t-
t t vc losses, and
ventilation
releases.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
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b. Trends show decreasing amounts of toxic
releases by air. Total amounts differ
greatly by state.

c. Answers will vary and can be checked on
RTK NET or through atlases.

4. In general, morc intense and frequent
storms are expected, but with less
precipitation overall, resulting in lower
lake volume. While patterns of air
movement may not change noticeably,
the air toxin transport may be a more
serious probletn, and the toxins will
deposit in less water, resulting in a
greater concentration of pollution,

Chart da illustrates the vari ety of ltealth
effe< ts observed in iiildli fein tlte Great
Lakes Basin. Blank t elis do not necessarily
mean thereis no effett on wildlife. onli
that researi h lias not been performed on
the species.
 modified from Hilleman, 1993. Cliemi< al

and Engineering News.!

Note: Lffet ts listed have beenin scientifi<
literature published during the past det «de

b. Look at Chart 2, with its pounds of toxic releases by air by
state. Assign teams to analyze the data for different states,
graphing the trend» in air pollution emissions, and then
comparing the total amounts across states.

c. Compare the popultttion of the assigned state, and other
demographic and economic indicators, with the amount of
toxic releases reported. Do the amounts of release seem to
be related to particular factors within the states?

4. How will Cxreat Lakes global change climate patterns
affect airborne toxins?

Students should reread the Scenario ¹5 reports on changing
climate and describe what is likely to happen to
a. frequency of storms
b. intensity of storms
c. extremes of weather

d. patterns of air movement
e. amount and distribution of precipitation
f. volume of lakes

5. What are the potential human health and wildlife effects
associated with Pollutants of Concern?

a. Teams examine the data in Chart 3a and 3b. Remember that

the effects listed are for the total pollutant present, not just
the air-carried component.



Chart 3h. Potential human health effe< Is associated with Pollutants of Concern

POTENTiAL EFFECTS ON HUMAN HEALTH

EndocrineImmunological Other NoncancerNeurological
Behavioral

Reproductive/
Restrictions

Pollutant Cancer

Respiratory and
kidney toxicity

ProbableCadmium and
compounds

Liver toxicityProbableChlordane

Liver toxicity

Liver toxicity

Probable

Probable

DDT/DDE

Deildrin

Kidney and liver
toxicity gamma-HCH!

Lindane Probable

Kidney toxicityProbableLead and
compounds

Kidney toxicityMercury and
compounds

Liver toxicityProbablePCBs

Blood cell
toxicity

ProbablePolycyclic
organic matter

Integument toxicityProbablc2,3,7,8-TCDD

Cardiovascular effects;
liver toxicity

ProbableToxaphene

b. Given the contributions of the pollution sources to quality
of life and/or standard of living, is there enough evidence
here to demand that the sources be eliminated?

6. To what extent does air transport contribute to overall
pollution in the Great Lakes?

An example of the approximate amount of PCBs in Lake
Superior from various sources is shown in Figure 2. Bold
figures tell how much of the pollutant is in different locations
 atmosphere, water, sediment!.
a. Does it appear that the atmosphere is contributing the

greatest amount ot the PCBs directly?

b. Not all lakes are as subject to contamination by air
 Figure 3!. Examine the implications of the percentages
in this figure. How important are the following in determin-
ing the percentage of pollutants entering by air transport?
~ the upstream lake
~ the surface area of the lake

~ geographic proximity tn pnllutant sources

! The Ohio State Vnif/ersity, 1995

5b. Discussion should focus on costs and
benefits of the sources.

6a. Most are entering the water from
"recycling," or re-suspension of
formerly settled or buried material. Of
the direct sources of input, however, the
atmosphere component is greater than
that of the river inflow. Case studies
such as this demonstrate that atmo-
spheric deposition may be an important
contributor of toxic chemicals.

6b. All are extremely important influences,

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program



Atinosphere: 200 kg

Figure 2. Mrtxs balance of PCBs in Lake Superior
Numbers rcprc»entcd are approximations. I EPA. Great Waters p.49!

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

Fi ttnre,3, Ainiotpheti< footling of PBC» io dte Great Lttket
Arrows arid tlow depict pollution that dcpo»its fioni the atmosphere direct!p to water
surfaces and trave!s through thc Gi cat Lake» sy »ten!. The percentages reflect the amount
of such pol!ution compared to that from all other routes. For example, approximately
rt3 percent of Lake 1!aron's PCB loading i» Irom atmospheric deposition to the lake
itself and approximately IS percent i» floin atmospheric loading to the upstream lakes.
Thc remainder of 11uton's PCB loading is from nonatmospheric sources  approximatcl!
22 percent!.  LPA, Great Water». p.S4!



Answers to Review Question

REVUE% QUESTIONS

7. How can we demonstrate and document long-range

pollution transport?

Within teams, students design a method of testing how far
various pollutants can travel by air from a point source. Make
available a spray bottle with food coloring in water as a source
of wet deposition, or some erasers full of chalk dust, or a
blower bottle with powdered drink mix to puff out for dry
deposition. The following design rules apply:

a. Pollutants must be released in a way that carries them
AWAY from other students. The pollutant release will be in
two or three episodes only � squirts, eraser pats, etc.!.

b. Pollutants are released in front of a small fan or hair blower

mounted for a steady flow of wind.
c. Deposition should be tracked by distance from the source,

with some measures near the source, others farther away in
a meaningful pattern.

d. It should be possible to demonstrate to others that deposi-
tion has occurred in the amounts and places reported.
 Evidence should be provided.!

e. While the question here is pollution over water, it is under-
stood that pollution over any surface constitutes acceptable
evidence.  The measure may be how much pollution gets in
the water, or how much gets on a paper, etc.!

A sample design might be as follows: Set up three pans with
equal amounts of water, at regular distance intervals away from
the fan. Pat erasers together three times in front of the blowing
fan, and watch which ol' the pans of water gets dust on top. Filter
off the dust to measure how far the pollution traveled and which
lake got the most pollution by weight or volume. If powdered
drink mix is used, a colorimetric comparison of the waters could
be the measure.

1. Suppose you are a citizen who suspects that a local industry is
releasing harmful gases, even though there is no bad odor in
the air. What information sources would you consult to find
out the types and amounts ol'emissions the company releases
by air? What kinds of information must be reported by those
who release toxic emissions? What other pollution sources
might be responsible for your local air quality but are exempt
fioiii tcporttng'.

! The Ohio State University, 1995

1. The EPA has prepared a number of
documents to assist citizens using the
TRI and other EPCRA  Emergency
Planning and Community Right-to-Know
Act! data. To request TRI reports and
other documents, citizens should call
their State Section 3 I 3 contact or the
toll-free EPCRA Information Hotline at
1-800/535-0202.

Only manufacturing facilities that have
l0 or more full-time employee» and meet
the established threshold» for manufac-
turing, processing, or otherwise using
listed chemicals must report their
releases and transfers. Threshold» for
manufacturing are currently 25.000
pound» for each listed chemical.
Facilities are required to provide rclea»e
and transfer estimates for each environ-
mental medium and type of transfer,
locations of off-sitc tran»fers, and waste
treatment method» and efficiencies.

There are some limitations of thc TRI
data. 23,000 facilities submit over 82,000
reports each year yct thi» captures only a
portion of all toxic chemical releases
nationwide. Non-manufacturing facilities
currently are not required to report  »uch
as mining and electric utilities! and are
oftentimes sources of significant relea»cs
of toxic chemicals. Many facilities that
are required to report either do not file at
all, or do not file all of thc ncce»»ary
reports. A company may also u»e its
own estimation techniques if actual
measurements are not available and
these techniques are not monitored
for accuracy. Although additional
information is necessary to as»es»
exposure and risk. TRI data can be
used to identify areas of potential
concern.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program



2. The older people you know claim that even five years ago the
air was not as polluted as it is now. React to this statement on
the basis of information available to the public.

3. A» an environmental scientist you are hired by a polluting
industry to prove to the government environmental agency
that even though some toxic chemicals are being released to
the air, they are not being deposited to the lakes. Describe
how you would monitor the transport and deposition of
airborne emissions 1'rom the company to check the amount
reaching both nearby and distant waters.

EXTENSIONS

1. Develop a concept map showing how gasoline contributes to
toxic air pollution and global warming but also to quality of
life in North Americ;t.

REFERENCES

"Toxic air emissions in the Great Lakes region." Special Insert. Great
La/'es Cr»nmission Advisor  Newsletter of the Great Lakes Commis-
sion! 8�1: I-2A. May/June 1995.

USEPA, 1994. Two free documents served as information
sources for this activity:

Deposition o/'ait pollutants to the great w'aters. First report to Con-
gress. EPA-453/R-93-OSS. and
The EPA Great Waters Progratnt An introduce tion to the issues and
ecosvsrems. EPA-453/B-94-030.

Limited free copies are available from the producers of the
reports: Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Pollutant
Assessment Branch  MD-13!,USEPA, Research Triangle Park,
NC 27711. Attention: Great W'tters Documents.

! The Ohio State Vni versi ty, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

2. Make a list of the careers or college majors that would be
needed among the people who produce, contribute to, and use
the Toxic Release Inventory. What additional careers would
be involved with pollution prevention using the information
in the Inventory' ?



Activity B: Where do all the toxins go?  Internal View!

An unfortunate byproduct of the high standard of living enjoyed by developed nations is a heavy reliance on
chemicals. Chemicals are used in agriculture and industry and are unintentional byproducts of many human
activities. Many of the chemicals that we have become so dependent on are entering our Great Lakes as toxic
fallout from the air.

In what ways do chemicals present a problem in the Great Lakes ecosystem'? Not very often do we hear about
massive kills from chemicals. The effects are much more subtle. Many chemicals enter the food chain at the
lower end and accumulate and magnify within organisms throughout the chain. Those carnivorcs at the top of
the food chain, including humans, have the highest levels of these toxins in their bodies. One of the foods that
is popular with humans i» fish fatty fish such as trout and salmon accumulate the most toxins through the
food chain, and larger fish are thc most dangerous. People are warned not to eat fish that exceed a certain
length  such as brown trout over 18 inches in Lake Ontario! and to restrict consumption of smaller fish of
these species.

The characteristics ol' a chemical that determine whether or not it will be an environmental hazard are: its
toxicity, its persistence, and its affinity for water. Chemicals that have no affinity for water tend to have an
affinity for lipids  fatsl. They combine with the fatty substance» in an organism's body, and if persistent, will
remain with the organism until it dies or is consumed.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program!The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995

PCBs  polychlorinated biphenyls!
are a class of toxic chemicals that

appear in many Great Lakes fish.
They were frequently used as a
coolant, especially around electric
transformers, because they conduct
heat but not electricity. All produc-
tion of PCBs was stopped in 1976
after it was discovered how toxic

they were. However, they do not
break down in nature, and many

products containing them are still
around. As old transformers and

other such equipment are discarded,
PCBs may leak into the air or water.
PCBs then enter the marine food
chain and collect in the fatty tissues
of fish. PCBs cause carnivores such
as cormorants, and scavengers such
as gulls, to develop reproductive
problems or deformities. Etninrntttent Cnttttdtt tutu U.5. Ettrirottrttenttd Protet tiott ttgettt >  l9tt7!



In this activity, iodine is used as an example of a fat soluble compound. The iodine atoms associate
themselves with oil  fat! molecules and cause a color change. In the lake environment, chemicals
such as DDT and PCBs are fat soluble. They tend to be extracted from the lake water and
concentrated in fatty substances in plants and animals. High concentrations of these chemicals are
found in the belly fat and under the skin of fatty fish such as lake trout, salmon, and chub.

OBJECTIVESMaterials

~ iodine «rystal»  8 per demonstration!
~ screw-top vial  about 75 ml!
~ 20 ml water
~ 20 ml. vegetable oil
~ Ohio Sea Grant Fact Sheet 007: PCBst

Their hi»tora and onr health .  optional!
~ chart of fish advisories  optional!

Answers PROCEDURE

This activity was originated by Michigan
Sea Grant in its curriculum activity,
"A fish fat phenomenon"  Great l.akcs
Fishing in Transition!

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

a. The sugar dissolves.
b. The butter would not dissolve; it would

stay in lump».
c. Solubility refers to the ability ol' one

substance to become evenly distributed in
another substance.

d. Some of the iodine dissolves � some
does not. The water turns light brown.

e. The iodine was extracted into the oil
because the iodine is morc soluble in fat
th;m in water. Since there i» no more
iodine in the water, the water clears up.
The oil layer turns pink, indicating the
presence of iodine.

f. Oil
g. The oil represents fat; water represents

other bodily fluid» such as blood, saliva,
sweat.

h. PCB» accumulate in the fat.
i. They can't be washed out because the l'ats

won't dissolve in these fluids.
j. To prepare f'ish safely, clean all thc fat ol'l'

before cooking, and broil the fish on a
rack so that it doesn't cook in its own
juices. Note that thi» method would not
remove poison metals such as mercury.
because they accumulate in rnus«lc tissue.

When students have completed this activity, they will bc able to
demonstrate how chemicals accumulate in fish fat, the

biopathways of'the toxins in the fish's body, and ways to prepare
tish to avoid consuming the toxins.

l. Introduce the concept of solubility to the students.
Ask the following questions:
a. What happens to a teaspoon of sugar when you put it

into a glass of water'?
b. What would happen to a pat of butter if you mixed it

into a glass of water'?
c. What is meant hy vol«bilitv?

2. As a demonstration. put the iodine crystals in the vial with
20 ml of water. Tighten the lid and allow the students to pass
the vial around and shake it.

d. What happened to the iodine when it was mixed
with the water?

3. Open the vial and pour in 20 ml of vegetable oil.
Replace the lid and pass the vial around for more shaking.
e. What happened when the oil is added? Why?
f. In which substance i» iodine more soluble, water or oil'?

g. What type of bodily substance in an animal does the
oil represent'? The water?

h. Where do PCBs accumulate in fish and other animals' ?

i. Why can't the PCBs bc "washed out" by blood or urine".
j. II' you want to consume fish, but are not sure if it

contains PCBs, how would you prepare it to be safe'?



Teacher's Note

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995

4. Distribute the fact sheet on preparing your catch  ¹007!.
If possible, have a student who is an experienced angler
demonstrate proper fish cleaning. Other students should note
where fat is found in the fish's body.

S. Gravid fish  full of eggs! carry most of their toxin load
in the eggs. Discuss the implications of thi» for
a. using fish eggs as bait,
b. fish that feed on fish eggs, and
c. the safest time to catch female fish.

6. The use of chemicals has become part of the lifestyle of
people living near the Great Lakes.
d. If all the toxic chemicals were eliminated from the

environment, would everyone be pleased'? Which
professions would suffer without the chemicals? Which
professions are impacted now by the presence of toxic
chemicals?

l. Investigate the existing and proposed cooperative regulations
between the United States and Canada regarding protection of
the Great Lakes environment. Do you feel that they are
sufficient, or can they be strengthened?

2. Suppose a state or province decided to regulate commercial
fishing so that consumers would receive fish with less chance
of contamination. Use Ohio Sea Grant's PCB» in Fish: A

Problem? to role play the issues that would have to be ad-
dressed to strengthen environmental regulations.

a. Fish eggs used as bait do not have time to
bc digested. Theretorc, they would bc
relatively harmless to the fish and the
angler.

b. Fish that eat fish eggs regularly are
exposed to a large amount of toxins.
Thc more they eat. the tnore they
bioaccumulate.

c. The safest time to catch female I'ish
would be when they have just spawne<l
and rid themselves of the toxic load.
However, fish flesh sometimes becomes
less desirable for food at such a time  it
may be softer and have a darker color!. If
the fish were caught before spawning,
while still gravid, the problem might be
eliminated. People do not usually cat fish
eggs  except for caviar!. Fishing at thi»
time could seriously reduce the next
year's population of ltsh.

d. Accept student brainstormed answers and
discuss them. Americans depend on
toxic chemicals for a variety of thing»",
for instance, the fuel we use to power our
vehicles  gasoline! is toxic. Toxic
chemicals are components of most
paints, plastics, batteries, roofing
materials and pesticides used in farming.
They are also used in developing film,
dry cleaning, producing paper, making
many medical supplies  X-ray film!,
purifying water for public use. caring for
lawns, and a large variety of' other things.

A 199S public health advisory chart that
indicates the fish that are considered
dangerous to eat is located in the lollowing
activity. Local information is available
wherever ttshing licenses are sold.



Activity C: Where do all the toxins go?  External View!

Bioaccumutation is the build-up of chemicals in an organism's body � the longer an organism lives,
the more it absorbs. When an older, large lake trout is caught, the concentration of toxins in its body
could be a million times that of the original concentrations in the water. Biomagnifi'cation results
when toxins become increasingly concentrated as they pass through the food chain. When a fish
feeds on zooplankton, for example, the fish takes up toxins in all of the plankton it eats. In the fish,
many of the toxins accumulate in its fatty tissues. When a gull or an eagle feeds on the fish, the bird
takes up all of the toxins the fish has accumulated from all the contaminated organisms it has ever
eaten. Therefore, the higher up an organism is in the food chain, the greater the amount of toxins it is
likely to consume.

OBJECTIVES

Municipal
waste

incinerator

Mercury

Maytly
Nymph

Lake

trout

Bald

EagleHumans

Damage lo
human nervous

system and liver

Death in fish

nnd wildlife
Brain damage

Ill lllllllall»

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

Each group will need:
~ copy of Table 1
~ copy of hu>nan activities and industry

cards
~ 1 toxin card
~ copy of food chain cards
~ copy of effects of toxin card»
~ copy of plants and phvtvplanl ton card»

scr»sots
~ posterboard or butcher paper
~ glue

When students have completed this activity, they will be
able to describe how bioaccumulation and biomagnification
of toxins in the food chain cause health disorders in humans

and animals.

1. In advance, prepare cards for the teams. Each of the eight
themes  e.g., fish. mammals, etc.! should be on a different
color paper.

2. Students should work in groups of'three to four people. Each
group should be given a toxin  one of the toxin cards!, and all
of the other cards in order to trace the toxin from its origin to
its effects in animals and humans and/or animals. Table 1

will provide source and effect information on the toxins.



Name of Toxin Uses Source of Toxin Effects of Toxin

Burning leaded fuels, incinerator
emissions, boilers

Used in gasoline, paints, glazes,
pipes, and rooting materials

Lead Toxic effects on humans, fish and
wildlife; can cause brain damage

Pesticide use, coal combustion,
primary copper smcltcrs

Used in pesticides, smelters,
glass production

Arsenic Poisonous to humans, fish and
wildlife

Used in batteries, paints,
industrial instruments, and
pulp and paper mills

Natural, coal combustion, municipal
waste incineration, copper smelting,
sewage incineration

Affects the nervous system and
permanent damage can result; the
brain may also be damaged

Mercury

Not used alone but is found as a
by-product of burning fossil fuels

Benzopyrene  Ba P! Believed to be cause of high incidence
of tumors in fish; carcinogen

Combustion processes, such as
wood burning, cigarette smoke,
and coke oven emissions

Pesticide use, manufacture of
chlorinated solvents

Linked to nerve and liver damage;
suspected to cause birth defects

Additional Airborne Toxins No Longer Produced in the USA:
Illness develops in humans; fatally
toxic to fish and wildlife

Existing landfills, spills, leaking
transformers

Once used in industrial products-
paints, plastics, electrical transformers

PCBs

Will accumulate in humans, fish and
wildlife; can cause cancer in humans;
toxic to fish and wildlife

Banned in USA, but still used in
Mexico, Central and South America

To control insects, fungus, rodents,
and weeds

DDT, dieldrin

Was used in southern states, including Extremely toxic to fish
Texas, Georgia, Alabama and Louisiana

Pesticide used on cotton cropsToxaphene

Human illness, livestock mortality,
extremely toxic

Improper incineration of herbicides
and leaching from land disposal

Not used alone but is found as a
by-product of manufacturing
herbicides

Dioxin

Sources: Hillcman, 1988; EPA, 1987

REVS' QUESTjOlxfS

1. With the use of the constructed food chain, explain what
bioaccumulation and magnification are and how these factors
cause health disorders in humans and animals.

2. List and explain different types of human activities that
produce airborne toxins and what effects these toxins have on
humans and animals.

Exrmreiows

1. Look up information on the percentages of toxins found in the
Great Lakes that probably reached there on air currents. Use
your map» to determine where these toxins may be originat-
ing.

2. Do a study on how incinerators work and how they are
regulated.

3. Choose a city and discuss the human health effects that might
be found in its residents as a result of the airborne pollutants.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

Table I. Torius Sourc e arul E /fear Irlformati on

Hexachlorobenzene Used to control insects

Asst.ers to Revue Q~s

l. Varies by choice of toxin.
2. Refer to Chart l in Activity A of this

section and Table 1 of Activity C, which
is on this page.

The following page contains a public health
advisory chart, which indicates the fish that
are considered dangerous to eat. These
restrictions are a reflection of the
bioaccumulation of toxins in those fish.



Public health advisories for Great Lakes fish

Restrict Consumption Do not eat

Lake Michigan

Lake trout over 30"

Walleye over 26"
Ciscowet

Lake Superior Lake trout between 20 and 30"

Walleye up to 26" [B]

Brown trout over 21"Lake Huron Lake trout

Rainbow trout

Brown trout up to 21" [B]

Catfish

Carp over 20"
Lake trout

Lake Erie

White perch
Coho salmon up to 18"
Rainbow trout up to 18"

Lake Ontario

* Restri c ted consuinption: No more than one meal per w'eek, i>r
 Al Do not eat more than one meal a moiith of' these fish
 8>z Nursiizg mi>ther», pregnant w omeii, those w ho anticipate hearing c i>i ldren,
and cliildren uiuler age l6 shcruld >zc>t eat these fish.
 Cf The above-menti cmed group should not eat inore than cme meal a nu>nth of these fisli.
For the inost up-to-dateinfinznaiir>ii, co>in>et the Michigan Departmeizt of public Healtlz Risk Assessmeiit, at I-800-648-6942.
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Lake trout 20" to 23"

Coho salmon over 26"

Chinook salmon 21 to 32"

and Brown trout up to 23" [B]
Walleye over 22" [C]

Walleye
Freshwater Drum

Carp under 20"
Coho salmon

White perch
Steelhead trout

Smallmouth bass

White Bass [A] and [B]

Lake trout over 23"

Chinook salmon over 32'

Brown trout over 23"

Carp
Catfish

Whitefish over 23"

American eel

Channel catfish

Lake trout

Chinok salmon

Coho salmon over 21"

Rainbow trout over 25"

Brown trout over 18"
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A ncu ure an ' trna e  'han e

Scenario Reference

¹4, How will agriculture in the Circa  Lakes
region be affected?

Earth Systems Unttlersta!llings

This activity focuses on ESU» 3  scicncc
method» and technology!, 4  interactions!,
5  change through time! and 7  careers and
hobbies!. See Framework for complete
reference.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995

Humans, like all animals, are driven by their food supply. The
world population now exceeds 5 billion and is projected to reach
8 billion by the year 2025. The demand for food increases with
population growth and results in more forests felled, more field»
cleared and abandoned, more ecosystems impoverished, more
soils depleted, more air and water polluted, more energy con-
sumed, more water and fertilizers used, and more greenhouse
gases released into the atmosphere.

Agriculture is a widespread and important activity, supplying
food and fiber, and providing a livelihood for millions of Ameri-
cans, both directly  on the farm! and indirectly  processing,
transportation, marketing, service industries, etc.!. One critical
facet of agriculture is the production of corn, wheat and soy-
beans � our main food crops. Production of these three crops
takes up about two � thirds of the total U.S. agricultural acreage,
«nd their economic value is equal to that of all other crops
combined. For this reason, these are the crops on which climate
modeling efforts have been concentrated.

Part of the Great Lakes Region lies within the Corn Belt where
corn and soybeans are primarily produced. But what is the Corn
Belt'.~ The U.S. Corn Belt is also known as the country'» "agricul-
tural heartland," as it is where the majority of corn, soybeans,
and wheat are grown. Technically defined as including the states
of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, and Ohio  and also parts of
Wisconsin, Nebraska, Kansas, South Dakota and Michigan,
North Dakota, and Minnesota!, it covers over 700,000 square
miles. In Ohio 57 percent of the state's land is used for
farming, while Indiana and Illinois have 69 percent and 78
percent, respectively, of their state's land used for farms. A farm
generating more than $1000 in sales is considered farmland.

Corn is the third largest crop in the world, following wheat and
soybeans. In the United States, where it is the number one crop,
corn is used for animal feed and processed foods such as cereals,
corn syrup, corn oil, and corn starch. In other countries, it is used
as a main staple in the human diet; for example, in flours and as
a vegetable. Industrial uses include alcohol, adhesives, paper,
linoleum, paint, soaps, and textile sizing. As corn has been bred
by humans for grain production for 25,000 years, we have had a
long time to become dependent on corn for many things!

The ll.S. Corn Belt is also

known as the country' s
"agricultural heartland,"

asitis where the

majority of corn,
soybeans, and ujheat are

groujn.



Figure l. The bold solid line outlines the North American Corn Belt  adaptedfront Biasing and Solomon, 1983!
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Production of

corn, ujheat,

and soybeans
takes up about

tujo- thirds of the

total 0.$. agricultural
acreage, and their
economic ualue is

equal to that of all
other crops combined.

Agriculture is an activity that is very sensitive to climate,
because plant growth is directly dependent upon climatic condi-
tions. If global climate changes are substantial, the predicted
fluctuations in temperature and moisture conditions will move
the major growing areas of the country away from their present

locations. Corn crops would generally shift northward  see
Figures l and 2l and could be replaced by crops of soybeans,
cotton, canola, sorghum, barley, and oats. Several crops would
also be displaced by the northward shift. These include wheat,
hay, and oats.

Global climate changes would also cause a variety of other
changes. A longer growing season would be likely, and this
would create a need for crop geneticists to develop new plant
varieties. Secondly, as insects and disease pathogen populations
are expected to increase. losses of corn yield could be approxi-
mately 35 percent unless insecticide and herbicide use is corre-
spondingly increased. Thirdly, if the amount of CO, in the
atmosphere were to increase as most scientists predict, more
carbon would be available for plants as I'ood  carbohydratel
production. As a result, the rate of photosynthesis may increase
in some species, producing higher crop yields. For example, corn
and sugar cane respond very mildly to elevated levels of CO�
while wheat, potatoes and beans may increase their growth and
yield by l0 to 50 percent. Although yields may be higher with



Activity A: Will the Corn Belt be tightened?

Teacher's Note

Have students refer to the appendix
following this activity that lists some
of the possible characteristics of
climate change and their effects on
crop production.

For this activity you will need:
~ A copy of Figures l and 2 for each

group
~ lJ.S. Atlas and Almanac, and state maps
~  !verhead transparencies and marl ers
~ Wall Street Journal
~ Appendix: Factors to consider for

hrainstorming � included with thi»
activity

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

more CO� food quality could deteriorate. In addition, because
pests and weeds would thrive in the warmer temperatures and
higher CO� levels, it i» difficult to predict the overall total change
in agricultural production in the northern Great Lakes regions.

Although global warming is likely to affect agriculture in the
Corn Belt, the economic impact of global warming in the Great
Lakes region is a complex issue. Farmers will not necessarily
lose money, because other crop» may replace current ones.
resulting in more, less, or equal profit. Some regions may be
harmed economically, while others actually benefit from global
warming. There are many factors to consider when thinking of
agriculture and global change.

Students may have heard adults speak of tightening their belts
when economic times get hard. The idea applied to this activity
is that there could be less to eat. Is it likely that agriculture in the
Great Lakes region will be negatively impacted by global
climate change?

When students complete this activity, they should be able to:

~ Describe how global climate change will affect the agricul-
tural crops currently grown in the Great Lakes states.

~ Hypothesize about the crops that could replace those currently
grown in the Great Lakes states.

~ Discuss the potential economic impacts of global warming on
agricultural production in the corn belt.

~ Analyze the potential impact of global climate change on
people's occupations related to agriculture in the Great Lakes
states.

~ Articulate the complexity of the relationship between global
warming and agriculture, and the resulting difficulty in
making predictions.

Global climate change
could produce a

longer grouiing season,
a longer season
forinsects and

higher leuels of Co,
for photosynthesis.



PROCEDUREAnswers to Procedure
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I. Table 3 gives students square mile» of
each state and projections of area within
future corn belts. Students estimate the
area of each state within the present
corn belt.

2, The seasonal precipitation fluctuation
removes North and South Dakota and
much of the Great Lakes shoreline
resulting in a smaller Corn Belt. This
suggests that the timing of rainfall i» very
important in the growth cycle ol' a corn
plant. Rains in July and Auguit are
important for the reproductive stage of
the plant's life � tasseling, pollination,
and formation of the car. Harveits would
be smaller with the lower rain unless the
crop» were irrigated. Given the costi of
irrigation, lower rains during these
critical month» could affect crop growth
in the northern regioni.

3. Figure 2a appeari to encompass more
land area than 2b suggesting that changei
in both precipitation and temperature
would affect the new corn belt. The
approximate area ol the corn belt ha»ed
on 2a is '3 ! !,777. Scenario 2b has an area
of 248,015.

4. Students may assume that the state will
suffer economically, but some statci
could increase crop yield» and profits.

5. Use "Factors to Consider I'or Brainstorm-
ing" at the end of thc activity to examine
possible effects of climate change on
agricultural crops.

6. See the Teacher's Note accompanying the
Extensions and the important I'actors
listed at the end of this activity.

7. Students should sec a county agent
regarding crops suitable to their area. If
new environmental conditions are ai
predicted, corn crops could be replaced
by soybeans, cotton, canola, iorghum,
barley, and oats. Crops that would be
displaced by a northward shift are wheat,
hay and oats.

Students will work in groups of four to six to do the following:

l. On a map of the U.S.  Figure l!, note the outline of the
present Corn Belt. Using information from an atlas, calculate
the approximate area in square miles of the Corn Belt.

2. In Figure 2, each scenario is based upon a 3'C temperature
increase. Scenario B is also based on a projection of an 8 cm
yearly increase in precipitation; however, this includes a 0.6
cm decrease from July � August. Compare the two models.
How docs this seasonal precipit;ttion fluctuation affect the
range of the Corn Belt' ?

3. Using either of the Scenarios in Figure 2 and an atlas for
reference, what i» the estimated approximate area of the
projected luturc Corn Belt?

4. Choose one Great Lakes state and do research to find out the

agricultural crops grown there. Consult an almanac or Farm
Bureau reference for information about each Great Lakes

state. If crops change with global warming, how will the
state's economy be affected? Do you think the overall agricul-
tural yield will go up or dt!wn?

5. What will be the impact of global change on agriculture? Will
the nature of food supply change in the Great Lakes' ?

6. Do all crops provide equal income to farmers'? Using Tables I
and 2, students should brainstorm possibilities and support
their conclusions.

7. What other crop» can repl;tce corn'? What crop» would be
displaced by a northward shift of corn?

8. Choose a way in which to present your research to the class.
You may use any visual means of your choice  video, com-
puter, slides, overhead transparencies, chalkboard, posters,
etc.!. Explain which model you used  Figure 2! and why you
chose it. Explain your estimates of loss or gain in production,
and your predictions of' the effects of global climate change on
agriculture in one Great Lakes state based on the model you
chose, and the information you found. Develop and present a
brief summary to the class.



Figure 2a, Uc'crt>rect>hic shift af thc Corn Heat
proj cc" t»d vz zth a 3' C tc rrzpc.ratur» i>ter»are
»vculy distributed over the year ccrzcl vvitlz uo
cluznt;c' irz precipitcztiorz  adapt»dfrorn
Bhtsi ua arzd S>crit>rzzc>rz, 19133!.

Fi,c>urc 2Ir. r>co,c>rczl>hic shzfi oftlzc' Corn Belt
prc>jec'teel for a 3' C tc.rrzpercztur»increase
everzly distribut»ci avc r circ year urzd cert 13 c:rzz
inc'r»as» ia uurzual prerzpitcztion, hut ui tlz
,luis i-4 ul>ust prec:'cpi tati on 0.6 c rrr less tlzurz
c ccrreuz vczlues  adapted frorrz Blasirzy arzd
.Sc>tcrnzorz, 1983!.

Table I. Comparison of grain prices  Wall Street Journal, November fl, 1993!
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'I'he settle prices are read a» cents per bushel. for example, a prie:e for wheat. of' 340 translates to $340 pcr bushel when
bushe]s are sold in groups of 5,00 !  a bushel is equivalent to 8 pound~ ot grain!. Grain buyers and sellers m;tke contract»
on future grain prices ba»ed on predictions. The news issue is from 1993, but prices reflect projections ftzr 1994. Student»
can obtain morc current comznodity price information in The Wail Street Journal Commodity Section.



Table 2. Acreage;e of crops grow» in the Great Lakes, states  data in /,000» of acres  l 989 Census Dater!/

Misc.Corn/

Silage
Oats/

Grain
Wheat/

Grain
Corn/

Grain
HaySoybeans/

Beans

10010010009000 1000Illinios 8800

10070600700Indiana 49004400

7004001400Michigan 20001000

80070024004800 2400Minnesota

New York

4400

3005002002300600

2002001300 8003100Ohio

Pennsylvania

3700

43824318619151070

3296676792788 4784Wisconsin 29997

Ohio Srare Errension, Franklin Coarrrv, OH.

 Roscnzweig and Hillel, 1995 !.

Answers to Review Questions RKVIK% QUESTIONS
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1. Difference in climate could move
growing areas for corn. soybeans, and
wheat away l'rom present locations.
causing farming communities to switch
to other crops that would be more
suitable to the new climate.

2. Genetically engineered plant varieties
might require less water. Increase in
pesticide use could offset larger insect
populations, and irrigation could
compensate for drier condition~.

3. Have students look in Wall Srreer Journal
for current cost prices.

4. Students should think broadly, to include
chemical company job», farm machinery
repairs, crop storage. insurance,
tclccommunications, farming � supported
industries, laboratory scientist~, etc.
THey shoulld also consider loss of
forests in Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Michigan which could be cleared for
crops.

"Success in adapting to possible future
climate change ujill depend on a better
definition of ujhat changes mill occur

where, and on prudent inuestments, made
in timely fashion, in adaptation strategies"

l. What could global climate change do to the three major food
crops produced in the U.S.?

2. How might advances of agriculture and technology curb crop
loss".

3. Evaluate possible replacement crops for those currently
grown in the Great Lakes states. What is the comparative
economic analysis of these current agricultural crops with the
replacement crops  will the new crops result in economic
gain!?

4. How might global climate change affect the vocations of
those living in the Great Lakes states? What occupations and/
or careers would be gained or lost if global warming caused a
decrease in corn production?



EXTENSIONS

Teacher's Note
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These extensions can be done individually or in a group.

I. Using the information in Table 1, consider thc following:
a. How do you think this chart would look SO years frotn

now? 100 years from now?
b. If less land is available for irrigation, i.e. less cropland,

how will this affect prices'>
c. How will farmers' incomes change'? How will they have to

change their operations, equipment, seed costs, labor, and
other costs of'doing business?

2. Do "grocery store research" and bring in food products made
with corn  meal, flour, syrup, oil, etc.!. Find similar products
in which other items are substituted for corn. Compare the
alternatives on cost, shelf life, and uses.

3. Find some recipes that use corn products. Experiment with
other recipes, or create your own, that substitute other ingredi-
ents for corn. How do they compare in taste, availability of
ingredients, cost and ease of preparation".

4. Imagine you own a 200 acre farm in any one of the Great
Lakes states, and you currently raise corn and soybeans there.
Describe your farm or draw a diagram showing the current
production of crops. Then decide how you will meet changing
climate conditions by: a! irrigating, b! changing crop», c!
making no changes, etc. Describe your farm � in � the � future or
make a new diagram of your farm showing these changes.
Transparencies can be used as overlays to illustrate changes.

lt i» difficult to address the question of
economics. Dilferent crops have different
input co»ts, which makes it challenging to
try to compare one to another. The mn»t
profitable crops are not necessarily those
with the highest price per bushel. A
suggestion would be to assume equal input
costs and compare which crops would be
most profitable. Then in review it would be
important to discuss that in reality these
co»ts vary from crop to crop. Of course, the
number of bushel» per acre l'or any crop
depend» on the crop and the growing
conditions. A» an extension. the students
could consider what would happen il crops
replacing corn were not grains, but things
such as cotton. Allow students to brainstorm
possibilites, while supporting their conclu-
sions. Additional information useful to
discussions is included under "Factors to
consider for brainstorming."

Further Investigation
Onc of the important consideration» of
agricultural production i» a plant' »
characteristics. Plant species conduct
photosynthesis differently. Students
could do an investigation of photosyn-
thesis to understand the difference
between C3 and C4 plants. These values
help describe the number of carbon
atoms involved in the lirst step of
photosynthesi». C4 plants, such as corn,
use CO2 more economically than C3
plants, such as wheat and soybeans.
Increased level» of CO~ change the
competition between these plants,
however, making the C3 plants able to
better utilize the higher gas level», as
predicted for a changing climate. The
following article offers an explanation
of this and other related concepts.

Rosenwig, Cynthia and Daniel Hillcl.
l 993. Agriculture in a Greenhouse
World. Research and E.rptaranon. Vol.
9, No. 2. pp. 208-22 I. Thi» i» published
by the National Geographic Society,
Washington, DC.



Factors to Consider for Brainstorming

What can you hypothesi e about i rop production in the  i reat Lakes region based on these possibilities?
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EFFECTS OF HIGHER CO
~ Higher levels of atmospheric CO, may increase plant growth, resulting in increased yields of corn, soy-

beans, and wheat.
~ Plants may adapt to the gradual change in CO, over time, and therefore not alter current production levels.
~ Soybeans and wheat tend to respond better to higher CO� levels than do corn and sugar cane.
~ Corn crops would generally shift northward  see Figures 1 and 2! and could be replaced by crops of soy-

beans, cotton, canola, sorghum, barley, and oats.

THERMAL CHANGES
~ Increased yields may occur in the northern latitudes where warmer temperatures result in a longer growing

season.
~ Decreased yields may occur in mid � latitudes as higher temperatures shorten a crop's life cycle  shorter time

for grain to develop!.
~ A northward shift of growth zones is expected. Hotter temperatures harm certain crops, such as corn, and

they will grow better further north  see Figures l and 2!.
~ Crops, such as soybeans, if they can tolerate heat more easily, may outcompete the corn where it grows

now.

~ High daily maximum temperatures may affect crops. Hot night temperatures are also bad for corn.
HYDROLOGICAL CHANGE
~ Rainfall patterns will change, which might expand crop irrigation requirements in certain regions. Along

with a reduction in water supplies, the extra water demand may require some land to be removed from
irrigation. Water resources are already tight in some areas because of urban demands.

~ With less precipitation, drier soil is likely.
~ Dry periods may be particularly harmful during grain � filling stages of plant growth.
~ It may be necessary to breed crop varieties that are drought resistant as well as heat resistant.
CLIMATE VARIABILITY
~ Extreme events are possible � droughts, extremely high or low temperatures, and storms.
~ Variations may push crops over their temperature tolerance.

PESTS AND DISEASES
~ Global warming may change the ranges and populations of agricultural pests. New approaches to pest

control may be needed.
~ With warmer temperatures, insects may survive the winter and have longer reproductive cycles, resulting in

larger populations.
~ Predators of insects may also have longer reproductive cycles
~ Warmer temperatures may f'avor some plant diseases that would normally occur in the subtropical region

but could flourish in the new climate of temperate zones.

SOILS
~ Warmer temperatures may mean increased decomposition by microorganisms and decreased fertility, thus

less nutrients in the soil.

~ More fertilizers may be needed.
~ Soils may be drier and more prone to wind and rain erosion, particularly during storms.



Tctble 3. Total area of'states and two sc enarios of geographic shift

Total Corn Belt Sq. miles 2a Sq. miles 2b Sq. milesTotal Sq. milesState

25,00020,00056,275iowa

0Kansas

058,52758,527Michi an

64,86073,000

0

0

21,750 00

41,33025,08041,330

4,500

Selected data taken from thel994 Wnrld Almanac.
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Illinois

Indiana

Minnesota

Missouri

Nebraska

North Dakota

Ohio

South Dakota

Wisconsin

Totals

56,345

36,185

56,275

82,277

84,402

69,697

77,355

70,702

41,330

77,116

56,153

766,364

56,345

36,185

21,580

20,300

56,040

300,777

25,500

36,185

55,140

248,015
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The Great Lakes have been used as an avenue ol' transport for
goods of all types l'or hundred» of years. Native Americans,
French voyager», and early pioneers used the lakes to move
goods easily from one point to another. Today, nearly 200 million
tons of cargo are shipped on the Great Lakes every year. Coal,
iron ore, grain, and building materials such as gravel and cement
are shipped in bulk. It i» the most economical way to ship large
quantities of'products. However, there are limitations involved in
the shipping industry. The formation of ice on the lakes cuts the
shipping season by about two months per year. Another limiting
factor is water levels. The Great Lakes' levels fluctuate season-
ally and are sensitive to differences in rainfall and evaporation
rates which can change from year to year.

Many areas in the Great Lakes are shallow and thus must be
dredged seasonally to keep the water level» deep enough for the
loaded vessels to pass safely. Many harbors and the locks and
canals, as well as the entire western basin of Lake Frie have
barely enough water depth to allow fully loaded vessels to pass
under normal conditions. Often cargoes have to be lightened
because of lower lake levels that result from periodic droughts.

But what if there were a major drop in lake levels that persisted
for a long time'? Climatologists, using computer models, have
indicated that because of the greenhouse effect an atmospheric
warming of up to 4.5"C could occur by the year 2055. Thi»
would cause very high rates of evaporation in the Great Lakes
Basin, lowering the levels of the lakes by as much as 3 m. Such a
drop could have serious effects on the shipping industry. On the
other hand, warmer temperatures could lessen the impact of
winter on the industry � perhap» shipping can continue year�
round, making up for losses at other times of the year.

This set of activities will help to show the dramatic changes that
can be expected in the critical shipping sector of the economy.
Students should be alert to both positive and negative aspects of
the changes anticipated.

lllhen a ship is fully
loaded, it floats louIerin
the ujater thanit mould

ujith a lighter load. The
depth of ujater displaced
is called the draft of the

uessel.



Activity A: Will global warming change the economics of the
shipping industry?

Earth Systems Understandings OSJECTIVES

Students completing this activity will be able to:Thi» activity focuses on ESU ¹3  »cience
method» and technology!, ¹4  intcractions!,
and ¹7  careers and hobbies!. For a
complete listing of the Understanding», »ee
thc introduction to thi» book.

~ calculate the potential loss of revenue for ship owners if lake
levels drop;

~ evaluate the economic impact of a shipping season increased
to year � round;

~ describe the overall economic impact on the Great Lakes
shipping industry.

Scenario Reference

¹3, What could happen to Great Lakes

Shipping?

~ calculator
~ copy of the "Impact of Lake Level» on

Vessel Carrying Capacity" chart.

l. Examine the data table, noting the following:
~ Vessel Length indicates the five common lengths for Great

lakes freighters.
~ Per Trip Carrying Capacity tells what net weight  cargo

only! the freighter can haul.
~ Capacity Per I>tch of Draft indicates how many extra tons

of cargo the vessel would be carrying if it were loaded so
that it floated one inch lower in the water.

2. Use the data table to answer the following questions.
Answers

a. 22,064 T x $2 per ton = $44,128 a. A small shipping company uses one of its smaller vessels,
635 feet long, to supply coal from Toledo to Detroit. They
charge $2 per ton for this service. How much would they
ch;uge for the full load of coal?

b. How much would the company lose per trip during a
drought if the lake level went down two feet and they had
to reduce their cargo level? Would these losses have a
serious effect on a small shipping company?

b. 24 inches x 107 tons/inch x $2/ton�
$5136 lost per trip. This would be a
serious loss, cutting revenue by more
than 10 percent.

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

Changes in lake levels will impact thc shipping industry. How much'? Will losses be offset by gains in length
of season or changes within the industry? This math activity sets the stage for discussion of shipping futures.



c.  i9,664 tons x $6/ton -- $417.984

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

c. An average charge for a shipping company is $6 per ton for
carrying iron ore from Duluth, Minnesota, to Cleveland,
Ohio. If a company used a 1,000-foot vessel, how much
would the total charge be for the trip'?

d. Would this be pure profit for the owners'? Explain.

e. Imagine that lake levels dropped by 8 inches. How much
less revenue would the company earn per trip in a 1,000-
foot vessel?

f. In the global clitnate change worst case scenario, the
atmosphere warms dramatically and the lakes drop 10 feet.
How much would the shippers lose per trip in this situa-
tion? Would the trip be possible' ?

g. Many industries in the U.S. and Canada, as well as in other
parts of'the world, rely on the materials shipped on the
Great Lakes. The Lake Carriers would need to charge more
per ton of goods delivered if they had to carry less per trip
because of lower water levels. What types of goods could
wc expect to increase in price because of this'? Discuss with
the class how all our lives would be aff'ected by this
change.

d. Fuel costs, debt service. salaries 1'or
sailors and office personnel, insurance
premiums, upkeep on the vessel w<>uld
have to come out of these revenues.

e. 1  inches x 267 tons/inch = 2136 tt>ns
less. 2,136 tons x $6/ton = $12,S16 less
per trip

f. 120 inches x 267 tons/inch x $6/ton =
$192,240 pcr trip loss

g. Products dependent on grains  cereal,
bread, animal feed!, steel products, coal
and oil  energy costs!, building material»
would all increase in price. Thi» could
cause people to huy lower-priced
imported goods.



h. The companies that are members of the Lake Carrier's
Association own a total of 62 vessels. The average number of
crew members per vessel is 28, but a total list of'42 must be
available to cover vacations and sick leave. Office personnel
for the entire association numbers around 500. If all of these

workers receive salaries at about the U.S. average of $30-
40,000. how much would their yearly gross be?

11. $93,000,000 to $124,000,000

i. Consider all of the industries totally or partially dependent
on Great Lakes shipping and the employees of the shipping
industry. How would you characterize the effect that global
climate change might potentially have on economies in
general?

i. Many products would be in short supply
and prices would rise significantly on
many products.

Il' WOLLD BE, SIMPLE TO CONCLUDE FROM QUESTIONS 1-4 THAT SHIPPING

WILL BF. ONE OF THE LOSFRS IN THE GLOBAL WARlvlING GAME. FEW

THE FOI.LOWING PAGES WITH THF CLASS 'fO MODII Y THIS CONCLUSION.

The scenario up to this point does not take into account the other
effects of warming, namely that ice patterns are likely to change,
and there may be the possibility of year � round shipping. If
goods are shipped and people are paid year � round, the picture
might not be so bleak.

j. The volume of shipping in 1992 was about 105.8 million
tons for U.S. flag vessels and 69.8 million metric tons f' or
Canadian flag vessels. One metric ton  or tonne! equals 1.1
U.S. tons. Calculate the total weight of Great Lakes
shipping in the ten month 1992 season. This is theoretically
5/6 of what it could be if the lakes were ice � free or at least
passable all year. Find the potential shipping volume for a
12 � month season.

j. To convert metric tons to U.S. tons: 69.8
million metric tons x I. I = 76.78 million
U.S. tons,

To find total U.S. tons shipped in 1992:
105.8 + 76.78 = 182.58 million U.S.
tons.

To find total 12 � month potential:
182.S8/5 = 36.S16, then 36.S16x 6=
219.096 million tons.

Of course other costs would also expand to 12 months. The
vessel crews should be paid more per year, and insurance
and vessel upkeep would increase as well. Discuss with the
class whether a 12 � month shipping season would be
economically feasible for shippers.

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

THINGS Rf LATED TO ENVIRONMENT AND L'CONOMY ARE SIMPLE, HOWEVER.

THERE ARI.' MANY OTHER FACTORS THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDFRED BEFORE

CONCLUDING THAT SHIPPING IS A LOST CAUSE. DISCUSS THE ISSUFS ON



OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Teacher's Note

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

Sh in i» a business, and in the Great Lakes many people
depend on it. It is unlikely that as a business it wou si i y
and let the global warming changes destroy its vitality.

k. Brainstorm with the class how shipping can change to
accommodate climate effects. Remember:

~ Global warming will not happen overnight but slowly
and with some sporadic changes as well.

~ Technology does not stand still.
~ We can only dredge so deep before we hit bedrock in

some areas.

~ There is no law that governs the size and shape of
Great Lakes ships although the size i» constrained by t c
depth, width, and length of channels and lock».

~ Shipping is a business and must make a profit to survive.
~ Alternative means of cargo transpo yrt ma also change.
~ The channels in the western basin of'Lake Erie would need

to be dredged in  order for the freighter to get to Huron.

REVIEW QUESTION

The shi ing industry will face many cha g .lien es with olobttl

a ea . ' ' tof globalwarming. a e a. Make a concept map showing the impac
warming on s ipping, an. h' ' d extend the map to include responses
by the industry and others in the region. Will shipping be a
winner or a loser in the climate game".

EXTENSIONS

I. Do the OEAGLS  Oceanic Education Activities for Great
Lakes Schools! activities related to water transportation:

FP-013, entitled "Shipping on the Great Lakes examines the
liow of goods fron> onc section ol' thc Great Lakes to
another and compares the cost of shipping goods by
truck, rail and air.

EP-020, "Shippin<: The world connection" dramatically
shows thc importance ol'Great Lakes shipping in world
commerce. It exttmincs the extent ol' trade through the
Port of Toledo;ts;tn ex;tmple of thc itnp tct ol the region,
serving nearly two-thirds ol the world in one year.

 !EAGLS activities can be obtainc<l t'rom:
Ohio Sea Grant College Program
1314 Kinnear R<t.
Columbus, OH 43212
1  ill! 292-8949



FP-015, The "Ohio Canal»" activity details how lock» work
by having students create a model out of milk cartons.

Cash, Jim. 1994. The current status of shipping on the Great Lakes.
The Ohio State University, unpublished MS paper.

Havighurst, Walter. 1975. Long ships passing. New York: Macmillan.

Lake Carriers Association. 1992. Annual report of the Lake Carriers
Association. Cleveland, OH.

Lesstrang, Jacques. 198S. Cargo «arriers of the Great Lakes. Boyne
City, MI: Harbor House.

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

2. Trace how boats and shipping have changed on the Great
Lakes through history. How did different vessel designs adapt
to changing water levels before the lakes had locks and dams".



To people living on the shores of thc Great Lakes, the small
seasonal fluctuations in the Lakes' levels, measured in inches or

a couple of feet at most, are of little concern. Lower levels could
mean a slightly wider beach or a lew exposed rocks near shore.
Slightly higher levels could result in waves lapping a I'ew feet
further up the beach toward shore. But what would the effects be
if there were a drastic change, several meters, in the water level
of the Great Lakes? This activity will explore different way» that
a small town might be al'I'ected and how it might react.

Many communities are dependent upon the I akes for recreation
shipping and transportation, tourism, and water supply. These
communities could bc seriously affected by a major lowering of
the Lakes' level». One such community is Huron, Ohio, located
on Lake Erie at the mouth of the Huron River. The Huron River

drains an agricultural area with minimal pollution I'rom cities or
industry. The town has a population of about 9,000 and has a
small port I'acility for the handling of iron ore, limestone, and
grain. It is also a railhead for the further distribution of these
products. Important to the local economy are I'ive marinas
located within the city limits, serving a large number ol'Lake
Erie recreational boaters.

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995 Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

Activity B: What economic costs and benefits might coastal
communities experience from lower lake levels?
 A tale of two harbors!



GSJKC~

¹3, What could happen to Great Lakes
shipping?

PRGCKMJRKS

Assemble Green Bav map as sI!af!!i.

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

This activity focuses on ESU ¹2  steward-
ship!, ¹3  science methods and technology!,
¹4  interactions!, and ¹7  careers and
hobbies!.

~ aerial photos of Huron and Green Bay
 provided!

~ nautical chart and Corps of Engineers
fact sheet of Huron Harbor  optional!

~ USGS topographic maps of Huron, Ohio,
and Green Bay  East and West!  provided!

Another lakeshore community is Green Bay, Wisconsin. This
area has been designated as an Area Of Concern  AOC! by the
International Joint Commission. The Green Bay area has a
population well over 150,000, with the largest concentration of
paper mills in the world located along the Fox River. The Fox
flows into Green Bay, a large but shallow bay of Lake Michigan.
Sediments brought into Green Bay by the Fox River carry toxins
such as PCBs, heavy metals, pesticides, and dioxins. The
industries causing most of the pollution have existed for a long
time, resulting in large accumulations of toxic sediments on the
bottom of Green Bay. Some headway has been made in getting
cleanup started, but the completed job will take a long time. Add
to this scenario the possibility of lowered lake levels because of
global climate change. and the city has possibly another very
difficult problem. If dredging is needed to deepen the harbor for
shipping, some of the toxic-laden sediments could be exposed as
dry land.

Both Green Bay and Huron stand to be heavily impacted in a
variety of ways, some positive and some negative, if Great Lakes
water level drops significantly. In this activity, students may
study either community or both. Procedures differ sofnewhat, but
results will be comparable to allow for serious discussion of
impacts.

Students who have completed these activities will be able to:
~ use maps and aerial photos to examine and calculate land area

changes
~ calculate and interpret some economic costs and benefits of

lowered lake levels as they would be felt by coastal cities
~ analyze the impacts of lowered lake levels on different

lakeshore communities.

If both communities will be studied, divide the class in half so
that some investigate Huron and others Green Bay. Depending
on time and resources available, it may be necessary to limit
discussion to only one of the communities. Set up teams or small
working groups.

TEACHER NOTE: Tflf DIREcTIUNs I-'oR THE AcTIYITY ARE wRIT'I'f;N FoR

STUDENTS. MEASUREMENTS ARI-: IN ENOI.ISH UNITS IIECAUSE 1'HEY APPI'!AR ON
MAPS THAT WAY. CONVI RSION INFORMATION ls PROVIDED AS APPROPRIATI-..



1. Orienting to the area

2. Finding the new shoreline.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vnil/ersity, 1995

Familiarize yourself with the community your team is studying.
Look «t the aerial photos and the map» provided and answer the
following questions. Use map scales as appropriate.

a. What kinds ol' natural and cultural features do you see'!
List several. What appear to be the major land uses in the
city? Do you see features that could be associated with
quality of life in the area'? Explain.

b. Approximately how wide is the river where it enters the
lake'? What kind» ol I'eatures border the river in its first

mile inland?

c. About how many miles of shoreline are bordered by the
main part of the city'? Is the shore dominated by residences,
farms, or other features?

d. What is the maximum depth of the Great Lake in the area
of the topographic map segment'? What is the depth of thc
ship channel coming into the river?

If Great Lakes water level were to drop 3 meters �0 feet! or
even half that amount in the next few decades as a result of

global warming, as some computer models predict, shallow
offshore areas would become dry land.

Look at the topographic map of the community and its shore.
Measure how much new land will result by using the follow-
ing method.

a. Find the soundings, marked in feet, out in the lake or bay.
All areas that arc 10 feet deep or less could eventually
become marshland or dry land. Construct a 10 foot depth
contour to determine where the new shoreline would be. If

there are no 10s to connect, interpolate the depth between
soundings.

b. Further out from shore, the water gets deeper and some-
times much shallower again. These shallow areas should
be included in your tracings, since they could appear as
islands or peninsulas when water levels drop.

a. Alert students to shapes, shadows and
layouts of I'eatures that indicate such
thing» as schools  with running track!.
storage tanks, suburban streets, ctc.
Green Bay appears to have morc
industrieal development along the shore;
wetland» are diked  managed!. Huron is
residential along most of the shore arid
has less population density.

b. Huron River: 2SS feet wide. bordered by
marinas, warehouses  boat storage!, and
at the mouth some slip» for lakers in
port. Fox River: about 800 feet wide,
bordered by large buildings and grounds
 industrial area!.

c. Huron: small city, 1-2 miles; residential
and natural areas. Green Bay: industry
and managed wetlands, also about 1-2
miles visible on these reference images.

d. Huron: 35 feet, ship channel 2S I'eet
Green Bay: l9 feet. ship channel 24 feet.

Students are allowed to determine for
themselves how far to measure. If measur-
ing from the city limits, they could calculate
approximately how much shoreline would
be added to each city and compare these
numbers.

The images included fiir this activity are
from previous years. If students desire more
recent photograph», they»hould obtain
them. This will enable them to discover
what industries/structures/land usc exi»t
currently in these cities.
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a. Answers will vary for thi», since students
will have interpolated the new shoreline
differently and will count squares in
different way». Advise them to divide an
area into sections for ease of measure-
ment and to count a square only if more
than one-half of it includes the new area.

b. Measuring approximately from city
limits Huron: 1 sq mile �6 grid boxes!
Green Bay: 24 sq miles �34 grid
boxes!.

c. Answers will vary greatly depending on
how the students interpret what kind» of
property segments are present. Accept
differences and discuss. Discuss the
value of "ground truth" for scientists
seeking more information about a region
than remote sensing can provide.

Conversions:
One sq mile = 640 acres = 27, �8,400 sq ft.

While the  tgures may be related to zoning
decisions made by thc cities, they may also
indicate aesthetic value or desirability for
certain uses. The dollar value here should be
calculated based on the answer to C2.

3. Determining land acquisition.

a. Obtain a transparent copy of' the included grid page. Based
on the scale of the map, one square is equal to 1,000,000 sq
ft �000 ft x 1000-ft box!. Place it over the map of the
newly exposed lake bottom  from Part B!, and count the
squares to determine how far lakeward, on the average, the
amount of new land extends.

b. How many square miles of land would the lakeshore city
acquire'?

c. Notice the difference in scale between the topogr;tphic map
and the aerial photo of your city. Sketch in the approximate
position of the new shoreline on the aerial photo. Estimate
how many homes or other property segments in the city
would have a "new,md bigger" backyard.

d. Try to imagine what the area would look like from the air if
the water level dropped 10 feet. Sketch in the new land-
forms on your copy of the aerial photo.

4. Finding the value of the new land.

Discuss who could or should benefit from the sale of this new

land. Should current lakeshore landowners automatically
acquire the new land without paying for it? Should the city
own it and use it for the good of all? These are questions that
people may have to find solutions for in the next few decades.

One factor in the decision will be the property value. In 1993
the value of near-shore property was as follows:

Huron: $250,000 to $300,000 per acre
Green Bay/Fox River: $150,000 per acre

Why do you think the figures are so different? What would be
the approximate value of each city's "new land" using these
figures?



5. Keeping the Harhor Open
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Great Lakes freighters require a depth of about 25 feet for safe
navigation in protected waters such as Huron Harbor. Cur-
rently, the Army Corps of Engineers i» responsible for the
clearing of sediment, brought downstream by rivers, from thc
harbor and approach channel located in the Lake. This is an
expensive procedure requiring the use of a large floating
dredge. If lake level» dropped the projected 10 feet, dredging
an additional 10 feet would compensate for the lower water
levels and would suffice to keep the freighter traffic moving.

a. Using the map provided, find the areas that represent the
approach channel and turning basin for lake freighters
using the harbor. Also locate the "slips"  docking areas!
where lreighters load or unload their cargoes of grain,
limestone or iron ore.

b. With the scale on the map, measure and calculate
a. average width ol'entrance channel multiplied by one

mile  to cover access to the harbor from the lake!
b. total area of' slips and turning basins in the harbor.

c. Calculate the total square feet of the area that would need
to be dredged  approximately!.

d. If lake level dropped 10 feet, how many cubic feet of
sediment and rock would have to be removed to maintain
the depth of the harbor? Charges for dredging arc based on
how many cubic ~ards are removed. To convert cubic feet
to cubic yards, divide your answer by 27.

e. Dredging first removes sand and mud, but then it may
reach bedrock. Dredging sand and mud costs about $5 per
cubic yard. However, the present channels are already
down to bedrock in most areas. The cost to break up the
bedrock and remove it is about $75 per cubic yard. Calcu-
late the cost for dredging if all the dredged material is
bedrock.

Remember that in many coastal areas of the Great Lakes the
sediments have toxic chemicals in them, and these would be
disturbed by dredging. Dredged sediments may be put into a
safe disposal site within concrete or steel walls, out 1'rotn the
shore. Both aerial photos show the locations of such contain-
ments. Discuss the issues that arise when potentially toxic
sediments are stored in this way.

Answers will vary in this section. hut will
generally come out to a ratio of i:0, with
Green Bay's challenges antt opportunitie~
bein< four times that of Huron's.



CONCLUSION

1. What are some ways that people living in a lakeshore town
such as Huron or Green Bay would be affected by a 3-meter
drop in Lake Erie's level? Rank the issues involved on a scale
where 10 = most signitIcant. Which of the issues, when
resolved, will determine whether the community is a winner
or loser in the global warming story'?

2. Do you feel that the Federal government would pay the large
sum of money needed to deepen Great Lakes harbors? Think
of the size of a given harbor, the use it gets, and the large
amount of money. If the Federal government wouldn't pay
this sum, what would it mean to the port city to lose its
shipping terminal and its marinas?

3. Earth System scientists use data in the form of images as well
as numbers. Evaluate the types of images used here for their
value to scientists  e.g., what can be learned from them, what
advantages do they have over other technologies, what are
their limitations?!.

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

These exercises demonstrate some of the types of effects that
global climate change could have on shoreline and port commu-
nities. Imagine the disruption on a worldwide basis if projected
global warming occurs. Remember that in most coastal areas, sea
level will RISE, probably with even greater consequences than
the Great Lakes drop in water levels will cause. Be sure students
discuss the personal life-style changes that would help to prevent
global warming from increasing. Activities on RESPONDING
will assist.



EXTENSIONS

Information sources

! The Ohio State University, 1995 Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

1. Hold a town council meeting with students assigned to
represent different interest groups  city officials, local conser-
vation groups, realtors, shoreline homeowners! who would be
responsible as a group to decide to what use the "new land"
would be put.

2. The marsh areas bordering the Fox and Huron Rivers could
become dry land if lake levels drop significantly. Many
species of fish use these areas for spawning. How might the
Lake's food chain be disrupted if marshes like these disap-
pear? Use activities in other parts of this volume as a start to
finding your answers.

3. The Green Bay area communities have developed and are
implementing a Remedial Action Plan  RAP! to clean up
pollution problems and restore Green Bay to full uses of the
water. Write to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Re-
sources for information about the status of the RAP, and

discuss the difficulties of implementing such a plan.

~ City Hall. Huron, OH
~ U.S. Army Engineer Districts, Buffalo

and Detroit
~ Green Bay RAP



Green Bay aerial vie+
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Activity C: How can we map changes in water level?

Earth Systems Understandings

Thi» activity addresses ES ! ¹3  science
methods and technology I and ¹4  interac-
tions!. Refer to the introduction of this book
for a full description of the understandings.OB JECTIVES

Global Change Scenario

¹1, What will happen to water resources?

PROCEDURE

Materials

 for each group of four students!

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State University, 1995

The current concerns with global warming have prompted an
awareness of secondary problems such «s changes in water
levels of major lakes and oceans. We can address this problem
with an activity designed to increase student awareness of the
effects of changing water levels. This activity is also helpful in
teaching students how to interpret and use contour maps.

When students have completed this activity, they will be able to:

~ create and interpret a contour map;
~ describe how contour maps can be used to study changes in

water levels and land elevations;

1. Cut off the top of a 2-liter bottle about 1S to 20 cm 1'rom the
top. We will use the bottom section without the colored
bottom cup. Use a bottle that will stand without a bottom cup.

2. Use clay to form a hill and any other landscape features you
choose in the bottom ol the bottle. You may choose to leave
one area depressed as to simulate a pond or lake.

3. Make marks on the side of the container to indicate 1

centimeter increments from the bottom to the top.

4. Record the level of the land/clay in accordance with the marks
on the side of the container. How many centimeters does your
clay landscape rise from the bottom of the container".

5. Slowly pour water into the container and onto the clay land-
scape. Add water until it becomes level with the first centime-
ter mark from the bottom of the clay. Describe how much of
the clay landscape i» now covered with water.

6. Put two or three small marks on the rim of the bottle. These

will correspond to marks that will be made on the transparent
sheet to help keep its position constant.

~ 2-liter soft drink bottle
~ small plastic house/hotel piece, as frinn

a monopoly game  optional!
~ lump of clay, enough to fill the hottom

of the 2-liter bottle
~ clear overhead transparency or plastic

sheet
~ metric ruler
~ overhead transparency marker or grease

pencil
~ container for holding water



Answers

D. In liat areas the contour lines are far
apart.

! The Ohio State University, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

A. Show the lay of the land and how steep
the offshore parts may be.

B. A reasonable approach would include
use of a transparent grid, counting the
number of squares between contour
lines.

C. It indicates a steep slope. The land is
changing elevation quickly, across a
relatively short horizontal distance.

E. Lower water will expose much more
new lake bottom in areas that are liat,
shallow or have low slope.

7. To construct a contour map, place a blank transparency on top
of the container. Draw a circle on it to indicate where it

touches the rim of the container, and mark your registry
points from the rim as well.

8. Look straight down from above the bottle  not at an angle!
and draw a line on the transparency where the water meets
the clay  thc shoreline!.

9. Take off the transparency and add more water to the bottle
until it is level with the second centimeter mark..Replace thc
transparency in exactly the same location  lining it up with
the dots and rim circle!. Draw another line on the transpar-
ency as in Step 8 to indicate the new water level.

10. Continue adding water a centimeter at a time and drawing the
contour line  where the water meets the clay! until the clay is
completely submerged.

11. The finished transparency can be traced onto a sheet of paper
for future reference.

INTERPRETING THE MODEL

After constructing your contour map, answer these questions.

A. How can contour maps be useful to geologists, farmer,
marina owners, boaters, or others whose work is directly
related to the coastal landscape?

B. If the water level decreased 1 centimeter in elevation on your
model, how much morc land was exposed? Figure out how
you could determine thi» mathematically and defend your
answer.

C. If a contour map has an area in which the contour lines are
very close together, what does this indicate?

D. How are flat areas shown on a contour map?

E. Describe how a lower water level, such as what the Great

Lakes will likely have with global change, has different
effects on steep versus flat areas.



EXTENSIONS

Drain off most ol thc water. Place a miniature house or hotel

 possibly a small game piece! at some location you would
consider 'safe" from drastic changes in the water level of' a
lake. Describe the location you chose, and indicate it on your
transparency contour map. A morc complex terrain could be
constructed in a larger container.

Sample of a ~ contour nv<n c rented by thi.f meth@el
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What do you think of when you hear the words "Great Lakes
region"" .Many people think of beautiful shorelines, shipping
and cities such as Cleveland and Chicago. Another thought that
comes to the minds of many people is recreation: boating,
fishing, swimming, skiing, snowmobiling, hiking, camping,
hunting, and birding.

The economy of the Great Lakes region depends heavily on
travel and tourism; therefore, any factor that affects recreation in
the area could potentially affect the economy there. If global
warming occurs, the Great Lakes region will undergo longer
summers and shorter winters. Water temperatures are expected to
increase up ot S' C thc amount of snow would decrease, and

lake levels would drop  up to 3 meters!. The impacts of these
changes could shape the future of recreation in the Great Lakes.
The health of the recreation industry, in turn, affects the region in
other way», including:
~ Economic Growth. Tourist dollars create jobs and bring in

new businesses.

~ Amenities. Hotels are not just for tourists. They bring in
conferences and meetings.

~ Sr>tial loip«ett. Tourism brings diversity, in people and ideas,
to an area. Also, popular tourist areas often encourage second
homes thus helping the local economy.

~ Preservation. Well � planned and organized tourism can aid in
the preservation of local historic and natural attractions.

The above-listed effects are positive ones. Tourism, however,
can also have negative effects:

ands. If~ Change. Tourism brings in new people and demand..
the changes take place too quickly and development gets
out of control, an area can quickly become a "tourist trap."

~ Envir«nment«i Degr«d«tiort. Like any development activity,
tourism can lead to pollution and destruction of local
ecosystems.

~ Crowding. Congestion and destruction to the infrastructure
can result from increased human density and activity.

This set of activities considers present recreational activities in
tlte region and how they might bc affcctcd by climate change.
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Activity A: How might global warming affect recreation
around the Great Lakes?

Earth System Understandings

This activity focuses on ESU ¹1  acsthetics
and value!, ¹2  stewardship!, ¹4  interac-
tions! and ¹7  careers and hobbies!. Rcfcr
to the introduction of this hook for a full
description of each understanding.

OS JKCTIVKSScenario Reference

¹g, What could happen to Great Lakes
recreation'?

Materials

~ Before beginning thi» activity, collect
recreation and travel information from
your Department of Natural Resources,
automobile clubs, visitor bureaus and
travel agents. A list of potential sources
appears at the end of thi» activity.

~ Transparent copies of the outline maps
of the individual Great Lakes  two
identical ones per team!

Answers

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

2. Answers will vary by lake. For each
popular activity, students should be able
to tell if it depends on geography  somc
special natural feature!, demographics
 close to population centers or popular
with all ages!, economics  not too
expensive for anyone to enjoy, or not too
expensive to develop! and environmental
quality  good, clean places for the
activity!. Those less popular may bc too
expensive, too l'ar away, infrequently
available, or other variation of thc
conditions.

Maintaining a healthy, well � organized and well � planned recre-
ation industry is vital to the Great Lakes. Knowing that recre-
ation has such wide � reaching effects in the region, it is important
to understand what affects recreation. Conditions that can either

foster or inhibit recreation include:

~ Geographic characteristics
~ Demographic»
~ Economics

~ Environment;tl quality

Students who have completed this activity should be able to:

~ Discuss the implications of global warming for recreation in
the Great Lakes region.

~ Identify and debate possible ways that recreation managers
can deal with the global warming challenge.

Prelab: Have students read the recreation scenario ¹8 before they
begin the activity. Make transparencies of the provided Great
Lakes outline map for the lake nearest you, or for all lakes  see
¹I below!.

1. Divide the class into groups for study of the nearest Great
Lake and its recreation facilities. Alternatively, assign each
group of students a different Great Lake and allow time for
comparison.

2. Review maps and travel brochures from your Great Lake.
What seem to be the three most popular recreation activities in
the region? How do they depend on the four conditions
above'? How do other  less popular! activities differ on these
conditions'?



3. If global warming occurs, the
temperature of thc region's lakes
is expected to rise and water levels
are expected to fall. Of' the species
of fish currently in your lake, whic
ones would most likely be af'I'ected
If they live in Lake Ontario, could
they migrate and escape the
problems? Where would they need
to go'? ll they lived in I.ake Superio
could they migrate? Where would
they go'? In what ways would a
change in your local fish species
affect the fishing industry'?

4. What other Great Lakes recreation

activities would be likely to decline
move to another part of the region?
Which ones would expand?

5. On one transparency, students in a
group should indicate the location of
major recreation areas and businesses as they exist today.
Construct a key so that all group» use similar symbols to
stand for recreation types. For example, use a snowflake
to designate a ski area. On a second transparency, groups
indicate the location and types of recreation as they project
they will exist 50 years from now.

6. For one of the recreation types, list the types of jobs within the
industry and supported by it. Ask participants in the recreation
if your list is complete, and add other job» they suggest. Then
determine if those jobs are flexible enough to change if
climate changes. How much demographic and social change
would you expect if the recreation type changes'?

7. Pretend that your group represents a consulting organization,
hired to suggest to a panel of Great Lakes recreation managers
ways that they can prepare and adjust for global warming.
What businesses would you recommend to expand their
operations'? Which ones would you advise to either relocate or
change their focus'? What are your predictions overall for the
health ol the recreation industry in the Great Lakes region'?

3. Answers will vary hy lake. Typically, fi»h
requiring cold water to live in, or shallow
waters to spawn, may be al' ected by loss of
those habitats. To cscapc temperature
problems in the lake», fish could go to
colder waters, but in l.akc Ontario they
can't go upstream because of Niagara Falls.
They can't go far downstream because the
waters eventually become brackish  salty!
in thc St. Lawrence River. They would have
to go up rivers, but waters there would he
low. In Lake Superior, upstrea<n rncans up
the rivers, and downstream would not solve
the problems. In all cases the I'i»hing
industry could lose valuable species from
the lakes where they were accustomed. If
the fishers could not shift to new specie»
because of customer preference or different
types of gear needed, they would go out of
business. To t<nd temperature preferences
of fish, consult the Activity "How will
global warming affect Great Lake» Fish" in
this book. Natural history guides and
experienced angler» would also hc useful
resources.

4. Decline or a move could be predicted for
the cold weather / «>Id water recreation
forms � skiing, icc fishing, ice boating
and the like. Expansion of warm weather /
warm water recreation i» in order: water
sports, camping, etc., although new access
to water would have to bc developed at its
lowered level». Students will have othe>
ideas based on their own experiences.
Many answers are acceptable.

5. Be sure students include state, provincial
and national park», resorts, amusement
parks, and a wide range of other
recreation forms.

6. For example. sport fishing supports
manufacture of fishing gear, sales of the
gear, sales of auxiliary equipmcnt like
tackle boxes and personal tlotation
devices, bait production and sales, boat
sales and service, gasoline»ales, I'ood;md
beverages for fishing trips, motel» and
campground» staffing and maintenance,
charter boat booking, captain services,
fish cleaning, etc. S<>me of thcsc joh» are
llexible because they serve others besides
fishers  check the llcxible ones! !. There
could he significant changes in lakeside
communities that serve the sport fishing
p»hli< Su<dents should hc ahlc to
imagine many differences.
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Teacher's Note

Students should think broadly ahout what
constitutes outdoor recreation. Rememher
to include the l'ollowing types, and add
local pursuits as well.
hoating
swimming

ca Ill p tug
gardening
water skiing
snow skiing
ice fishing
hungi jumping
parasailing
team games  hasehall, hockey etc.!
indiv. games  goal, tennis. etc.!
birdlife at hirdwatching
racing  cars, horses. etc.!
landscape painting
sky or water diving
flshtllg
hiking
hiking
hunting

jogging
running
sightseeing
nature crafts
jet skiin~

RKVmW QUKSmONS

l. In general, what types of recreation are likely to be affected
by global climate change? Will effects be positive or negative'>

2. Recommend ways the recreation industry could prepare to
accommodate or adapt to the changing climate.

EXTENSIONS

Activity B will give students an idea of the decision making
process that will face the recreation industry as it prepares for
the future.
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SOURCES OF RECREATION INFORMATION

Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources
Toronto, Canada M7A I W3

e Michi an, Ann Arbor, Ml:Cantor George. 1980. The Great Lake» Guidebook; Lake Superior and Western Lal'e Michigan, Ann Arbor, M:
University of Michigan Press.

Cantor, George. 1 . e rea a es 't985. Th G t L k . Gui lebook: Lake Huron and Eastern Lake Michig' hi an Ann Arbor, MI: University

of Michigan Press.

Arbor, MI: Universit ofCantor, George. 198S. Tlte Great lakes Guidebookt Lake Ontario «nd Erie, Ann Arb r,: .'' y
Michigan Press.
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Illinois

Department of Energy and Natural Resources
325 W. Adams St., Rm. 300

Springfield, IL 62704-1892

Michigan
Department of Natural Resources
Box 30028

Lansing, MI 48909

New York

Department of Environmental Conservation
SO Wolf Rd.

Albany, NY 12233

Ohio

Department of Natural Resources
Fountain Square
Columbus, OH 43224

Indiana

Department of Natural Resources
402 W. Washington St., Rm. C256
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2212

Minnesota

Department of Natural Resources
SOO L.afayette Rd.
St. Paul, MN 551S5-4001

Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Resources
Public Liaison Office

PO Box 2063

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921

Madison, Wl 53707













Climate change, if it occurs, will very likely shape the Great
Lk.akes environment in such a way as to impact the recreation
industry. Increased tetnperatures could result in increased
rainfall, but also an increase in evaporation rates that would
result in a net loss of water in the region. Water levels would
lower, with several important implications for the region's
recreation industry:

~ Adjacent marshes and swamp» in the region could dry up if
lake level» drop, affecting bird and fish breeding sites. Recre-
ational activities associated with wetlands, such as hunting,
fishing and birdwatching would suffer.

~ Receding water levels could potentially move shorelines,
affecting hiking trail», campsites and other areas whose uses
are enhanced by proximity to the water.

~ Boating would suffer if' water levels are lowered. Channels
would have to be dredged to allow boats access to docks.

~ Concentrations ot pollutants would increase if water volumes
decrease. Water quality would then become a greater concern.

Earth Systems Understandings

This activity focuses on ESV ¹l  aesthetics
and value!, ¹2  stewardship!, ¹4  interac-
tions! and ¹7  careers and hohhies!. Refer to
the introduction of this ho»k f»r a full
description of each understanding.

Scenario Reference

¹8, What could happen to Great Lakes
recreation?

R.esource managers need to anticipate possible changes in the
travel industry. However, facts, not theory, are needed before
potentially expensive changes are made. If global change accom-
panied by longer summers occurs, larger numbers of people may
vacation in the region. Along with economic benefits, they
would bring with them problems such as in increased potential
for impact to the region's ecology. Planning needs to be done
now to both accommodate them and moderate their impacts.

Materials

~ role � playing name cards and descriptions
for each parttctpant

~ props optional for role play
~ hackground information and resource

materials for use in preparing presenta-
tion.

OBJKt:TIVES

When students complete this activity, they should be able to:

~ Realize that an environmental issue can be viewed from more
than one perspective.

~ Evaluate potential changes in recreational opportunities in the
region.

~ Describe the possible influence of global warming on the
economy.
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Activity B: Should we develop winter or summer recreation?



PROCEDURE

This role � playing activity demonstrates differing views about
global climate change and the effect on recreation in the Geor-
gian Bay area. Some people claim that global warming will
occur. causing the climate in the Bay area to change, therefore
influencing recreation. Others disagree with this viewpoint and
argue that global warming will not occur and therefore not affect
the climate and recreation in the region.

Location of Cieorgian Bay,
a section of Lake Kun>n.
Longitude rang>e is 80-84' W
and latitude is 44-46" N. The
Bai fice:,es oierin v'inter with
t urre»t t li>nate conditions.

e � playing name cards and descriptions to every
dd number of students should be chosen as

Board members. There should be an equal number of students
designated for both points of view. The remainder should have
roles which could choose either point of view  community
members!. The names suggested can be altered to match the
gender of the role players assigned.

! The Ohio State University, t995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

l. Establish the situation: the Georgian Bay Development
Company is at a crossroads in light of the possibility of global
warming. As it considers the future, the Board of Directors
will decide whether to build a summer or a winter resort.

Provide students with background information about the
values of the recreation industry and the potential changes
expected with global warming.  See Scenario and Introduction
to "Where will we play' ?' !



3. Have students l'orm groups according to their point of view to
plan the strategy for their presentation. Allow time for stu-
dents to find information and props to prepare for their roles.

4. Arrange the classroom to represent a meeting room at the
Georgian Bay Development Company.

5. On the day of the meeting, students role play their positions
and make presentations to the Board of Directors. After the
presentations, the Board of Directors makes a decision based
on the information presented, and states the rationale for its
decision.

6. Following the decision, have a class discussion to summarize
the issues that emerged during the presentations and the
implications ol' the Board's decision.

*Board of Directors: Pat 0'Million, CEO
Char Mann, Chairman of the Board
Dennis Wexler, Company President

*Summer Resort

Supporters:

Tony Toboggan, winter sport» enthusiast
Adrienne Rink, professional skater and owner of ice rink
Chris Breezy, meteorologist who debunks global warming ideas
Frances Towrope, owns controlling interest in ski equipment

company

*Winter Resort

Supporters:

Sandy Realtor, local real estate agent
Reggie Racer, owns new & used car sales company
Terry Woodwork, owns a large construction company
Cam Tabletop, owns local restaurant

"Other Community
Members:

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995

Bill Par, local golf pro
Shawn Snorkel, owner of scuba diving business
Jo Fisher, owner of fishing equipment manufacturing company
Mark Ainnass, meteorologist who believes global warming is in

progress



REVIEW QUESTIONS

EVALUATION

References
EXTENSIONS
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I. It has been said that global clirtutte change will have both
winners and losers. Discuss how recreation 1'acilities and

surrounding communities might view the changes from other
perspectives.

2. Would you vote to build a winter or summer resort in the
Georgian Bay area'? Make a list of important factors to
consider, and rank them from most to least important.

As members of the tourism industry, develop promotional
materials for recreational opportunities in the Georgian Bay
region as they might appear in the year 2055.

1. Repeat the role play, but choose a different Board of Directors
and exchange students' roles so that they have to argue from
the opposite point of view.

2. Investigate the influence of global climate change on the
climate, and physical and ecological characteristics of Geor-
gian Bay. Determine if and how the shoreline would he altered
and how existing recreation opportunities in the Georgian Bay
might be impacted. Debate, with another meeting, where to
build a summer resort in the Bay region and what types of
recreation should be included at this resort.

3. List recreational opportunities in your local community and
determine what impact global climate change could have on
these.

Firor,.lohn. 1990. The Changirig Atmo-
sphere: A Global Challenge. New Ha-
ven: Yale University Press.

Great Lakes Commission. 1989. Ti arel

Tourisnt and Outdoor Recreatiirtt in the

Crreat Lakes States: A statistical profile.
Ann Arbor, Ml.

Revkin, Andrew. 1992. Global Warm-

ing: Understanding the Forecast. New
York: Abbeville Press.

Wall, Geoffrey. 1988. Implications for
climate change for tourism and recre-
ation in Ontario. Climate Change Digest
Downsview, ON: Canadian Climate
Centre. CCD 88-0S.



nvironrnentaI Kes onse

Activity A: What should people do about global change
in the Great Lakes?

Figrire I. The /tines Mir<let n/ kespr!iisibtc Fitvircn>mnunt Retnniiir  /986/k7!
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There are three possible responses to global change. People can abate the situation  stop the changes from
happening!, they can ttd<tpt to the changes, or they can or t ept them and do nothing. The option chosen
depends on many factors. In l 986, researchers at Southern Illinois University pulled together all thc existir>g
studies on responsible environmental behavior. They developed the model below to show how the I'actors
influencing this behavior might lit together  sec Figure l!. The model isn't perfect, but it does remind us ol
some things that might encourage people to he environmentally responsible. For instance, if people learn
about a problem, and are shown some things they can do to help solve it, they will be less likely to lecl
helpless and do nothing.



One way people earn a ou opics cy c1 1 b t t ', th an act upon i» through adverti»ing! Advertisers want people to know
about the value of'vitamins, biodegradable bag» for lawn clipping», etc., and y p pa out t e va ue o'vi, ' . ' .. ' ' T... nd the want to sell people products
that will enable them to act on their new knowledge. Of course, whether people act on their knowledge will
depend on situational factors such as re;t y ca», avai a i id ". h, ilability of the product and other things. Adverti»er» try to
overcome as many barriers to action  buying! a» they can by preparing very appealing ad».

I 1991 � 92, the American Ac tdemy of Advertising and the INAME ' ' . pME Eoundation s onsored a student competi-
tion for td» relatin<T to the environment. Samples of their winnin<y entrie» arc shown here:

The» Nudenu are ANTVAQ w reduce <rood wnnHne. ANTVAQ to
p twfn loe efovon CAd htlpvIQ lo ftflwvc cnfoofl eoddc oonl olt
~ Irnolphc t. Nnw<ht ddy INNAQT Tntyfc Tnefnnfe ~ vtc.
TICtl ftnnnt cn OOA nonl lhC rn flhhdllle flood Itfflptfennt They
help prcvtru oofhnno nnd NN cfoooA ufpodoontd otcl Ihrdt
Tnncnnol rfd ftfhnt enwoy IonlncnNV or up Io sent. AAd Ihty Nlo
pflHIOC ul WOI fnrnc Ilull NVT CCNhtrt oenuly AIN OVrlt hoW hnftll
rAO vldnutdt olc Tnnnn wolnd oc wnholn dltnl.
freer pe necellery for our Iunwd eul duc'Inln dw onlyretnnl lhe
NWOI clnll Iflolt Irtt OIIVIOAQ nl Ifltt Qrndunton QN hl OIC Whoof

Oned lo Icnvc t IAIAQ Itflwldtf of writ t oltlr food Tncrnn
TonwlrvAQ IAN o Qlo OAd fcnch ouc nl tuy wd. Ifl Ihc wld
In  t Tele ncooA lo Inw dw tnwfvvncnc

A lliune <ln Ennfonwcnld Ed tel non. Inc.
Get Together Nfllh ~ Fr<end
~ nd Glop Ihe f enh ~ Sree<L

OB JECTIVESEarth System Understanding

Scenario Reference

Varies hy «hoice ol' subject.
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This coul«i involve any ol' the undcrstand-
in<rs dependinl on the subject rnatter «h<isen.
Refer to thc introduction of this hook l'or;i
l'ull description of each undcrstandin I.

The Senior Class Found a Way
To Remove 45 Pounds of

Carbon From the Air.

After succe»sfully completing thi» activity you will be able to:
~ Give examples of beh;tvior that can accept, adapt to or abate

global change.
~ Use advertising to mak» people aware of thing» they can do

about global change.



PROCEDURE
Materials

For thi» activity you will need.
~ marking pens

ptrpcr
~ photos or line art
~ word processor  optional!

A III<III<re /0>'
Err vi rc>rlrnc'rrtnl Et/re< criic>lr

1. Decide what you or your team want people to knov and do
about global chang« in the Great Lakes. List ideas. Yt>u may
want them to conserve water because th«rc will be less to

spare. You may want them to switch from fossil fuel» to
alternative energy sources. You may just want to cncourag«
them to wear hats and sunglasses.

2. Decide whether these responses are examples ol;tcccptanc«,
adaptation or ab;ttement. Which category of response is e;tsiest
for students to act upon'? For parents'?

3. U th word processor and art supplies to develop a onc-
page ad to convince people to perl'orm an environmenta y
conscious behavior.

4. Make a display or booklet using your ads. Olt'er some to local
news media.

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995

Save...
VVI>err vou ne prcllrrr I,' Illcrt c'rtr'll I tilt'
sr>mething into >oner sert ings n«orwrt, a lwrl
are vore thinking abr>wl? rt crea < ar? >l nc n
lw»ne? I'hat vcr<at<<>rr vr>rc'<e alaavs
>vcwrtecl.> Dicl yrnr ever tlrirtk yow rniglrl rwrl
be around lo spenclit.' t!r roar fnwril! be
arowrwl tcr spend it? Or wryowe err >wrrcl nl
all? Did you ever thinl, during all ra>rrr
a'ork noel running arc>ccrc<I, about tire most
inrporrnnt thing c rnw elating you.' Your
aw>rid: the air you breathe. llw' n'ate>' yorr
dri nl, nrul the growrwl vow slancl orr. Is it
sa/e? If you dern'I! nor<; find curt. r'nil vc>rrr.
lrrc'nl aml state grrr emu>err<» lo lee<cur <unrr
part in err r i rrmmentnl sr i/et s'. Pollwtiror
c r>ntn>l is at <wnrr < or>rnrcrn<I.
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Activity B: How do energy use decisions influence
global change?
 Cars on Trial!

I warmin >. In it,a out ener~ use c ecisio ., ~a i ut . I '. ions, greenhouse <~a»es, and loba.y
on obli-, 1 -- »cd of n it i ~,. di ge 0 s '.  ,r

h' k h'I, eall d h, if'a hi g,sphere. The students  jury! mu»t decide how har y h' ksp ere e» u c .. ' - h lrmful the think autorno i es rc
should be done about them.

;i». When it accumulate» in the atmosphere i p.it tra s heat f'rom the slul. warltl-

e ~fa»» <>I' a ~rccnhou»e traps heat in the enclose< sp;icc. e
0 .. -" . ''bl I'h O'I' den and ox ~en. These molecules arc transparen o

h e' e  "rbo dioid i o, id. >rb som«ultr;iviolet wavelength». Greenhouse <gg,lses ciir ion 0 ' ' ' ' h
, ind methane l each;lb»orb infrared radiation   cat . ' e .

ldbe b ne ai c 18"C Ho e thI ox <~en the surface air temperature» wou e a 00 an n 0 n n " " 0'th ofth ~ c ho ' ~ ' cH1 crature of about I S"C bec;tuse o> t e presence ' ~ . gO' P

c a 1,..... bl;inl et, keeping us warm. just as i>xone;ic» as; .thc atmosphere. These gases act as a b;in e, eep'....... » a»
sphere, protecting us from ultraviolet ray».

as, '... " b d' ' e inti> the atmosphere. Some interestingi h as oasoline, releases caruon Uioxiue in i>

isoline, car» and CO, emission» include the I'0 owing.
h 1 c!91-92 Ci>'ee» Index, Worldw;itc nstitu e ainformation can be found in t c

Wol Id/I II116n1<'1 '.
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H1 1'1�~ e . ct ' ' .. ' orld's 0 ulation and owns a third of the world'» cars. Ansirt-~ The I J.S. contains about S percent of' the wor 's popu a il
miles as the rest of the world combined.cans drive as many mi es as

illion miles a ear, the equivalent to a trip to Pluto and~ American car» and truck» cover more th;ln two trillion miles a year, t e cquiva

r allon of a» while U S drivers average 18 miles~ In France an ta y,d It I, the average driver <~et» 34 miles pcr gallon o ' gas. w i e

~ asse " .; ' . I' h I " bon dioxide emitted from fossil fuels~ Passenger cars account f' or >nore t p ' I' h ' " onh;m 13 crcent of'thc tota car on

than 700 million tons of carbon dioxide annually.0,0 «k I dd h~ In the U.S., where fewer th'in 10 percent of' employees pay for par ing, emp o

994W .Ilail G IMo ' b ~ F d~ Of the top SO U.S. industrial exporters listed in the 1994 Wl».11 n>nitric, e

e U.S. at 24 barrels per perse!n.~ i,;. ' ~ .. I» er erson worldwide, with thc .. atrage" - ""'"" p p
~ ...b. 'd' . > 1. If'wc paid the I'ull price of extracting, importing, re i '~ The U.S. government subsi izcs oi . ' wc . ' ' ' - ln, Hn orttn<>, re i

up af'ter oil, the cost would probably exceed 5$4.00 a < allon.



Earth Systems UnderstandingsOB JECTIVKS

Scenario Reference

¹5, Will it affect airborn» circulati<in ol'
toxins".

Materials

The cast includes
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Students will:

~ Be able to list several pros and cons regarding the use of
automobiles in America  or Canada!.

~ Think critically about the complexity of reducing the amount
that Americans  or Canadians! drive cars.

~ Understand the basic effect ol CO, in the atmosphere.

PROCEDURE

l. Decide who will play which role. Students without specil'ic
roles will be part of the jury.

2. Give lawyers and witnesses their card» and some time to
prepare for their role  preferably overnight!. They should be
made aware of courtroom procedures. The lawyers should

illalso read all of the witness card» prior to the trial and wi
want to talk to their respective witnesses regarding the
questions they will ask. The witnesses I'or the prosecution
are the air and the CO expert. The witnesses for the defense
are the car and the teenager.

Courtroom Procedure

4. The bailiff announces the judge: "All rise, the Honorable
Judge... is presiding"

5. The judge enters, calls the court to order and introduce» the
case with the lollowing statement: "Today, all of the cuts in
this nation are on trial. They are accused of emitting harmful
CO into thc atmosphere, causing global warming.'

6. The judge then introduces the defense and prosecuting
lawyers who give their opening statements.

7. Prosecution calls its first witness  thc CO, expert! to the
stand for question». Following this the defense lawyer tn;ty
cross examine the witness.

g. The prosecution then gets to cull a second witness  thc air!.
Again the defense may cross examine.

9. Next, the defense may call its first witness to the stand
 teenage driver!. The prosecution may cross examine.

1 !. Defense may then call their second witness  the car!. The
prosecution may cross examine.

Thi» activity focuses <m ESU» ¹2  steward-
ship!, ¹3  science method»;md tcchnolo< y!,
and ¹7  careers and hobbie»!. Rcfcr to the
introduction of thi» book I'or,i I'ull descrip-
tion ol each underst;inding.

~ any prop» useful f<>r th» tri;il, such as a
gavel for the judge, professional clothes
for thc lawyer», etc.

~ resource materials so that thc hiwyers and
the witnesses can research >tubal
warming, carbon dioxide level», the iole
of greenhouse gases. the use ol autolno-
biles in America, and other rcliite<l topics.

~ the prosecution may want to u»c other
materials froin thi» book, such .is the
chart of average world temperature»;md
the demonstration of how CO, trap» heat
with Activities A and C under C<lobal
Climate Change.

Bailiff:
Strong silent type

Judge:
Thc teacher i» the ideal person for this i<ale
to help steer the discussions in productive
ways as well as retaining ord«r.

Prosecuting lawyer:
Opinion i» that CO is made by»<irs:
therefore, cars are responsible for global
warming.

Dc ense lawyer
Opinion is that automobiles ol'I'er benefits to
humanity overriding concerns about CO.
llnd global warlnl ilg.

Air. Prose»ution witn<.ss
Car: Defense witness
CO expert:

Prosecution witness
T»cnager with license:

Defense witness
Scrib»:

Thi» person records thc decision of' thc Iury,
and he or she should bc a part ol' the jury.

Iiiry  rest of lhe «hiss!'
Determines the verdict



I I. After the lawyers;tnd v itncsses have finished, the judge ask»
thc jury il' there are any questions.

l 2. It is now time for the jury to decide the verdict  remedy!.
The judge should remind them that they must keep the good
and saf'ety of society in mind. Is the automobile a menace to
society or a uselul convenience'?

13. Lawyers and witnesses may not interrupt or take part in this
discussion. If;I clarification of a particular detail is needed,
questions m;ty be asked by thc jury to the appropriate party.

I4. Have one member of the jury write up the conclusions of the
jury. Once the jury has agreed on a conclusion, it should be
read aloud to the entire courtroom.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
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Answers/Ideas for Review Questions

I. Ideas should spark discussion. Entertain
all ideas e<luitahly.

2. Answers will dcpeml on thc decision of
the jury. economics of the car Industry,
status of owning aml driving certain
kinds of cars, lack of alternative methods
of transportation, re;Isonahlc price ol'gas,
etc.

3. Students should think ol how population
size, geography, political climate. need
I' or transportation of goods. and»ther
I;lctors would affect the decision. They
should also incorporate the c<inccpl <it
limited supplies of fossil fuels.

-I. Allow students to consider/predict the
I'uture with continued patterns ol'
autorn<>bile use.

5. Students can consider a range of ideas.
6. Earth sense and saving resources <night

hc c<msidered cool, or become popular
ways ol' thinking.

7. These things might include wearing real
fur coats, smoking, and tanning.

Students could crellte ways ol pursuin
economic development that are dilfcrcnt
than what has heen done hcfore.
Countries could I'ol low a different path.

u. The class could take a fcw minutes t<i
dlaw;ul llivenlofy of their ful<lrc honlc
<md property," and sharc their ideas with
each other.

l.

2 7.
What do the students think is,m environmentally responsible
way to use vehicles  keep in mind that we live on a planet
where the population is constantly expanding!.
Is it fashionable/popular/cool to use automobiles in an
environmentally safe manner" .Why or why not?
What factors are barriers to implementing the deciston of the
jury? How fea»ible would the jury's decision really be'? How
many people in thc population would agree with the jury' »
decision?

What will happen if no action i» taken and thc automobile
industry continues to glow and prosper while the price of g;ts
remains affordable.

What do students predict will most realistically happen to
the way American» usc cars?
There ha» been an incre;tsc over thc past several ye;Irs in the
percentage of cars that are luxury cars. What would make it
fashionable to drive an economical car'?

Brainstorm which thing» society has at one time esteemed a»
being "the i» thing» to do" but are generally thought of as in
bad t;tste now bec;tuse <>f environmental or health reasons'>

On a worldwide level, the United States has significantly
more emissions than developing countries. Some people
believe that thc goal t>l' these countries i» to attain the LI.S.
life-style. Wh;tt should happen if they all did'? What would
wc recommend to them.

Is a more affluent lil'e-style alway» better'? What sorts ol
life-styles do the student» hope to create for themselves some
day'? Would any»tudent» prefer a house or car that is not
luxllri<ills oval.r nne th:>t is'? What is ideal' ?



CHARACTER CARDS

JUD 'E

The role of the judg» i» to keep thc trial running»moothly and to keep order in the courtroom. Thc judge
may stand at a podium with the courtroom procedures in front of him or her to make sure they are
followed. The judge ha» the ability to make the trial a» humorous or a» serious a» desired.

PROSECUTION LAWYER

It is your job to make sure that the jury understands the»erious negative consequences of'carbon dioxide
emissions, especially at its present rates which are const'mtly increasing. Your argumenf is that cars are
polluting our air and having serious negative global eff'ects. You think that society must concern itself
with thi» problem soon bef'orc more serious damage is done. especially with the ever growing world
population. Feel free to state statistics regarding the environmental harm that cars cause in order to
impress that point upon the jury. Your opening statement should include the main points that you hope to
prove during the trial. You must be ready with good questions to ask of the witnesses.

DEFENSF. LAWYER

Your job is to help the jury see how important and beneficial cars are to our society. Your opening
statement should include the main points that you hope to prove during the trial. Some argument» you
may want to incorporate into your defense are the following:  think up your own also!.

Be ready with good questions for each of the witnesses when it i» your turn to question them.
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~ You may question the assertion that CO is actually harmful in the atmosphere by claiming that the
scientists have greatly exaggerated the consequences of CO emi»»ions in order to scarc the public.
You also are aware that scientists disagree on the subject of global warming. You want to know how the
scientists who argue for global climate change got their data. Claim that no decision should be made
until the data arc verified and irrefutable.

~ The economy of our society depend» on cars. The automobile industry employs thousands of people:
engineers, designers, mechanics, gas station attendants, factory workers, salespeople, advertisers, ctc.
We also export a»ignificant number of cars.

~ In America we greatly value our freedom to go where we want whenever we want without having to
wait for a bus or travel with strangers. Thi» depends on the ongoing use of personal vehicles.

~ Ask the jury if they would want to wait for a bu» or walk to the subway if any emergency happened.
Cars can be lifesaver».

~ American lif'e would change dramatically without cars; they have become a symbol ot the way we live.
We are independent, free and have abundant resources.



WITNESSES

CAR

You are on trial, and are being accused of emitting CO into the atmosphere which causes global warm-
ing. You must answer any questions truthfully to the best of your ability but one argument you might
make on your behalf is that you perform a useful function in»ociety. You can bring up the point  feel free
to interrupt the lawyers whenever you w;mt to! that your only purpose on thi» planet is to serve the
public, the very members of the jury, »o you are amazed that these»ante people could be attacking you.
You might remind them that you don't drive on icy road» and through potholcs for your own good, but
that you would rust yourself out driving people anywhere they wanted to go. Has the jury ever noticed
how cars are treated in the movies � they' re demolished. Remind them that il' someone told you to drive
over the cliff, you would do it as long as you' re able, without even a question. The jury has a lot of nerve
to blame you for causing them trouble. You may want to ask the jury how many ol them hope to own a
vehicle someday. Ask them how many ol them rode in a vehicle today and how their parents would get to
work without a car. Not only that, but you produce CO, which plants need in order to grow and produce
oxygen. Feel free to really let the audience know how you feel.

CO FXPERT

You have an extremely vital role in thi» trial. You represent the scientific community and present al
most! of the actual data used this activity. Your job i» to explain how CO, works as a greenhouse g;
may want to do the demonstration located in Global Climate Change Activity C which shows how
holds in heat.  lt takes some advance preparation.! You also need to describe the level» of CO, in tl
atmosphere and how they are steadily increasing. In this activity hook is a chart of global temperal
 Global Climate Change Activity A!. The defense lawyers may try to question your authority, so b 
of your facts! Bring in book» and notes you are the educated member in the court. You do not
necessarily have an opinion about cars, you just present thc facts as you know them.

DRIVIN " TEENAGER

Your job as a witness is to convince the jury that owning and using a car is a necessity in our soci»
instance, you can talk about thc job you have delivering pizzas and how you could not imagine doi
without your car. You don't think you could deliver pizzas hy bus, subway or bicycle. You also wc
part-time on the weekends cleaning people's carpets � imagine carrying all those supplies and tha
equipment around on public transportation. You also go grocery»hopping ol'ten for your family; v
a car, you wonder how you would gct 10 bags of groceries home. Moie importantly, you think tha
are fun. Driving is great; you can "blast" your music, you can take your friend» wherever you want
like to the beach or the countryside, places off the beaten track. Your car i» like your personality.
course rush hour is bothersome and makes you nauseous but you think it would be a tragedy to loo
of the 1'rccdom that driving gives you.
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AIR

You are vehemently against cars. You may want to claim that you arc vital to the health of the planet, In
fact, you keep the jury  and everyone else! alive from minute to minute, so they ought to be concerned
with your health. You feel that automobiles are poisoning you. In some places of this country, people
aren't supposed to go outside during titnes of the day bccausc of the air pollution, You feel that drastic
measures are needed to stop air pollution. You are retaining heat and think that thi» will have serious
negative consequences. None of the jury can afford for things to become worse.

RxvmwsraNs

2. How would people's life-styles change if society started using more public transportation or bicycling to
work?

Crates, D.M. 1993. Climate Change bandits Ricclogicot Consc.qccer>cec. Sunderland, MA: Sinauer Associates.

For morc information contact:

Worldwatch Institute, 177<i Ma~~achusetts Ave. NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

Spccilic titles related to this cictivi y include:
Flavin, Christopher, and Nicholas Lenssen. December 1990. Worldwatch Paper 100. Beyond the Pe>rc>fe>c>n Age:
Designing a Solar Fconon>y. Washington, D,C,; Worldwatch institute.

Lowe, Marcia D. October 199 !. Worldwatch Paper 98. Ahernoiivet to the Automobile; Transpcrrf fc» Linc>blc Cities.
Washington, D.C.: Worldwatch institute.
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Figure f. Monrf>fy overuge CO, co»cc'nrrcuic+Mcc>c»cc f.ou Of>sc'»vcc>c>ry. Huncuii
kcf>rocf>cc c'cf fr<in> Reporting on Clicnate Changce>lndcrstancting thc Science, B»vi >cc»>r>c'»>c>f Heuflb r.c r»c > err >hc fV cc>ice>>c>f .'icclc >s
Cour>c ii.
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1. Have students investigate thc car that they ride in the most. What is its gas mileage? What will happen to it
when it is tinte 1 or it to be discarded? What happens to used oil after it is changed? Why wa» that particu-
lar car purchased'? Was the environment one of the buyer's concerns'?



Global Change in the Great Lakes Scenarios
The Ohio Sea Grant Education Program has produced a series of short publications designed to help people understand how global
change may affect the Great Lakes region. By explaining the possible implications of global change for this region of the world,
it is hoped that policy makers and individuals will be more inclined to make responsible decisions about global change policy issues.
The scenarios describe the scientific community's prevailing interpretations of what may happen to the Great Lakes region in the
face of global warming. The scenarios are written in terms the general public can understand, they include the most recent information
available on a variety of subjects, and their content has been reviewed for accuracy by a panel of experts.

Introduction Understanding Climate Models
Scenario ¹1 How Will Water Resources in the Great Lakes Region be Affected?
Scenario ¹2 Will Biological Diversity in the Great Lakes Region Suffer?
Scenario ¹3 What Could Happen to Great Lakes Shipping?
Scenario ¹4 How Will Agriculture in the Great Lakes Region be Affected?
Scenario ¹5 Will it Affect Airborne Circulation of Toxins?
Scenario ¹6 What are the Implications of Low Water Levels in Great Lakes Estuaries?
Scenario ¹7 Will it Speed Eutrophication in the Great Lakes?
Scenario ¹8 What Could Happen to Great Lakes Recreation?
Scenario ¹9 How Could Fish Populations in the Great Lakes be Affected?
Scenario ¹10 How Will Forests in the Great Lakes Region be Affected?

Additional Resources Available from The Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes Schools  OEAGLS!

OEAGLS  pronounced "eagles" ! are designed to take a concept or idea from the existing school curriculum and develop it into an
oceanic and Great Lakes context, using teaching approaches and materials appropriate for children in grades five through nine.
Investigations are characterized by subject matter compatibility with existing curriculum topics, short activities lasting from one to
three classes, minimal preparation time, minimal equipment needs, standard page size for easy duplication, student workbook plus
teacher guide, suggested extension activities for further information or creative expression, teachability demonstrated by use in
middle school classrooms; and content accuracy assured by critical reviewers. Each title consists of a student workbook and a teacher
guide and costs $3.00 for the publication, postage, and handling. If ordering EP-026, add an additional $4.00 to cover the cost of the
computer disk.

available.

OEAGLets
In the primary grade range we have three activities. All use Lake Erie information applied to all primary subject areas.
Lake Erie � Take a Bow ............................................................................  EP-031! $5.00
Build a Fish to Scale ...............................  EP-032! $5.00
A Day in the Life of a Fish . .  EP-033! $5.00

Additional Educational Materials
Supplemental Curriculum activities to Accompany Holling C. Holling's Paddle-To-The-Sea ...
Holling C. Holling's Paddle-To-The-Sea
The Ohio Sea Grant Education Program: Development, Implementation, Evaluation .................
Sea Grant's Marine Education Bibliography .
Abstracts of Research in Marine and Aquatic Education: 1975-1990 .
Great Lake Erie ............................................................................................................. ....... " . ...

.......  EP-076! $10.00

....  EP-076/B! $10.00

.......  EP-075! $8.00
free

.......  EP-077! $4.00

.......  EP-079! $10.00

' Make payment payable to The Ohio State University in U.S. dollars.
Mail your request and payment to:

Ohio Sea Grant Publications, The Ohio State University, 1314 Kinnear Road, Columbus, OH 43212-1194

These publications are current
The Effect of the Great Lakes on Temperature
The Effect of The Great Lakes on Climate ......
Ancient Shores of Lake Erie .............................
How to Protect a River
Changing Lake Levels....................................
Erosion Along The Great Lakes .......................
Coastal Processes and Erosion .........................
Pollution in Lake Erie: An Introduction ...........
Yellow Perch in Lake Erie ...............................
Evidence of Ancient Seas in Ohio ....................
To Harvest a Walleye
Oil Spill!
Shipping on The Great Lakes ...........................
Geography of The Great Lakes ........................
Ohio Canals

ly being
 EP-001!
 EP-002!
 EP-003!
 EP-004!
 EP-005!
 EP-006!
 EP-007!
 EP-008!
 EP-009!
 EP-010!
 EP-011!
 EP-012!
 EP-013!
 EP-014!
 EP-015!

revised and all titles may not be
The Estuary: A Special Place ..................
The Great Lakes Triangle
Knowing the Ropes .
Getting to Know Your Local Fish ...........
Shipping: The World Connection ............
We have Met the Enemy
It's Everyone's Sea: Or is it? ...................
PCBs in Fish: A Problem? .......................
A Great Lakes Vacation
Storm Surges .
River Trek  with computer program! ......
Waves
Lake Layers: Stratification ......................
Nutrients in The Great Lakes ..................
Eating Like a Bird

...  EP-016!

...  EP-017!

...  EP-018!

...  EP-019!

...  EP-020!

...  EP-021!

...  EP-022!

...  EP-023!

...  EP-024!
..  EP-025!

...  EP-026!
.  EP-027!

...  EP-028!

...  EP-029!

...  EP-030!




